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Key Takeaways
• Despite a mostly stable rating outlook, global banks will face tougher tests as
economic growth weakens and higher-for-longer inflation affects borrowers.
• Key risks include: an economic downside scenario materially outside our base case;
potentially higher corporate insolvencies exacerbated by high corporate leverage; high
government leverage; and a weaker property sector.
• The significant build-up of capital and other buffers over the past decade will allow the
global banking sector to show some resilience at current rating levels.
• We anticipate increasing credit divergence. Challenges may be more acute and swift,
affecting some emerging market banks, NBFIs, and certain smaller, non-systemically
important banks.
• Banks will increasingly face nontraditional risks associated with digitalization and new
financial technologies, cyber, and climate risk.

Weaker Economic Outlook Creates Uncertainty For Banks
The optimism at the start of 2022 is evaporating. Many banks were well on track to a longlasting post-COVID-19 recovery of their financial strength. That is no longer the case. Happy
days are increasingly in the rear-vision mirror for the global banking sector. Since the onset of the
Russia-Ukraine conflict, the economic environment has deteriorated markedly during 2022. The
economic outlook has the potential to confound banks, especially if a much more negative
scenario evolves.
For major economies, S&P Global Ratings has lowered its economic forecasts four times since
the onset of the Russia-Ukraine conflict. The growth outlook for 2022 is now much weaker
compared with expectations six months ago, and with 2021 (see charts 1 and 2; and "Global
Economic Outlook Q3 2022: Rates Shock Puts The Economy On A Slower Path," June 29, 2022).

Chart 1

How Much Will Weaker Growth Hurt Banks?
The economic rebound in 2021 goes into reverse in 2022
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Higher-For-Longer Inflation Will Eventually Hurt Bank Borrowers
Inflation is taking center stage in many jurisdictions and muting the post-COVID rebound. The
inflation outlook has shifted materially during 2022. Inflation is at a four-decade high and is the
No. 1 economic issue in many countries. The challenge for central banks is whether they can
harness inflation expectations without causing a recession.
For most banks the immediate effect of higher interest rates is positive because it will benefit
their net interest income. This is because banks in many jurisdictions are raising rates from
ultra-low levels; at the same time, banks' interest margins have been significantly squeezed.

Chart 2

Higher Rates Will Help Net Interest Income
European banks - impact of a 200 basis point increase scenario
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The chart covers 80 banks for which we have data on both EVE and NII. "Parallel up" (200 basis points) scenario refers to the main currency in which the bank operates.
NIM--Net interest margin. EVE--Economic value of equity. NII-Net interest income. Sources: S&P Global Ratings and annual reports/Pillar 3 reports of institutions.

The compounding effects on banks from weaker growth and higher interest rates over the next
six to 18 months are much less certain; they could be profound in a downside scenario. As
economic growth slows and financing conditions tighten, there is a risk that sharply higher
interest rates, persistent inflation, and low consumer confidence will lead to a recession.
Banks will fare much less favorably in a downside scenario outside our base case--notably in a
recession. Weaker growth, higher-for-longer interest rates and market borrowing costs, and
higher unemployment will hit household and corporate sector borrowers. This in turn will hinder
banks' asset quality, and potentially bank outlooks and ratings.
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Our base case assumes that activity in the interest rate derivatives market will be orderly. On a
notional value basis, interest rate derivatives total in the hundreds of trillions of dollars globally,
with most instruments intermediated through the banking system. Even on a net basis, interest
rate derivatives are in the tens of trillions of dollars. As interest rate contracts reset and reprice,
our industry view and ratings consider that derivative risks will be satisfactorily managed at both
the macro- and bank-specific level.

Downside Risks Would Hit Corporates Then Banks
Under base-case conditions, the corporate sector appears relatively resilient in a moderate
stress environment. However, if the economic outlook deteriorates materially, corporate sector
expectations look considerably weaker. This would diminish banks' asset quality.
A high-stress scenario affecting the U.S. noninvestment grade corporate sector will likely hurt
financial institutions as well as corporates. A recent corporate analysis considered the impact
of a 2% interest rate rise and a 15% fall in EBITDA margins below those of 2022. The share of U.S.
noninvestment corporate issuers generating negative free operating cash flow (FOCF) was
forecast to jump to about 39% under a high stress scenario, from about 15% under the 2022 base
case (see "Searching For Stress Fractures: Evaluating The Impact Of Interest Rate And EBITDA
Stresses On U.S. Speculative-Grade Corporates," May 25, 2022).

Chart 3

Downside Risks Will Challenge U.S. Corporates
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Similarly, European corporates appear well positioned to weather a mild downturn. But a full
recession would stretch corporate financial metrics beyond pandemic levels and pressure
ratings. We estimate that 50% of speculative grade issuers would have negative FOCF, versus
30% last year (see "What Recession Could Mean For European Speculative Grade Nonfinancial
Corporates," June 23, 2022).
In Asia-Pacific, downside risks will also negatively affect the corporate sector. A scenario of
higher borrowing costs and cost inflation could result in 16% of Asia-Pacific corporate entities
breaching downside financial triggers (see "APAC Corporates: Inflation, Rate Strains Set In," June
21, 2022).

Chart 4

Cost And Rate Pressures May Hit Asia-Pacific Corporates
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A breach indicates a situation in which the relevant financial ratios fall below our downside rating triggers for a given issuer.
Triggers are based on the latest published outlook statements for each issuer. Source: S&P Global Ratings.

Small to midsize enterprises will likewise suffer in a higher-for-longer rates environment. In July
2022, we considered a stress scenario involving a 300-basis point (bps) rise of both interest rates and
inflation for a corporate sample of 20,000 unrated entities. Under this scenario, we estimated that lossmakers could more than double to 17%.

The Backdrop Is High Leverage
The corporate and public sector are more highly levered than they were in the pre-pandemic
period. This compounds the potential contingent liability on banks from the weaker economic
outlook. The debt spike is tapering in 2022, but high corporate leverage affords corporates less
buffer in a stress scenario; this in turn could hinder banks' asset quality. Higher government
leverage could ultimately diminish the capacity of sovereigns to provide extraordinary support to
their economies or certain banking sectors if needed.
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Chart 5

Debt Leverage Surge Is Easing But Could Still Hurt Banks
Global debt to GDP trends, 2009-2022p
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Ratings.

The fiscal cost of a 300 bps three-year rate shock for developed economy sovereigns is a
pressure point on public spending but is still manageable, according to a recent sovereign
analysis. We estimate this shock on average to be a 1 percentage point of GDP increase in
interest spending by 2025. This compares to this year's median interest expenditure to GDP of
2.2% (excluding the six developed market sovereigns with central government debt of less than
50% of GDP). (See "Take A Hike 2022: Which Sovereigns Are Best And Worst Placed To Handle A
Rise In Interest Rates," June 22, 2022).

Property Risks Could Escalate
The property sector will likely test banks' asset quality as interest rates increase. We are only
in the early stages of a cyclical downturn. However, property is holding up reasonably well in most
banking jurisdictions. As interest rates rise, property prices are tapering or decreasing in many
markets after unsustainably strong price growth in the previous period of ultra-low rates.
For banks it is back to bread-and-butter management of property sector credit risks. Borrower
repayment moratoriums, forbearance by landlords, renegotiation of borrower arrangements by
banks, and wage subsidies benefitting property borrowers have either ceased or are winding
down. The underlying quality of exposures will become evident, and be tested, over the next 12
months or so.
Heading into the slower growth environment, pockets within the property sector already face
severe stress. A case in point is China where we anticipate property development sector
nonperforming loans will spike in 2022 (see chart 6). While the impact of property developer
stress will play out differently across banks in China, we currently do not anticipate any
significant impact on ratings of highly rated Chinese banks.
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Chart 6

China Property Development Nonperforming Loans Will Spike In 2022
China property development loans and NPLs
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The global housing sector is likely to face its first broad-based test for some 10 years. Some
banking jurisdictions are carrying high levels of household debt (see chart 7). However, these
tend to be jurisdictions with strong institutional frameworks. Furthermore, across many
jurisdictions our base case is for resilient employment levels and a strong starting point leading
into the downturn due to the accumulation of household savings through the pandemic. These
factors will help buffer household-related credit risks.

Chart 7

Higher Interest Rates Will Test Indebted Households
Household debt as % of GDP – Selected jurisdictions
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Funding Risks Are On The Radar
Despite tighter financing conditions, our base case does not envisage any immediate concerns
affecting banks' funding capabilities across most developed market banking systems.
Potential funding stress is more likely in emerging market banking systems; in particular, those
with heavy reliance on foreign funding and large external or fiscal imbalances that are exposed to
further strengthening of the U.S. dollar.

Nontraditional Risks: It's Getting More Complicated
Banks and borrowers are rapidly adopting and adapting to new technologies to remain
relevant and competitive. Digitalization of goods and services, decentralized finance (see chart
8), and distributed ledger technologies have the potential to disrupt but also complement and
empower banks' business models. We are yet to adjust our assessments of competitive dynamics
affecting our banking industry country risk assessments solely because of the benefits or costs
of new financial technologies. However, such adjustments may eventually occur.
Some major shifts in financial technologies, should they become widely adopted, could
reshape the banking industry and our ratings views. These changes could be positive and
negative. We anticipate there will be winners and losers amid new and traditional financial
technologies and business models.

Chart 8

Traditional Finance Versus Decentralized Finance

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
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The interconnectedness of the global banking system and its heavy reliance on technology
mean cyber risk is both a systemic threat and a threat to individual institutions. Cyber attacks
on banks are common. However, because of their critical intermediation role, most banks have
strong defenses, underpinned by regulatory frameworks, supervision, and requirements. Banks
will necessarily incur high ongoing costs to thwart cyber threats.
In the environmental, social, and governance realm, increasing investor and stakeholder
initiatives and government policymaking will continue to shape banks' policies and behavior.
Climate change alone will have a limited direct impact on banks in the next few years. However,
banks must grapple with a range of thorny issues related to climate and the environment more
generally. Banks will steadily transition away from less climate friendly industries, which raises
the question as to how these industries will be funded. Furthermore, our base-case expectation
is that highly rated banks will demonstrate good governance standards.

Regulation: The Pivot Is In Progress
Central banks have done a U-turn and are taking the fight to inflation, with some hiking rates
aggressively. Banks are getting back to business as usual. Monetary policies have been reset,
and fiscal or other policy support for borrowers has unwound in most jurisdictions or is doing so
rapidly.
The question is: will public support be there in the next crisis? We see COVID-19 as a severe,
highly unusual, and unanticipated shock. We do not assume that the response of public
authorities to COVID-19 is a blueprint for how they will respond to a future, unanticipated severe
stress scenario. The support from public authorities during the pandemic does, however,
highlight that regulation alone is no substitute for the occasional, inevitable need for systemic or
targeted financial support.

The Outlook For Banks Is Nuanced Across Regions
The global economic outlook shows across-the-board weaker growth and higher inflation but
there are important regional variations as to how banks may be affected.
In the U.S., the Fed is hiking rates and the economic growth outlook 2023-2025 is a bit weaker.
U.S. banks should maintain solid balance sheets, however. The Fed's annual bank stress test
shows banks continue to have strong capital levels. This allows them to continue lending to
households and businesses during a severe recession.
For European banks, the Russia-Ukraine conflict bears downside risks to our ratings. The
uncertainty about Gazprom gas exports to Europe increases physical supply risk. A scenario of
energy disruption, which is no longer remote, could trigger a shock to economic growth in Europe
and weaken confidence, asset quality, and profitability. Germany appears the most exposed to
this scenario, but it would also have second-order effects on other European economies.
In Asia-Pacific, 2022 GDP growth was revised down by 0.4% to 4.2%, mainly driven by China.
Most Asia-Pacific bank outlooks are stable, however; and in most jurisdictions, banks have some
buffers to contend with the overall weaker outlook, including highly rated China banks.
In Latin America, the likely weaker economic performance over the next two years and lower
credit growth will push up nonperforming loans. Risks will play out differently across countries
and sectors. Mexican nonbank financial institutions (NBFIs) will likely face difficult conditions this
year.
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Future Financial System Stress--It's Not All About The Banks
We note that nonbank sectors are taking a larger share of the financial market. As bank
regulations have tightened over the past decade or so, new unregulated or less regulated, NBFIs
have gained market share. NBFIs now account for almost half of global financial assets,
according to the Financial Stability Board. This compares with about 42% in 2008. Financial risks
posed by nonbank entities are already on supervisors' radar. More regulations in due course may
well be implemented to expand and deepen coverage of their activities.

Current Bank Outlook Trends Could Reverse
Bank ratings and outlooks to-date have shown some resilience in the context of the economic
base case weakening during 2022. A further negative step-change in our economic outlook could
challenge rating trends across the global banking sector.
Net bank rating outlooks globally are positive 6%. This is a big turnaround from negative 25% in
February 2021 during the nadir of COVID. Most bank rating outlooks are stable. About 77% of
outlooks are stable, about 14% positive, and 8% negative. Further, of the 84 banking jurisdictions
we cover, BICRA1 economic risk trends as they affect banks are stable in 73, negative in 10, and
positive in only one. Across these same 84 jurisdictions, industry risk trends are stable in 74,
negative in six, and positive in four.
Since February 2021, many bank outlooks have been revised to stable. This is because some
banks have solidified at their current rating level; others have been downgraded, and their
outlooks revised to stable from negative; we note too that bank ratings in Russia have been
withdrawn. Furthermore, there are positive BICRA industry risk trends in the U.S. and Australia,
which are driving positive rating outlooks in these jurisdictions. If certain rating outlooks in these
two jurisdictions were stable not positive, the global net bank rating outlook would be about
positive 1%, not positive 6%.
The impact of slower growth, higher inflation, and a potentially weaker corporate sector will
not play out evenly across the global banking sector. We anticipate increasing credit
divergence--as occurred during COVID--as conditions get more difficult over the next 12 months
or so. Challenges may be more acute and swift, affecting some emerging market banks, NBFIs,
and certain smaller, non-systemically important banks.

Banks' Balance Sheets Are In Reasonably Good Shape
Many bank balance sheets can help buffer the economic headwinds. Most banking sectors
have evolved since the global financial crisis in 2008 and are better capitalized (see chart 9),
more liquid, and with much improved asset quality (see chart 10). Stronger capitalization--built up
over the past 10 years--has helped banks navigate tough, pandemic-affected operating
conditions. These buffers will assist banks in contending with the anticipated lower growth and
higher-inflation environment.

1

BICRA--Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment.
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Chart 9

Stronger Capital Since The GFC Adds To Banks' Buffers
Tier 1 ratios by region - group 1 banks
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Chart 10

NPAs Are Sound But Will Increase In An Economic Downside
Nonperforming assets as a % of systemwide loans for selected G20 jurisdictions
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About BICRAs
The strengths and weaknesses of an economy and its banking industry are critical factors
that underpin the creditworthiness of a country's financial institutions. We distill this
analysis into a Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA). The BICRA is designed
to evaluate and compare global banking systems. BICRAs are grouped on a scale from '1'
to '10', ranging from what we view as the lowest-risk banking systems (group '1') to the
highest-risk (group '10').
A BICRA analysis for a country covers all rated and unrated financial institutions that take
deposits, extend credit, or engage in both activities. The analysis considers the
relationship of the banking industry to the financial system, and furthermore to its
sovereign. The BICRA methodology has two main analytical components: "economic risk"
and "industry risk."

Notes On The Country Outlooks
• Every country outlook one-pager contains a link to the BICRA report or the general
media release of the latest BICRA action at the top right corner.
• The data labels for the three charts in the right column are rounded to one decimal
place.
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Bermuda | BICRA Group: 5
Still High Unemployment And Rising Interest Rates Will Weigh On Banks'
Credit Growth And Asset Quality
Key takeaways
− Bermuda's economy is still recovering after the severe contraction in 2020. Full recovery will take time
and still high unemployment will weigh on banks' credit growth, asset quality, and profitability.
− We expect delinquencies and nonperforming assets (NPAs) to rise, but not to translate into
significantly higher net charge-offs. We also expect Bermudian banks to keep operating with sound
capitalization and liquidity during the next two years.
− A history of rapid build-up in property prices followed by a substantial drop reflects the structural risk
concentration of the Bermudian economy. We expect this situation will persist, adding volatility to
economic activity, credit expansion, and property prices.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
Alfredo Calvo
Mexico City
alfredo.calvo@spglobal.com
+52-55-5081-4436

Bermuda
Loan growth

prices that are pushing up inflation and interest rates. For Bermuda, we expect the annual inflation rate

2.0%

3.0%

6.1%

6.0%

0.9%

1.0%

2023f

weakening and could affect Bermuda’s recovery pace. We see significant pressure on energy and food

2022e

Increasing inflation and tightening financing conditions. Global macroeconomic conditions are

will be 4.9% in 2022, and then it will gradually decline and remain below 2.0%, on average, in 2023-2025.
This factor will be crucial for Bermudian banks’ credit growth prospects, asset quality, and profitability.
Residential real estate market. Bermuda has experienced a prolonged correction period in its real estate
sector, reflected in a pattern of rapid build-up in property prices followed by a substantial drop. In our
opinion, Bermuda remains in an extended correction phase that has been prolonged by the pandemic and
the challenging global economic conditions that could hamper the country's recovery pace.

-11.1%

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Economic recovery is underway, but GDP will remain below pre-pandemic levels in 2022. After a sizable

5.6%

contraction of 6.9% in 2020, we estimate real GDP increased 3.1% in 2021 and will grow 3.2% in 2022.
During 2023-2025, we expect growth will average 1.4%. In our view, this will limit credit expansion because
domestic banks will keep seeking growth opportunities abroad.
Asset quality deterioration. We expect the NPAs ratio to increase to above pre-pandemic levels. This is
because we expect low credit growth amid slow recovery of the employment rate, along with increasing
inflation and interest rates that will affect bank customers' income capacity.

RoAA

Solid liquidity and capitalization ratios will remain in 2022-2023. Bermudian banks will keep operating
with ample liquidity (loan-to-deposit ratio of 36% at year-end 2021) and with sound capitalization (the
sector's aggregate common-equity Tier 1 [CET1] ratio was 20.5% in 2021).

What to look for over the next year

0.8%

Continued appeal as an international financial center. We view positively the stability that the
International Financial Service (IFS) sector provides to Bermuda's economy because it's disconnected
are based in the jurisdiction overwhelmingly service foreign customers. We expect that this sector will
continue to sustain economic prosperity over the long term.
Resumption of tourism will be key to boost employment. The IFS sector represented about 27.5% of GDP
in 2020, much larger than tourism (typically about 5% of GDP). However, tourism is significantly more

2021a

from domestic economic trends, since the many multinational insurance and reinsurance companies that

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

relevant in terms of job generation. Therefore, the resumption of tourism could bring down unemployment

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

levels, which we expect to be above pre-pandemic levels in 2022-2023.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Canada | BICRA Group: 2
Solid Earnings Offset Risks From Elevated House Prices
Key takeaways
− Large Canadian bank earnings to remain robust.
− We expect an orderly cooling in house prices as policy rate rises continue.
− Our base case assumes credit losses to increase in the latter part of 2022, more likely in 2023, but to
remain manageable.

Primary Credit Analyst
Lisa Barrett
Melbourne
lisa.barrett@spglobal.com
+61-3-9631-2081

Key credit drivers
Economic growth to ease following a recovery. We forecast economic growth will slow in 2022 and 2023

Canada

due to higher interest rates and prices, amplified by the Russia-Ukraine conflict,
Solid earnings and appropriate capital. Large Canadian banks' earnings are set to stay strong relative to

Loan growth

those of global peers. We project the banks' net interest margins to strengthen marginally off the back of
an increasing policy rate. Thus, we expect operating performance to be slightly more favorable in 2022

8.0%

relative to 2021. The Canadian banks' capital ratios remain appropriate, with an average Common Equity

5.6%

Tier 1 ratio of 13.4% (at second-quarter 2022), above the 10.5% regulatory minimum.

4.2%

Key assumptions
Monetary tightening to continue. Following several interest rate rises since March 2022, we expect the
Bank of Canada will continue to raise policy rates until inflation moves back into its target band of 1% to
3%. The inflation rate is at 7.7%, a level not seen in decades.

NPA ratio

Consumer savings are dwindling. Household savings, which increased during the pandemic, are falling.
Reduced financial flexibility could lead to less spending and stall economic growth further. It could also
lead to less demand for credit and hamper the strong loan growth we have seen year to date.

0.3%

0.4%

0.4%

0.9%

0.9%

2023f

Credit losses to remain manageable. We expect large Canadian banks' credit losses will increase but

2022e

What to look for over the next year
remain manageable, primarily reflecting loan growth while the credit environment remains relatively benign
to date; however, that could change should economic growth deteriorate. Similarly, we forecast the banks'
nonperforming assets will also increase marginally in the next two years. We project provisions for credit
losses will begin normalizing in 2023.
Housing market to cool. We expect house prices will cool over the next year from the high levels in 2022 as
borrowing rates rise and housing supply increases. We believe demand-supply imbalances, higher

RoAA
1.0%

migration flows, and low unemployment will help avoid a major correction and continue to support housing
fundamentals in the medium term. Lower home prices, coupled with rising unemployment, could pose a
threat to Canada's highly leveraged households.
Technology risks on the increase. Cyber risk threats remain a risk for Canadian banks. Accelerated
digitalization and remote working arrangements since the pandemic increased such risks and could lead

weak nonfinancial risk governance may be less prepared and more vulnerable to cyber attacks.

2021a

to more complex cyber attacks that trigger higher losses. A large-scale cyber attack could considerably
hurt Canadian banks and pose systemic risks. Financial institutions need to be vigilant, and those with

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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U.S. | BICRA Group: 3
Banks Remain In Good Shape As Economic Uncertainty Rises
Key takeaways
− The economic outlook has weakened with elevated inflation forcing the Fed to raise rates more
aggressively than expected. Recession risk has also risen, which could pressure asset quality, fee
income, and earnings in a downside scenario.
− However, for now banks continue to perform well with strong balance sheets and asset quality. In our
base case, we expect them to report fairly good profits this year, albeit down from 2021 as provisions
normalize.
− We believe banks are well positioned to absorb some deterioration in asset quality, helped in part by a
likely material increase in net interest income this year and next on the back of rising interest rates.

Key credit drivers
Economic performance. S&P Global economists have lowered their expectations for the U.S. economy,

Primary Credit Analyst
Brendan Browne
New York
brendan.browne@spglobal.com
+1-212-438-7399

U.S.
Loan growth

now forecasting real GDP growth of 2.4% in 2022 and 1.6% in 2023 with a 35%-45% chance of recession in
the next 12 months. Banks are well positioned to weather potentially difficult conditions, but a greater-

7.0%

than-expected slowdown could have a material impact on provisions and earnings.
Rates and inflation. Rising interest rates will likely boost net interest income substantially, helping offset

3.5%

3.0%

other earnings pressures. However, persistently high inflation may lead to problems for some borrowers,
especially if the economy ends up in recession or in a period of stagflation.
Reduced industry risk. Because of an improved regulatory track record and the long-running strength of
banks' performance, we believe industry risk is falling. While that may eventually lead us to revise up the
anchor for bank ratings, we are very unlikely to do so until downside risk to the economy lessens.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Banks will maintain solid balance sheets. While asset quality, which has been benign, will inevitably
worsen, we don't expect it to deteriorate especially sharply absent a deep recession. Capital and liquidity

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

may also moderately weaken but should remain in good shape overall.
Rising net interest income will help banks absorb other pressures. We expect rising interest rates and
loan growth to boost net interest income by a low double-digit percentage in 2022 and even more in 2023.
That will partially offset an increase in provisions from the negative $31 billion banks reported in 2021; a
drop in fee income, particularly on reduced mortgage and investment banking; and rising expenses. We

RoAA

expect banks to report a return on equity in the high single digits in 2022 and low double digits in 2023.
Regulation will not ease. We don't see any indications from the Biden administration, Congress, or

1.0%

1.1%

2023f

1.2%

What to look for over the next year

2022e

regulators that they intend to relax regulation in any areas.

The Fed's ability to slow inflation. The Fed has shown increased urgency to slow inflation with a 75-basiswhat extent that will successfully bring down inflation and whether a recession will ensue.
Market volatility. Equity and certain other asset prices have fallen recently. If volatility picks up, it could

2021a

point hike in June 2022, and further material tightening is likely. However, it is unclear how quickly and to

add to market risk, and a sustained drop in prices could affect wealth and asset management.
Market and bank liquidity. The Fed's plan to shrink its balance sheet will extract some liquidity from

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

markets and the banking system. This should cause a gradual deterioration in bank liquidity ratios, which

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.

are near their strongest levels in decades. It could also affect liquidity in parts of the financial markets.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Argentina | BICRA Group: 9
Challenges Stem From Sovereign-Level Developments
Key takeaways
− Argentina's banking industry continues to be influenced by fragile economic conditions and by
developments at the sovereign level, limiting our ratings on financial entities.
− Profitability has plummeted given high inflation and low credit growth. Profitability continues to be
heavily influenced by results from central bank holdings and government securities.
− Asset quality metrics remain manageable, given lenders' focus on less risky segments and
satisfactory provision levels. The system charged off large problematic corporate loans that occurred
before the pandemic.
− To withstand volatility and the adverse operating conditions, the system maintains high liquidity and
regulatory capitalization metrics.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
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Argentina
Loan growth

Ratings on financial institutions continue to be constrained by the sovereign's weak fundamentals.

50.0%

Macroeconomic and policy factors in Argentina have exacerbated distortions in the domestic financial

45.0%

system. Very high inflation, subdued credit demand and investments, and the cautious approach to
lending among financial entities amid regulated rates have resulted in a consistent decline in loan growth.

42.0%

Credit to GDP will plunge to about 10% in 2022-2023.
Banks keep high liquidity and regulatory solvency to cope with volatility. Banks in the system continue
to maintain high regulatory capital metrics amid low credit growth, greater weight of liquid assets, and
limited dividend distributions.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio
4.3%

Moderate to low economic growth after a rebound in 2021. We forecast GDP to grow 3.3% in 2022 and

4.2%

1.8% in 2023--down from the 10.3% rebound in 2021--reflecting policy challenges and political volatility.
We expect high inflation, foreign exchange and import restrictions, and shifting policies will curtail

4.0%

domestic demand by households and firms. In this context, we expect credit growth to be below inflation.
Profitability in real terms will remain pressured. We expect profitability (in real terms) to remain
subdued, with return on assets at about 1% or lower in the next two years. In general, smaller banks will
feel more pressure given their higher exposure to monetary assets. Results from central bank holdings and
government securities and the trajectory of interest rates and inflation will continue to heavily influence

RoAA

profitability.
Asset quality metrics will stay manageable. The system has had manageable credit losses after the

1.1%

banks compared to private ones. Although we expect metrics to weaken as purchasing power falls, metrics

1.0%

1.0%

2023f

March 2022, nonperforming loans accounted for 3.9% of total loans, with higher delinquency in public

2022e

government withdrew borrower relief measures and given the charge-offs of legacy corporate loans. As of

and losses should remain manageable. In addition, the system has good provision levels to absorb

What to look for over the next year
Economic and political developments. Our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment of Argentina has a
negative industry risk trend, incorporating the potential impact that developments from the sovereign
could have on the financial system's funding and credit profile. We're closely monitoring political and
economic developments, as well as the sovereign debt dynamics and their influence on domestic financial
institutions.

2021a

potential losses.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Bolivia | BICRA Group: 9
The Pandemic Fallout And Government-Mandated Lending Heighten
Credit Risks
Key takeaways
− Risks in the domestic financial system, due to the pandemic-induced economic shock, remain in
2022.
− Government-directed lending will continue to pressure the banking industry's net interest margins
and profitability.
− The government will continue struggling to manage fiscal and potential external imbalances due to
unexpected shocks to commodity prices.
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Bolivia

Key credit drivers
Unstable macroeconomic conditions weigh on asset quality. The pandemic-induced lockdowns

Loan growth

increased risks in the Bolivian financial system because they widened credit losses and pressured
profitability and capital metrics. Moreover, although the banking system has lowered its exposure to
dollar-denominated loans and deposits in recent years, we still believe the deterioration in the country's
external conditions could weaken the domestic financial industry in the next two years.

6.0%

6.0%

4.1%

Directed lending narrows profits. The mandated lending is likely to continue intensifying competition and
depressing margins among domestic banks. This is because the law regulates ceilings on lending rates
and requires banks to comply with minimum credit quotas aimed at low-income homebuyers and
productive sectors such as agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and tourism.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio
2.3%
2.0%

GDP recovery. We forecast Bolivia's economy to continue recovering this year with real GDP per capita
growth of about 3.6% because of higher domestic demand and stable public spending, although private

1.6%

investment and foreign direct investment will likely remain low.
Manageable credit losses amid fallout of lockdowns. We believe banks' credit losses are growing in 2022
after pandemic-related debt moratorium policies were lifted last year. However, the impact should be
manageable thanks to the banks' conservative provisioning policies and the high share of collateralized
loans. Stiff lending competition and underwriting standards could result in further credit losses in
upcoming years.

RoAA
0.7%

What to look for over the next year
Role of the administration. President Arce, who was elected in 2020, still has to confront Bolivia’s weak

0.6%
0.5%

public institutions, high levels of corruption, and continued high political polarization that's an obstacle to
fiscal consolidation. Although the country’s trade balance rebounded in 2021, thanks to the mining
sector's recovery, the president has to address fiscal and external weaknesses primarily due to soft
exports of natural gas.

sectors with high loan amounts and longer durations in order for banks to meet targets, which could
ratchet up credit risks in the system.

2023f

levels. In addition, Bolivian laws encourage increasing lending volumes and concentration in cyclical

2022e

caps have encouraged rapid credit growth among the productive sectors, which has resulted in high debt

2021a

Enterprises' high debt levels and lending concentration. Regulatory lending quotas and interest-rate

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Brazil | BICRA Group: 6
Weak Economic Performance And Political Uncertainty Will Impede
Banks' Operating Performance
Key takeaways
− Credit growth will likely moderate amid rising inflation, increasing interest rates, sluggish economic
growth, and political uncertainty given the presidential elections in October.
− Asset quality will slip as a result of the economic downturn, low credit growth, and residual effect of
the pandemic on certain economic sectors, but credit losses should be manageable because of the
high provisioning coverage.
− Profitability will likely slip as provisioning needs rise, but net interest margins should mitigate the
impact to some extent.

Key credit drivers
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Brazil
Loan growth

Resilient private consumption and favorable terms of trade should lead to stronger economic growth
than we expected for Brazil in 2022, but long-term growth prospects remain low. We forecast the

16.3%

economy to grow 1.2% in 2022 and average less than 2.0% growth in 2023-2025--still below the growth

12.0%

rate of countries at similar levels of development.

12.0%

We expect real lending growth to slowly moderate in 2022, due to the lower credit demand from the
corporate sector and banks' lower risk appetites. The soft economic performance and political
uncertainty, which limit investment and internal demand, will curb credit growth. We expect the retail
sector to mainly drive credit growth.
Banks’ profitability should slightly weaken in 2022. We expect provisioning needs will pick up as asset

NPA ratio

quality metrics worsen, while margins will take a while to improve as loans take longer to reprice than
funding sources. Both the shift in the credit portfolio toward higher margin loans (such as consumer
lending) and banks’ ability to reprice their portfolios will support margins in the longer term.

2.9%

3.1%

2.3%

Key assumptions
We expect nonperforming loans (NPLs) to increase in 2022. The likely weaker economic performance in
2022 and lower credit growth will probably push up the NPL ratio, but it should remain manageable thanks
to banks’ conservative growth strategies before and during the pandemic. We expect consumer loans and
middle market loans to drive asset quality deterioration.

RoAA

Highly restrictive monetary policy should help inflation trend toward 4.1% by year-end 2023. Consumer
inflation has remained above 10.0% since September 2021 (11.7% in May 2022) and well above the central
bank's 2022 target of 3.5% (with a tolerance range of plus/minus 1.5%). Our base case expects inflation of

1.5%

1.4%

1.4%

2023f

What to look for over the next year

2022e

8.0% by year-end 2022 and to average 10.5% for the year, but for it to fall to 4.1% by the end of next year.

Election rhetoric from leading candidates on energy and fuel pricing, the expenditure ceiling, and labor

advance new policies slowly. Brazil will hold national elections on Oct. 2, 2022 (and a second round, if
needed, on Oct. 30).
Brazilian fintechs could struggle to compete if they need to increase fees and interest rates to
compensate for higher funding costs In our view, the current increasing interest rate environment will
strain fintechs' business model, given that they typically compete through lower fees and interest rates
versus banks, which they could now raise amid the difficult conditions, lessening their competitive
advantage.

spglobal.com/ratings

2021a

law, among other topics, has created uncertainty about policy direction. We expect that the next
president will not have a majority in Congress, forcing the administration to seek compromises and

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Chile | BICRA Group: 3
Constitutional Vote And Uncertain Future Of The Pension System Remain
Key Risks
Key takeaways
− We expect credit growth to remain soft due to low investment and internal demand because of the
high political volatility and the ongoing constitutional amendment discussions.
− In our view, the withdrawal of fiscal stimulus, restrictive monetary conditions amid high inflation, and
subdued private sector sentiment will constrain consumption and investment in 2022, slowing
economic growth to 2%.
− Withdrawals of pension funds in the last two years have implied a reduction in the depth of the capital
market.

Key credit drivers
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Chile
Loan growth

Developments on domestic and external fronts raise challenges in 2022 and afterward. The ongoing
discussions about the constitutional amendments and uncertainties about the future of the pension fund
system after Chile's Congress approved three rounds of withdrawals from pension funds will continue to

10.2%
8.0%

act as a drag on business confidence and investments in the next few years. External factors--the

6.0%

trajectory of international interest rates, geopolitical issues, and supply-chain bottlenecks--also affect
business prospects and funding costs for Chile.
We expect asset quality indicators to deteriorate and converge to historical levels. Although the
nonperforming loans (NPLs) ratio remains historically low for households and businesses, there are
sectors that remain financially weaker as a result of the pandemic.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
1.8%

GDP growth to moderate and then remain subdued. We believe the withdrawal of fiscal stimulus,
restrictive monetary conditions amid high inflation, and subdued private sector sentiment will constrain

2.0%

1.2%

consumption and investment in 2022. We expect economic growth to average 2.5% during 2022-2025.
We expect the central bank to tighten monetary policy by increasing its reference rate to anchor
inflation expectations. While increased inflation benefits Chilean banks' results due to long positions in
assets in indexed currency (Unidad de Fomento), this could cause NPLs to rise.
We expect profitability to stabilize after it improved in 2021. Banks' profitability improved last year due

RoAA

to lower provisioning needs, stronger margins, and higher inflation. However, weaker asset quality will
probably lead banks to raise provisions, which will moderate profitability.

1.1%

1.0%

1.0%

2023f

Social unrest and political instability could pressure investment and economic performance. In early

2022e

What to look for over the next year
September 2022, Chile will vote on the new constitution that is currently being drafted. In May 2021, the
country elected a constitutional assembly to create the new constitution. The assembly has seven
assembly with a two-thirds majority. The qualified approval mechanism has been effective in moderating
the proposals, in our view.
Withdrawals of pension funds in the last two years imply reduced depth of the capital market. The
massive liquidations of pension funds significantly reduced the size of the resources available in the local
financial system. The assets that make up pension funds represent 59% of GDP in 2022 from 84% of GDP
in the second quarter of 2020. However, the rejection of new initiatives for an additional withdrawal of
pension funds resulted in greater activity in the more liquid domestic bond market and a return of pension
funds to the fixed income markets.

spglobal.com/ratings

2021a

committees that can submit articles (with a simple majority vote) that must then be approved by the

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Colombia | BICRA Group: 6
Strong Economic Recovery Is Boosting Credit Demand
Key takeaways
− The strong economic rebound in Colombia is supporting banks’ business and operating conditions.
− Gustavo Petro--the newly elected new president of Colombia--will take office on Aug. 7. We expect
continuity in key policy pillars such as inflation targeting, monetary policy, a flexible exchange rate,
and pro-growth economic policies.
− High inflation, increasing interest rates, and still high unemployment will pressure Colombian banks’
asset quality and profitability this year.

Key credit drivers
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Colombia

Colombia recovered rapidly from the 2020 recession. Strong growth in consumption, investment, and
exports should result in GDP expanding about 4.6% in 2022 and averaging 3.0% during 2023-2025.

Loan growth

Unemployment has lagged the economic recovery, but is improving.
Banks' expansion to Central America provides diversification, but pressures capitalization. About a

12.5%
10.3%

9.0%

third of Colombia's three largest banks' balance sheets is exposed to Central America. This boosts
diversification, but goodwill from acquisitions and higher economic risk stresses capitalization.
Colombia’s regulation is strengthening and aligning with international standards. Colombia began
adopting Basel III capitalization rules in 2021, and this year banks must comply with the 100% stable
funding ratio (net). In our view, the regulator is strengthening supervision and boosting proactivity and
transparency to prevent a potential hit to banks' credit fundamentals.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
We expect strong credit demand will persist this year. Strong domestic consumption and investment are

3.3%
3.2%

spurring banks’ credit growth. Accelerated implementation of Colombia's ambitious infrastructure
program will likely encourage private investment and increase credit demand from banks.

3.0%

Asset quality metrics are stabilizing, supported by the economic and credit rebound. After it peaked at
4% during 2020, we expect the nonperforming assets (NPA) ratio to stand at 3.00%-3.25% in 2022-2023-fully covered by reserves-- while new loan loss provisions will represent 3.0%-3.2% of total loans in 20222023 (after peaking at 3.7% in 2020).
Banks have brighter profitability prospects after the severe damage in 2020. In 2020, banks provisioned

RoAA

large amounts to anticipate a potential dip in asset quality, significantly hurting profitability. Similar to
1.8%

2021, we expect lower provisioning requirements to support bottom-line results. Therefore, we forecast
return on assets to be about 1.75% in 2022-2023.
1.7%

What to look for over the next year

1.7%

The new administration in Colombia takes office on Aug. 7. We expect Colombia’s stable democracy and
political institutions, which have had predictable economic policies and cautious macroeconomic
2023f

because inflation remains high. This could have positive implications for banks’ revenues from their
investment and loan portfolios in 2022-2023.

2022e

Evolution of the central bank’s monetary policy. We expect Colombia’s central bank to keep raising rates

2021a

management for many years despite several economic shocks, to persist with the new administration.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Costa Rica | BICRA Group: 8
Diminishing Risks Of Economic Imbalances, But Still Pressured
Profitability And Credit Losses
Key takeaways
− We recently revised our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA) economic risk trend to
stable from negative because nonperforming assets (NPAs) will remain high, although they should be
manageable for the next 12-18 months.
− Credit growth continues to be constrained; however, improving unemployment levels and recovering
economic sectors that were hit by the pandemic (such as tourism) will mainly drive the banking
system's gradual recovery.
− The financial system's profitability will gradually increase as interest rates go up and collection
improves, but cost of risk will remain high this year, dragging down profitability.

Key credit drivers
Economic risk trend revised to stable from negative. The system's NPAs performed better than we
expected in 2021. Even if some effects from the pandemic are yet to be seen--because there are still some
loans under support programs--we no longer think that the impact will be as severe as we previously
expected. Improvement in the unemployment rate and in economic sectors hit by the pandemic (such as
tourism) will fuel the banking system's recovery.
Limited fiscal reform will continue weakening public finances, resulting in wide fiscal deficits and
higher debt levels. The Costa Rican economy reflects persistent fiscal slippage over the past decade,
because of a policy response that was not as proactive and timely as those seen in higher-rated sovereigns
and that led to a doubling of government debt as a share of GDP even before the pandemic. We expect GDP
growth to average 3.4% in 2022-2024 after rebounding 7.6% in 2021.
Credit growth continues to be constrained. The country's still recovering economy and its political
uncertainties continue to pressure credit growth. We forecast that the system's loan growth will stay
below historical levels--hovering around 6% in nominal terms--for the following couple of years.
Distorted competitive dynamics in the banking system bite into profitability. The two largest banks in
the country are state-owned and control about 35% of market share in terms of loans, which causes
market distortions and depresses profitability. The average return on equity (ROAE) and assets (ROAA) for
the past five years were about 4.6% and 0.65%, respectively.
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Costa Rica
Loan growth

5.5%

6.0%

4.1%

NPA ratio
3.5%

3.0%
2.9%

RoAA

Key assumptions

What to look for over the next year
Financial flexibility in the system will mainly depend on the successful fiscal consolidation efforts and
advancement of some policy measures included in the IMF program. In our view, maintaining access to
official external financing amid more challenging and uncertain global economic conditions will be key to
sustaining funding flexibility and maintaining confidence in the local and global capital markets.

spglobal.com/ratings

1.0%

2023f

0.9%

2022e

Increasing interest rates and higher collection will gradually improve profitability. In 2021, we saw
profitability gradually returning to pre-pandemic levels as interest collection increased. Additionally,
interest rates in the country have been increasing from historically low levels along with banks’ net interest
margins. In this context, we forecast ROAE around 6% and ROAA slightly below 1% for 2022.

0.8%

2021a

Asset quality metrics will remain high. In our view, NPAs will increase slightly from year-end 2021, peak
close to 3.5% at the end of 2022, and begin recovering in 2023 to below 3.0%, both fully covered by
reserves. Additionally, we forecast that credit losses will increase to slightly above 2% for 2022 and then
gradually decrease during the following years to pre-pandemic levels of about 1%.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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El Salvador | BICRA Group: 9
Sovereign's Financial Vulnerabilities Could Weaken The Banking
Industry's Asset Quality, Capitalization, And Liquidity
Key takeaways
− El Salvador's high financing gap and limited financial flexibility could intensify operating challenges
for domestic banks.
− We expect increasing political uncertainty to hamper investor confidence to the detriment of the
economy and local companies and households' payment capacity, and therefore damage domestic
banks' performance.
− We believe the difficult economic conditions could damage banks' access to wholesale financing and
increase their funding costs, despite their historical reliance on a large and diversified deposit base.

Key credit drivers
Increasing systemwide funding risks for banks due to the sovereign's weaker creditworthiness. In our
view, the government's worsening creditworthiness will bring more risks and challenges for Salvadoran
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El Salvador
Loan growth
6.3%
5.9%

banks' funding and liquidity. Additionally, bitcoin (BTC) adoption as legal tender could affect the industry's
stability if regulations and controls aren't robust enough to prevent tax evasion and money laundering, or

5.4%

to mitigate risks related to cybersecurity and BTC market volatility.
Banks' financial fundamentals are strongly correlated to El Salvador's creditworthiness. If the country's
economy continues to worsen and its external position keeps weakening, it could strain the payment
capacity of banks' customers, weakening asset quality, capitalization, and liquidity. Additionally, given the
banking industry's exposure to government risk in the form of sovereign bonds, we think this exposure
could pose risks if El Salvador fails to service its short-term domestic debt.

NPA ratio

Credit risk in the economy is rising. Despite the still manageable delinquency levels and credit losses, we
think that the economic fallout and the country's inherent social and political challenges could harm
banks' asset quality metrics.

3.1%
2.6%
2.2%

Key assumptions
Highly difficult conditions for domestic banks to navigate. The country's main challenges remain low
investor confidence, political gridlock, weak competition, and high emigration. Domestic banks will
operate amid moderate GDP growth in a low-income economy while trying to preserve adequate asset
quality and limit credit losses.

RoAA

Moderate credit expansion amid low economic growth. We expect credit to keep expanding modestly in
El Salvador, reflecting the country's sluggish economic growth and the challenging operating conditions.

1.5%
1.2%

1.4%

We forecast credit to expand 5.9% in 2022 and expect modest profitability.

What to look for over the next year
Government's ability to reach an agreement on a multiyear program with the IMF to secure additional

Bitcoin as legal tender could come with greater scrutiny and operating costs for the banking industry.
Monitoring compliance and controls associated with Know Your Customer (KYC) and anti-moneylaundering guidelines are likely to represent additional operating costs, which could dent the already
modest profitability of the banking system.

2023f

financing risks.

2022e

Therefore, it will be key for the government to close an agreement with the IMF to mitigate its large

2021a

funding. The government faces a significant external amortization of $800 million in January 2023.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Guatemala | BICRA Group: 7
High Poverty, Large Informal Sector, And Low Household Debt Capacity
Remain Key Challenges For Banks
Key takeaways
− Banks in Guatemala benefit from the country’s long-standing macroeconomic stability and fiscal
prudence, which help enhance economic dynamics. However, we still see challenges ahead that will
continue to curtail banks' growth prospects and operating performance.
− Improving economic conditions will release pressure on banks’ asset quality and profitability.
− The banking system continues to have a large, diversified, and stable funding structure that relies
mainly on a retail deposit base.
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Guatemala

Key credit drivers
Largest banks will remain focused on the commercial segment. Credit growth in Guatemala will come
mainly from lending to corporates, specifically large and midsize companies. In our view, the solid
economic recovery and growth prospects for 2022 and beyond will boost credit demand.

Loan growth
13.5%
5.0%

13.1%
5.0%

Guatemala will benefit from the U.S. economic recovery. The Guatemalan economy relies heavily on its

5.0%

8.0%

exports to the U.S. and remittance inflows from it. We believe the strength of the U.S. labor market will
keep supporting trade activity in Guatemala and household consumption.
Large informal economic sector and weak rule of law limit investments. The large segment of the
population living at very low income levels results in low access to banking that limits the population's
debt capacity. However, planned initiatives to restore legal certainty for large-scale investment projects
could boost investors' confidence and attract more foreign direct investment.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio
2.0%

2.0%

2.3%

2.3%

2.0%
2.5%

Credit will expand 13%-14% in 2022 and moderate in 2023. We expect credit to grow about 10%-11% on
average during 2022-2023, based on Guatemala's good economic prospects.
Asset quality will remain adequate. We expect these metrics to slightly worsen but to remain
manageable, with nonperforming assets at 2.35%-2.50% in 2022-2023, and they should stay consistent
with our economic risk score for the country. We believe Guatemala's largest banks have enough capital to
absorb potential larger credit losses.

RoAA

Stable macroeconomic indicators. After GDP rebounded 8% in 2021, we expect the economy to grow
around 4.5% this year and approach 3.5% growth thereafter. We expect access to banking to remain low at
about 34% in 2022-2023.

1.0%

1.0%

1.6%

1.6%

1.7%
1.0%

What to look for over the next year
Global economic conditions and the lead-up to the 2023 general elections. These factors will be crucial
for Guatemala’s economic growth and credit expansion in 2022-2023.

Fight against corruption. The high level of corruption in the country weighs on investor confidence and
restricts private investment.

2023f

economy and credit growth in the next few years.

2022e

slow. Public investment and the growth of infrastructure programs will be crucial to boosting the country’s

2021a

Infrastructure projects and public investment. The development of the infrastructure sector remains

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Honduras | BICRA Group: 8
High Concentration In The Commercial Segment Due To Persistent
Challenges In The Retail Sector
Key takeaways
− We expect Honduran banks’ profitability to benefit from higher net interest margins in 2022-2023;
however, we still forecast a slow and varied recovery of retail business segments in the country.
− Falling real incomes and rising prices will continue hampering household consumption.
− On the other hand, banks will benefit from a high volume of remittances in the country, which will
continue translating into retail deposit growth.

Key credit drivers
The consumer lending segment will take the brunt of the effects of rising inflation. The country's largest
banks focus on commercial lending, which we expect will continue performing better than the consumer
and retail lending segments, where we forecast still low consumption and credit demand.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Honduras
Loan growth
13.2%

Honduras relies heavily on its main commercial partner, the U.S. Many Honduran economic segments

9.4%

10.2%

rely on the U.S. economy, which represents about 38% of its total exports. We believe the recovery in
Honduras will be uneven in the next 12 months as some of its main industries recover this year, but we
estimate the still depressed consumer segment will hamper domestic demand.
Banking system has a large deposit base. The biggest banks in the country still have a large retail deposit
base that provides them with solid liquidity flexibility. We believe deposits are likely to continue growing
steadily given the high amount of remittances and the narrow range of investment products.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio
2.9%

2.9%

The banking system will see 9%-10% credit growth in 2022. We believe overall lending will grow more
slowly than in 2021 after the recovery last year. However, we expect growth will come mainly from the

2.8%

commercial segment because the retail and consumer segments will continue to recover more slowly in
the next 12-24 months.
Asset quality metrics in the system will remain steady and in line with peers in the region. In our
opinion, the large banks will keep nonperforming assets (NPAs) relatively under control since they focus on
large corporates. On the other hand, the weak economy and the rise in unemployment will continue
damaging smaller banks' asset quality metrics, especially those highly exposed to consumers and small to

RoAA

midsize enterprises.

What to look for over the next year

1.0%

1.1%

0.8%

Energy sector. The government-owned electricity company, Empresa Nacional de Energía Eléctrica
(ENEE; not rated), poses a major fiscal weakness. Focusing on reducing ENEE’s losses leaves the
government with little room to expand basic services, which require long-term expenditures.
Political climate under the new administration. Xiomara Castro took office as president of Honduras in

to bolster its long-term economic and fiscal resilience. We consider macroeconomic and fiscal
sustainability as key to improving the country’s business conditions.

2023f

Macroeconomic stability and government spending controls. The Honduran government has taken steps

2022e

points of her agenda will be very relevant for investor confidence.

2021a

January 2022. In our view, her capacity to reach agreements with the opposition to carry out the main

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Jamaica | BICRA Group: 8
Financial System Recovering After Hit From The Pandemic
Key takeaways
− Jamaica continues facing high economic risks. However, we see the risks from the pandemic for the
economy and public finances receding, while the government's commitment to fiscal consolidation
fosters macroeconomic stability--including stable inflation--and supports the country's
creditworthiness.
− We expect double-digit credit growth in 2022-2023 amid economic recovery after the pandemicrelated turmoil.

Primary Credit Analyst
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− After peaking in 2021, asset quality will improve and support profitability in the next few years.

Key credit drivers
Lower risks in the domestic economy. Despite an estimated fall in GDP of 9.9% in 2020, recent fiscal

Jamaica
Loan growth

reforms and savings helped the government limit the pandemic's fiscal fallout and the rise in sovereign
debt. We view the pandemic-related risks to the Jamaican economy and public finances as receding. We
expect the economic recovery will continue gaining strength this year, after growing 3.7% in 2021, and that

12.0%

12.0%

9.6%

the government will cautiously manage public finances and repay debt to lower its debt and interest
burden.
The banking industry's metrics are recovering after the hit in 2020-2021. The pandemic-induced
lockdowns dented banks' asset quality, profitability, and capital metrics in 2020 and 2021 due to lower
underwriting and eroded household income. However, we expect banks' performance to recover in 2022
and 2023 as credit risks retreat and credit growth resumes, stemming from the several infrastructure
projects in place and good economic momentum.
Initiatives for centralized oversight amid M&A. Caribbean conglomerates have been undertaking mergers

NPA ratio
2.9%

and acquisitions (M&A), which could introduce spillover risks in distress events because of increased

2.7%

cross-border business links across the region. In our view, it’s crucial that acquisitions move in parallel
with strengthened systemic risk management. The Jamaican regulator is leading initiatives to move

2.5%

toward integrated oversight.

Key assumptions
Prospects for solid economic growth this year. We expect real GDP growth of 5.5% and the
unemployment rate to drop slightly to about 9.5% this year after a marked spike in 2020 and 2021 due to

RoAA

the lockdowns.
Pressures on asset quality to lessen. In our opinion, asset quality slipped in 2021 due to challenging

2.7%
2.2%

2.4%

domestic business conditions and high unemployment. However, our current base-case scenario assumes
that credit losses are manageable and asset quality metrics will likely return to pre-pandemic levels by
2023.

What to look for over the next year

interconnected risks across the Caribbean.
Unregulated players introduce market distortions. The increasing presence of unregulated credit unions,
which generate stiff competition through lower lending interest rates, will continue pressuring the
system's stability, in our view. However, regulators have started an initiative to supervise these entities
formally, which should help lessen market distortions if the initiative goes into effect.

spglobal.com/ratings

2023f

2022e

For example, an improved and centralized oversight framework is important, given the increasingly

2021a

Adoption of stronger regulations. We expect regulatory bodies to continue advancing toward setting the
basis for a more developed financial industry, which could attract foreign investors in the medium term.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Mexico | BICRA Group: 5
Persistent High Inflation And Increasing Interest Rates Will Limit
Credit Demand
Key takeaways
− Weak investment dynamics will keep credit growth subdued in 2022-2023.
− Asset quality is stabilizing, but downside risks loom that could pressure profitability.
− Banks will keep operating with solid capitalization and sound liquidity amid slow credit demand.

Key credit drivers
An uncertain business climate and concerns about policy predictability will limit economic growth. The
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Mexico

investment outlook remains weak in Mexico, partly due to government policies that have undermined
investment incentives in key sectors, especially energy. This will limit economic growth and pressure

Loan growth

banks’ business and operating conditions.
Mexican banks entered the pandemic with good credit fundamentals and remain resilient. Low access

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

to banking--measured by credit to GDP--has allowed banks to grow with healthy asset quality and
adequate profitability while liquidity and capitalization metrics remain solid.
Economic challenges will persist for Mexican banks. Low economic growth, high inflation, weak labor
market dynamics, and pressure on real incomes will make it difficult for Mexican banks to grow more
quickly and to keep healthy asset quality and good profitability.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Credit growth will be moderate in 2022-2023. Mexico’s economic recovery after 2020 has been limited by
weak private investment and low consumption, so we expect moderate credit demand in the next two

2.6%
2.5%

years.
Asset quality could worsen amid economic headwinds. We expect the nonperforming assets ratio to be
about 2.5% this year--fully covered by reserves--while new loan loss provisions will represent 2.7%-2.9%

2.2%

of total loans in 2022-2023.
Stabilizing provisions and increasing margins will support profitability. After banks built large provisions
in the first year of pandemic, these have been moderating, releasing pressure on profitability. In addition,
we expect still slow recovery in credit demand, but increasing margins will support profitability.

RoAA
1.7%

What to look for over the next year
Bolstering private-sector confidence remains a key challenge for encouraging greater investment. In
our view, reversal of some government policies, particularly in the energy sector, or a weakening of key

1.6%

1.6%

institutions could undermine investor confidence and complicate banks’ business and operating
conditions.
More persistent and higher inflation will keep central bank on a tightening bias. We expect inflation to

adopted IFRS-9 accounting standards. By December 2022, six large banks--considered domestic
systemically important banks--will have started building their respective total loss-absorbing capacity
requirement, which will gradually increase their regulatory capitalization levels.

2023f

2022e

Mexican banks will implement new regulatory requirements in 2022. In January 2022, Mexican banks

2021a

remain above the central bank’s target in 2022 and 2023. Therefore, we expect higher local interest rates
to affect banks’ funding costs, particularly those that depend more on wholesale funding.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Panama | BICRA Group: 5
Modest Credit Growth This Year, But Still Weakening Asset Quality
Key takeaways
− We expect weaker asset quality metrics in the next 12 months as loan forbearance measures related
to the pandemic come to an end.
− Profitability will remain below pre-pandemic levels and start gradually recovering in 2023.
− Although Panama doesn't have a central bank or formal lender of last resort, the government has
successfully used the public-owned bank, Banco Nacional de Panama, as the vehicle to provide
liquidity to the banking system during the pandemic.

Key credit drivers
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Panama

Weakening asset quality indicators in the next 12 months. The regulator has been taking measures to
contain the pandemic's harsh impact for longer than we expected. Therefore, we think the deterioration in

Loan growth

asset quality will be fully reflected on banks' balance sheets this year. Originally, the regulator planned to
5.0%

withdraw borrower relief programs in December 2020, but because of longer-than-expected lockdowns,
the programs were extended to June 2021--with an additional three-month extension for restructured
loans. As of March 2022, about 9% of the system's loans remained under relief programs, down from 45%

5.0%

3.6%

at the beginning of the pandemic. As a result, we expect credit losses of 1.5% and nonperforming assets
(NPAs) of 3.7% in 2022, from 1.2% and 2.3% in 2021. We then expect these to gradually decrease and
return to pre-pandemic levels after 2023.
Lack of lender of last resort. Panama doesn't have a central bank or formal lender of last resort, or an
effective deposit insurance system to support distressed financial institutions. However, the government
has successfully used the public-owned bank, Banco Nacional de Panama, as the vehicle to provide

NPA ratio
3.7%

additional liquidity to the domestic financial sector, corporations, and small and midsize enterprises

3.2%

(SMEs) amid the pandemic-induced economic fallout. The bank has a short-term facility of about $1 billion
through which it can lend to banks that require additional liquidity.

2.3%

Key assumptions
Panama's economic recovery was higher than we expected. In 2021, the country’s GDP grew 15%
stemming from copper exports amid higher prices, rising revenues from the Panama Canal, and a pickup in
private consumption. However, the lack of visibility on the government's economic and reform agenda
could hinder private investment. In addition, issues related to the implementation of anti-money

RoAA

laundering legislation and fiscal transparency could hurt medium-term growth prospects by reducing
capital flows. Nevertheless, we forecast that real GDP growth will average 5.5% in 2022-2023. Therefore,
we expect that credit growth for Panama's banking system will be more in line with Panama’s economic

1.2%
1.0%

1.0%

growth, rising about 5.0% annually for the next two years.

What to look for over the next year
Still low profitability for the next 12 months. Although profitability has somewhat recovered, we expect it

Efforts to strengthen the banking system's supervision and institutional framework. The country's
financial system regulation continues to improve, reducing the gap with international regulators, although
implementation challenges remain. In addition, the EU added Panama to its blacklist of uncooperative
jurisdictions in terms of tax transparency and financial information, although the EU's decision hasn't yet
damaged the financial system, in our view.

spglobal.com/ratings

2023f

compared with about 1.4% pre-pandemic. The latter reflects that higher loan-loss provisions will continue
to hamper banks' bottom-line results.

2022e

represent about 0.95% of the sector's adjusted assets in 2022 and slightly improve to 1.2% in 2023,

2021a

to remain below pre-pandemic levels and start gradually recovering in 2023. Systemwide returns will

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Paraguay | BICRA Group: 8
Rising Interest Rates Could Enhance Profitability, But Credit Losses
Could Partially Outweigh That Effect
Key takeaways
− We expect Paraguay's GDP to contract 1.2% this year due to temporary effects from the drought,
although favorable commodity prices should boost growth in the next couple of years.
− The banking system remains highly exposed to dollarization and to cyclical sectors.
− Nonperforming loans (NPLs) could slightly increase this year due to previously deferred loans
reaching maturity and high inflation. On the other hand, profitability could increase due to higher
interest rates.
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Paraguay

Key credit drivers
Asset quality has remained stable despite the recent drought. The drought has hurt the agribusiness
sector in Paraguay, but nonperforming assets (NPAs) and loan deferrals have remained relatively stable.
However, deferred loans reaching maturity and high inflation could lead to some deterioration in asset
quality this year.

Loan growth

10.0%

9.0%

Dollarization remains high, while the system continues to be exposed to cyclical sectors. The share of
foreign-currency lending in Paraguay's banking system was 43% of total loans in April 2022, up from 42%
in December 2021, but still below the five-year average of 45%. The sector remains exposed to cyclical
sectors such as agriculture.

8.0%

Comfortable liquidity. Liquidity in the financial system has remained comfortable, which has given banks
room to continue managing the high share of deferred loans. Moreover, deposits increased about 7% in
2021, after 20% growth in 2020, pointing to depositors' confidence in the industry, in contrast to the

NPA ratio

economic crisis two decades ago.

Key assumptions

4.8%

5.0%

4.1%

Drought should slow GDP growth this year. After a strong recovery in 2021, adverse weather will likely
drag down performance in 2022, particularly in the agricultural and energy production sectors. However,
the higher commodity prices could partly offset that impact, and we expect the country's growth prospects
to brighten starting next year.
Profitability could increase due to higher interest rates. After two years of lower-than-usual profitability,
with return on average equity at about 13%-14%, the banking sector’s bottom-line results could increase

RoAA

in 2022 and get closer to pre-pandemic levels. This could result from the increasing monetary policy
interest rate, which recently reached 7.75%, up from 0.75% in July 2021. Still, higher credit losses and
provisions could dampen the increase in profitability to some extent.

1.9%

2.1%

1.6%

What to look for over the next year
Economic activity. We will continue to monitor Paraguay's economy, especially after various shocks in
recent years that have weakened agents' payment capacity. Unemployment remains slightly above pre-

Asset quality. The evolution of the significant stock of restructured loans in conjunction with NPAs could

2023f

Finally, inflation is also a key variable to monitor.

2022e

activity, and river levels (the main export channel), and new events could further hurt economic recovery.

2021a

pandemic levels. Weather events such as droughts have hurt the agribusiness sector, hydroelectric

potentially increase credit losses in upcoming years, which could hurt the financial system's profitability

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

and capitalization and in turn limit credit growth.

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Peru | BICRA Group: 5
Persistent Risk Amid Political Volatility And Soft Economy
Key takeaways
− Moderate economic and credit growth given continued political instability affecting investments.
− Profitability will keep improving as margins recover due to the change in asset mix, with a decreasing
share of government-guaranteed loans, while provisioning needs remain manageable.
− Asset quality and credit costs will continue moderating, but risks remain due to the lukewarm
economy, a large informal sector, and low income levels.

Key credit drivers
Moderate economic growth in 2022-2023. Our GDP growth forecast of 2.5% in 2022 and 2.8% in 2023
incorporates the impact of persistent political volatility, tempered by good fundamentals for commodities,
especially copper prices. In this context, investors are taking a cautious approach to new investments,
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Peru
Loan growth

resulting in moderate credit growth for the banking system.
Profitability is recovering but is still below historical levels. This results from recovering credit growth,

6.9%

6.0%

the amortization of loans under the "Reactiva Peru" government programs (that have marginal

5.0%

profitability), and the moderating cost of credit after the large buildup of provisions in 2020.
Asset quality and credit costs are moderating, but are still above pre-pandemic levels. Small and
midsize enterprises (SMEs)--especially midsize--still have delinquencies above historical levels. Higher
inflation will also hurt metrics. However, losses should be manageable. Banks in the system have already
cleaned up their consumer loan portfolios and have good levels of provisions. In addition, they have
guarantees for loans under government programs.

NPA ratio

On March 21, 2022, we downgraded seven Peruvian financial institutions after we downgraded the
sovereign. We don't consider that the entities could withstand a sovereign default scenario, given their

3.2%

3.5%

3.4%

1.8%

1.8%

2023f

Key assumptions

2022e

large exposure to the country in the form of loans and securities.

Lending growth should remain below historical levels due to the soft economy and conservative
underwriting practices. Lending in the corporate and enterprises will relate to less favorable conditions to
access debt markets. Retail loans and mortgages will also see growth, but the rate will depend on the
impact of the recently approved withdrawal of pension savings.

RoAA

Profitability should continue recovering in 2022. We expect margins to improve due to a change in asset
mix, as the share of government-guaranteed loans with thin margins falls, and provisioning charges
normalize. As interest rates pick up, net interest margins should be resilient given banks' ability to transfer
higher funding costs to ultimate borrowers.

What to look for over the next year

1.3%

Political instability and social unrest could hinder the economic recovery. In recent years, Peru has

and legislative branches.
We think the SME lending segment is a significant risk for the banking system. However, we believe the
government guarantees offered through the "Reactiva Peru" program will mitigate the impact, given that
the guaranteed amount is generally 90%. As of April 2022, the total amount of guaranteed loans reached
PEN35.7 billion--about 11% of total loans.

2021a

experienced political turmoil, including a very tight presidential election in 2021. Governability risks are
likely to continue given the fragmentation in congress and the persistent tensions between the executive

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Trinidad and Tobago | BICRA Group: 6
A Rebound In The Energy Sector Will Support Economic Growth
Key takeaways
− We expect that after reaching the lowest point in over a decade, the country's oil and gas production
will rise in 2022-2023. This, together with higher prices, will drive a recovery in the energy sector and
economy.
− The pandemic-induced drop in economic activity and a weak energy sector resulted in an economic
contraction in 2020 and 2021, the effects of which continue to pressure banks' asset quality and
earnings. However, we forecast profits to recover in 2022-2023 as credit growth resumes, interest
rates recover, and given that banks already booked the bulk of provisions to cover pandemic-related
credit losses.
− The banking system has posted strong results despite the recession in the past few years. Moreover,
banks entered the economic crisis--caused by COVID-19 and the weak energy sector--with solid loss
reserves, capital, and liquidity, which help them absorb the economic shocks.
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Trinidad and
Tobago
Loan growth

Key credit drivers

6.5%

Energy dependency. Although banks aren't heavily exposed to oil companies (about 4% of total loans), the
economy heavily depends on the energy sector, which has historically accounted for over one-quarter of
the government's revenue and real GDP and for nearly 80% of exports.

4.0%

3.5%

Banks remain well prepared to face potential adverse effects of unstable economic conditions. The
impact of the pandemic, together with the domestic energy sector downturn that began before the
outbreak but was exacerbated by it, caused GDP to contract nearly 10% in 2019-2021. This has pressured
households and enterprises' debt capacity. However, we think the difficult conditions will be manageable
thanks to banks' conservative provisioning policies and sound capital and liquidity.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Economic growth. We estimate real GDP growth of about 5.0% this year and that the unemployment rate

3.6%

3.3%

3.2%

will stabilize at 6.5% in 2022-2023.
Manageable credit losses. Banks have been able to contain the damage to asset quality stemming from
the years-long recession amid weak energy prices but relatively controlled unemployment and inflation
rates. However, the still high unemployment, resulting from economic deceleration, could widen credit
losses more than we expect.

RoAA

Regulatory relief programs lifted. We believe the hit to asset quality will continue materializing this year
as the regulator and banks end measures that aimed to lessen the strain on borrowers. However, good
credit provisioning will help banks absorb potential losses without compromising the banking system's
stability.

2.4%

2.8%

3.1%

What to look for over the next year
Presidential administration. We expect T&T's stable parliamentary democracy and social stability to

Exchange rate. The country's heavily managed exchange rate has resulted in dollar shortages in the last
few years, which have constrained economic activity, weakening local businesses' ability to pay suppliers
and obtain key imports. The banking system maintains a long position in dollars.

2023f

system. Household debt service has risen consistently in the past few years and could be a source of
vulnerability if economic activity or the labor market remains soft for a prolonged period.

2022e

Unemployment. In our view, unemployment is a key indicator for a deeper credit stress in the financial

2021a

continue to anchor the country's institutions in the next few years.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Uruguay | BICRA Group: 5
Profitability Under Pressure Due To Low Exchange Rate Movements
Key takeaways
− Moderate economic growth in the next two years considering higher commodity prices and
investments in infrastructure projects.
− Banks' profitability will worsen in 2022 given lower margins and currency results due to expected low
exchange rate fluctuations' effect on the highly dollarized banks. This will be partly counterbalanced
by higher returns in investment portfolios and liquid funds following the rise of local and international
interest rates.
− We expect asset quality metrics to remain manageable, liquidity to stay solid, deposit bases to be
stable, and solvency to remain adequate.

Key credit drivers
We expect asset quality metrics to remain manageable in the next 12-18 months due to banks'
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Uruguay
Loan growth

conservative credit growth strategies. Nonperforming loans (NPLs) will remain stable because we don't
expect new large punctual cases or a significant worsening of the retail portfolio.

15.0%
10.0%

Limited monetary flexibility. High inflation of about 9.4% as of May 2022 (accumulated over the last 12
months) and still extensive dollarization continue to limit Uruguay's monetary policy flexibility. Over 50% of

6.0%

resident loans and more than 70% of resident deposits are in dollars.
High dollarization and exposure to cyclical sectors. Significant dollarization in the economy, along with
some sector and customer lending concentration, increase risks. Loans to the agriculture sector represent
about 15% of total loans.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
We expect GDP to grow about 4.2% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023. A high statistical carryover (estimated at
3.6 percentage points in 2022), higher commodity prices, and the impact from Finnish forest and paper
company UPM-Kymmene Corp.'s recent investment in a Uruguayan pulp mill and related infrastructure

1.5%

1.8%

2.0%

projects will continue to boost growth.
Flat real credit growth. Private sector's access to credit remains low, at about 28% of GDP, and we expect
it will stay near that level in the next 12-18 months. However, we expect low nominal credit growth of 6%10% in the next two years, influenced by the low depreciation of the Uruguayan peso, high inflation, and
our forecast economic growth.

RoAA

Stable and predictable political institutions. We believe Uruguay's broad political consensus and stable
and well-established institutions have anchored economic stability and will continue to do so.

What to look for over the next year

1.6%
0.9%

1.2%

For the next few quarters, we expect banks' profitability to slip. Following the appreciation of the peso in
the first half of the year due to most banks' active long position in dollars, the expected low exchange rate

Banking system is mainly funded with stable deposits. As of March 2022, the deposit base remained
steady, with the nonresident deposit base accounting for 9.5% of total deposits, most of which consists of
Argentine citizens given that country's financial turmoil. We expect the deposit base to remain stable in
the next 18 months.

2023f

local government bonds.

2022e

investment portfolios and liquidity funds, given the higher local and international interest rates. The
banking system's excess liquidity is allocated in low-risk instruments, mainly U.S. Treasury securities and

2021a

fluctuations, and sluggish credit growth. However, this will be partly counterbalanced by higher returns in

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Austria | BICRA Group: 2
Recovering Interest Income Masks Structural Profitability Challenges
Key takeaways
− Austrian banks are among the largest beneficiaries of rising interest rates, also reflecting their
relatively high share of variable interest rate lending, which allows quick repricing of the asset side.
− However, we expect many banks to continue exhibiting low efficiency, and only marginal profitability,
highly sensitive to risk costs, leaving the sector vulnerable to prolonged adverse scenarios.
− Pressure on the bottom line may come from downside risk for our revenue, operational, and risk costs
projection amid uncertainties in the macroenvironment and high inflation.

Key credit drivers
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Austria

Benefits from rising interest rates. After years of depressed lending margins, banks' interest income is

At the same time, the Austrian banking sector remains sensitive to adverse scenarios, reflecting

6.7%

persisting structural profitability challenges. We think that risks to the banking system's stability could

5.0%

5.0%
5.2%

5.0%
5.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.3%

2.1%

0.7%

0.6%

2023f

Loan growth

2022e

now recovering, supported by higher lending yields and still-cheap deposits.

increase from the current, comparably low level, unless Austrian banks speed up their efforts to improve
efficiency. We expect to see a focus on both stringent cost management and revenue expansion with
existing and new clients. Recent years have seen a positive momentum in the system, which in our view
slightly reduces downside risks. But more pronounced improvements are needed to sustainably protect
the banks’ risk-bearing capacity and a level of profitability that is sufficient for internal capital
accumulation, growth, and investments in modernization initiatives.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Economic recovery will be supportive for the banking sector. We anticipate about 3.6% real GDP growth
in 2022. While inflation--at a high level of 7.7% in 2022 and 4.7% in 2023--is posing a risk, we think that
the impact on the banks’ asset quality will be limited, supported by high wealth levels, low household
indebtedness, and a low unemployment rate, which we expect to be below 5% over the medium term.

2.0%
1.9%

Limited improvement in pre-provision profitability. While under our base case, risk costs are likely to
stagnate in the medium term for most banks, we expect them to remain higher than the lows of the prepandemic years. Together with inflationary pressure on the banks' cost bases, and despite improvements
in interest income, this will likely keep banks’ earnings depressed over the medium term. We expect the
sector's return on average assets (RoAA) to remain about 0.6%-0.7% in the medium term.

RoAA

Asset-price bubbles are unlikely to occur in the medium term. House prices have risen steeply over the
past decade. In our base case, we do not anticipate material risks to banks, supported by the fact that
housing costs in Austria, relative to disposable income, are still at comparably low levels.

What to look for over the next year

1.0%

The economic forecast of GDP growth and inflation has a lot of downside, as for many peer countries,
Given Austria’s open and relatively small economy, there is significant risk to our baseline scenario. A
slowdown in economic recovery together with potentially higher inflation could result in lower revenue and
higher operating costs, as well as higher risk costs, because of the deterioration of household and
corporate sector financial health.
Accelerating house price growth may lead to increasing economic imbalances. While not our base case,
we think that if growth in house prices accelerates, this might increase the risk of the asset-price bubble
bursting, thus increasing risks to the banking system.

2021a

and depends on the severity and duration of the Russia-Ukraine conflict and supply-chain bottlenecks.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Belgium | BICRA Group: 2
Banks Are Well-Placed To Manage A Rise In Nonperforming Assets
Key takeaways
− Belgian banks have shown resilience during the pandemic, aided by government support schemes for
borrowers, sound capital positions, and ample liquidity from strong customer deposit franchises.

Primary Credit Analyst

− The economy rebounded strongly in 2021 and over the first quarter of 2022, but we believe uncertainty
will take a toll on the remainder of the year. High inflation due to surging energy costs, increasing debt
charges as interest rates rise, and the risk of further supply-chain bottlenecks could weigh on the
private sector's capacity to service debt.

philippe.raposo@spglobal.com

− Even absent further negative news, we believe banks will see nonperforming assets (NPAs) increase
from current historical lows. Profitability will also come under pressure from rising costs, including
wages, but higher interest rates should boost net interest income in the medium term.

Philippe Raposo
Paris
+33-1-4420-7377

Belgium

Key credit drivers

Loan growth

Credit growth will continue to exceed GDP growth. Except for 2021, credit to the private sector has
increased faster than GDP over recent years, due to households taking advantage of low interest rates.
Indebtedness has increased to a level equal to the European average but is not an immediate concern
because Belgian's net wealth remains among the highest in Europe. We expect credit growth will again
exceed GDP growth in 2022 and 2023, despite some uncertainty around lending to small and midsize
enterprises (SMEs) and larger corporates due to a dip in investment confidence. Over the medium term,
further material differences in the trajectories of credit and GDP could weigh on banking system risk.

5.5%

2.2%

2.3%

2.4%

0.6%

0.6%

2023f

NPA ratio

2022e

Another round of headwinds will test lending book strength. Belgian banks resisted the effects of the
pandemic easily thanks to decent margins, low credit risk, ample liquidity, and the government's strong
support for the private sector. At this stage, the overall credit cost of the pandemic credit is lower than the
55 basis points we forecast back in 2020, although some defaults have been hidden by government
schemes. We expect the private sector will suffer this year and next due to high inflation, supply chain
issues, and increasing refinancing rates.

4.5%
3.5%

Key assumptions
We expect Belgium, like its neighboring countries, to experience slower growth in the next 18 months.
Although the economy performed well in the first quarter of 2022, we anticipate slow growth for the rest of
the year and a GDP increase of about 1.6% in 2023.
NPAs will increase, with SMEs and corporates feeling the pressure. Nonperforming assets are likely to
increase in the coming quarters. Much of the pain will be felt by those sectors that were most affected by
lockdowns in 2020, that have suffered changes in customer consumption patterns, that have been
affected by supply bottlenecks, and that are experiencing lower demand from key trade partners. We
estimate the most affected sectors represent about 5% of the SME and corporate lending book, or 2.5% of
systemwide loans, including households.

RoAA

0.8%

The magnitude and pace of defaults. Our assumptions are at risk from a material downward revision of
our macroeconomic forecasts or of our credit loss projections, either of which could change our ratings.
Adaptation to increasing interest rates and efficiency improvements. While higher interest rates will be
beneficial for banks’ net interest income over the medium term, cost headwinds will kick-in sooner. We will
watch the market for disciplined management of asset margins as liabilities' costs rise. Moreover, we will
track efficiency improvements that will be key to banks maintaining profitability.

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Cyprus | BICRA Group: 8
Asset Quality Improvement Uncertain, While Digital Costs Weigh On
Profits
Key takeaways
− Cypriot banks have almost completed their slow cleanup of problem assets dating from the 2008
financial crisis.
− High private sector debt, lending concentrated in the lagging tourism sector, and a historically poor
payment culture all pose lingering risks to banks' asset quality.
− Beyond economic shocks related to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, Cyprus' links to Russia, through
tourism and professional services, pose risks to the economy and the banking sector, as it rebuilds its
financial profile.

Key credit drivers
Material improvements in asset quality could be offset by new nonperforming loans (NPL). Cypriot
banks' stock of problematic assets remains one of the highest in Europe, though NPLs fell to about 11% of
gross loans by the end of 2021, compared with 19% at end-2020, largely due to sales by the country's two
largest banks. The pandemic's effect on NPLs has been limited. We expect, however, that the large portion
of Stage 2 loans (15% of total versus an EU average of 9%), coupled with some concentration in the stillrecovering tourism sector (9% of total loans), will likely result in asset quality deterioration. Tourism might
also suffer from a lack of Russian visitors. We expect banks will manage but believe the environment will
likely delay material improvements to asset quality.
Cost savings are needed to cushion bottom-line results. Banks' ability to reduce operating costs and
network overcapacity, while investing in digital transformation to become more efficient, will be key to
offset inflationary pressures, subdued fee income, and potentially higher credit provisions. Rising rates
should provide tailwinds to banks' net interest income because loan books are largely floating.

Primary Credit Analyst
Miriam Fernández, CFA
Madrid
miriam.fernandez@spglobal.com
+34-91-788-7232

Cyprus
Loan growth

2.5%

3.5%

-1.2%

NPA ratio
11.1%

10.1%

9.1%

Banks' funding profiles will likely remain unbalanced. Funding comes almost entirely from customer
deposits, and reliance on nonresident deposits is high, at 20% of the total (including about 5% of the total
from Russians). We expect Cypriot banks' access to wholesale funding will remain modest and expensive.

Key assumptions

What to look for over the next year
The government's mortgage-to-rent scheme could alleviate legacy retail NPLs. If well executed, the plan
should protect vulnerable borrowers and transfer NPLs (and respective collateral--including primary
residencies and business premises with market values below €350,000) to a government-owned asset
management body. We estimate this could address up to one-third of legacy NPLs.

spglobal.com/ratings

0.2%

0.3%

2023f

Bank capitalization provides a buffer to asset deterioration. Cypriot banks entered 2022 with
comfortable capital metrics, including an average common equity Tier 1 ratio of about 17.5% at end-2021.

-0.1%

2022e

Credit losses will remain elevated, hampering bank profitability. We expect credit losses will remain
above normalized levels, at about 90 basis points (bps)-110 bps, though that is down from the 117 bps in
2021. Those losses are expected on the back of rising rates, persistently high inflation, a worsening
operating environment, and the already weak payment culture embedded in the Cypriot economy.

RoAA

2021a

The economy is more reliant on Russia than the eurozone average. Cyprus’ links to Russia, through
tourism and its professional services sector, are the highest in the euro area, and represented 10% of
exports at the end of 2019--before the pandemic. The country is also generally more vulnerable to external
shocks as its economy is small, open, and concentrated in tourism and real estate. We therefore forecast
the economic recovery will stall for the remainder of 2022.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Czech Republic | BICRA Group: 3
Czech Banks Remain Resilient Despite Global Economic Challenges
Key takeaways
− We expect the Czech Republic’s real GDP to increase by 1.8% in 2022, compared with our previous
forecast of close to 4%, because the war in Ukraine will weigh heavily on the economy. Banks will
manage the indirect spillovers from the conflict, in our view, and have shown a sound performance in
the first half of 2022.
− Thanks to higher net interest margins and a solid track record of cost-containment management, the
Czech banking sector's financial performance remains stronger than that of many peer countries. We
project that banks' profits will increase because of higher interest income in 2022.
− Czech banks' asset quality remains solid, with a decline of nonperforming assets (NPAs) in recent
years. We expect NPA ratios to increase marginally in the next two years, remaining in the low singledigits, amid the private sector's sound debt-repayment capacities and low financial leverage.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
Cihan Duran, CFA
Frankfurt
cihan.duran@spglobal.com
+49-69-3399-9177

Czech
Republic
Loan growth
8.9%

Profitability remains a strength of Czech banks. Strong margins, cost efficiency, and solid capitalization
are positive credit drivers in comparison with many other European banks. High capital and liquidity
buffers provide enough room to absorb unexpected financial shocks during the current economic turmoil.

5.0%
4.0%

Swift and effective regulatory responses support financial stability. The Czech National Bank took
timely and proactive measures to support the banking system during the peak of the pandemic. Similarly,
it took a more restrictive stance in recent months by proactively and prudently tightening monetary and
macroprudential policy amid elevated inflation rates and concerns on economic imbalances.

No risk from elevated net external banking sector debt. We think the high level of nonresident funds at
Czech banks will remain unchanged during 2022-2023 because of significant differences in the interest
rate levels in the Czech Republic and eurozone. We understand that these external funds are not used by
Czech banks to fund lending activities, but are kept as cash and liquid assets at the central bank.

2.2%

2.4%

2.3%

0.9%

1.0%

2023f

The war in Ukraine will weigh on economic growth in 2022. This comes after what we consider to be an
incomplete recovery from the pandemic last year. While the full extent of the war and its implications for
the economy are still uncertain, we see indirect impacts through supply chains, oil and gas prices, external
demand, and confidence effects, which are a main concern.

NPA ratio

2022e

Key assumptions

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

Potential correction of real estate prices. We expect growth rates of housing prices to slightly moderate
while we forecast systemwide loans to grow by roughly 5% in the next 12-24 months. Both projections
reflect a changing environment with higher interest rates and somewhat lower capacities of the private
sector to afford assets with debt. If transactions on the housing market remain high, we see an increased
risk of imbalance, because of house price overvaluations that could eventually correct.

0.8%

2021a

Implications of the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Under our base-case scenario, we consider that the Czech
economy will weather the economic fallout from the Russia-Ukraine war with a limited impact on the
banking sector. Conversely, a significant deterioration of consumer sentiment and a reduction of business
activity of key sectors could lead to weaker bank performance, particularly through lower demand for
loans and higher credit losses.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Denmark | BICRA Group: 3
Asset Quality Remains Resilient, While Rising Interest Rates Help
Structurally Low Profitability
Key takeaways
− The tailwind from rising interest rates is helping profitability, but limited growth, cost inflation, and
fierce competition weigh negatively and profitability remains structurally lower than Nordic peers'.
− A wealthy economy supported by unprecedented government initiatives in response to the pandemic
has meant the banking sector’s credit losses are relatively low in a European context.
− While the sector relies substantially on wholesale funding, stability is supported by the Danish
market’s depth and unique characteristics.

Primary Credit Analyst
Harm Semder
Germany
harm.semder@spglobal.com
+49-69-3399-9158

Denmark

Key credit drivers

High dependence on functioning wholesale funding markets. Danish banks' share of wholesale funding
is high relative to other European banking systems. That said, we see this risk as partly offset by a deep
domestic bond market with a steady flow of mandatory pension savings and the various supporting
features of the Danish covered bond framework, not least its soft bullet structure. The government's
willingness to ensure liquidity in the system also supported the market's continued functioning during the
turbulence induced by the pandemic and we would expect this to continue if needed.

4.6%

2.5%
1.8%

NPA ratio
1.5%

1.7%

1.7%

0.5%

0.5%

2023f

Robust capitalization offsets pressure on banks’ profitability. Limited loan growth, intense competition,
and compliance and digitalization investments continue to weigh on Danish banks' earnings. Still, we
expect that rated Danish banks' capitalization will remain robust in the European context through 2023,
thanks to rising interest rates supporting profitability and moderate payouts to shareholders.

Loan growth

2022e

Relatively low credit losses in a European context. After the Danish economy's strong rebound from the
pandemic shock, we expect rising but manageable risk from the Russia-Ukraine conflict and inflation. The
demonstrated economic resilience, together with the Danish welfare system's robustness and the
government's policy response to crisis events such as the pandemic, are efficient mitigating factors
against further pressure on banks' asset quality. At the same time, pockets of risk remain, especially in
nonmortgage credit exposures toward small and midsize enterprises.

Key assumptions
Economic growth has been slowed by the Russia-Ukraine conflict and inflation. Following a better-thananticipated 4.7% real GDP rebound in 2021, more than offsetting the 2% pandemic-led recession in 2020,
we forecast more moderated growth of 2.5% in 2022, and 1.8% in 2023, reflecting the Russia-Ukraine war
and global supply-chain bottlenecks.
House price growth expected to moderate. Increased savings rates, fiscal and monetary support
measures, and stay-at-home consumption patterns have boosted house prices in the Nordic countries,
including Denmark. Overall, we expect supply and demand fundamentals will gradually normalize:
Inflation and difficult markets will slow house price growth to 3.3% by 2024, from 5.6% in 2021.

RoAA

0.5%

Asset quality trends. We consider that Danish banks have provisioned prudently to weather the impact of
the pandemic on their books and impairments and credit migrations to Stage 2 and 3. Due to risk spillover
from the pandemic and secondary effects from the Russia-Ukraine war, we anticipate manageable
increases in nonperforming loans to 1.7% in 2023, and annual credit losses increasing to 0.3% in 2023.
Development in house prices and private sector indebtedness. A prolonged increase of property prices
might signal an overheating market and put further pressure on the overall level of debt in the country and,
in turn, asset quality.

spglobal.com/ratings

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Finland | BICRA Group: 2
A Stable Banking Sector In A So Far Resilient Economy
Key takeaways
− The Finnish banking sector continues to perform well despite uncertainty linked to the RussiaUkraine war. Government policy measures, high social welfare, and digital preparedness allowed for a
swift recovery from the pandemic, but the Finnish economy now needs to adjust to new challenges.
− Continuous mortgage loan growth in the low-interest-rate environment has led to higher sector debt.
Although banks remain committed to conservative commercial practices that promote stability and
robust balance sheets, household indebtedness and a high share of variable-rate mortgages could
become a risk if not curbed as rates start to rise.
− Banks respond to a structural funding gap by increasing the share of wholesale funding, which makes
them dependent on external funding and investor confidence. Still, their sound funding and liquidity
position was proven by market access and inflow of deposits during the turbulence of 2020 and early
2022.

Primary Credit Analyst
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@spglobal.com
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Finland
Loan growth

Key credit drivers

Persistent growth in household debt is an ongoing concern. Household debt to disposable income
increased to 135.9% in December 2021, on the back of continuous growth in housing loan stock. While
overall debt is lower than for Nordic peers, increasing private sector leverage remains a concern and rising
interest rates could heighten the risk for households and financial stability.

NPA ratio

The banking system's material share of external wholesale funding is a key weakness. A major part is
linked to the largest players, but smaller domestic banks have also expanded their funding profiles to
covered bonds. Still, we recognize that banks maintain good access to euro-denominated markets, even
during the market volatility of 2020 and early 2022, suggesting funding stability.

1.7%

3.0%

3.0%

1.6%

1.5%

0.7%

0.7%

2023f

4.3%

2022e

The Finnish economy needs to adapt to a new shock. The Finnish economy has weathered the impact of
the pandemic and was on a strong recovery path until early 2022. However, the knock-on effects of the
Russia-Ukraine conflict, including the loss of trade with Russia and increasing inflation, will materially
weaken growth prospects. Although effects are significant to the Finnish economy, we expect the country
to adapt swiftly by diversifying away from Russian energy imports and finding new export markets.

Key assumptions
Economic growth should moderate. We halved our GDP growth forecast to 1.3% in 2022 and 1.0% in
2023, due to lower private consumption and weaker exports.

RoAA

Banks' earnings to remain resilient. We expect banks' earnings will benefit from sound credit growth and
continuous demand for asset and wealth management offerings, despite current market volatility. Given
cost containment and a more normalized cost of risk, we project earnings will remain sound through 2023.

External factors remain key. As a small, open economy, Finland depends on trade with eurozone
members. Consequently, we are keeping an eye on broader economic development and the security
situation following Finland’s application for NATO membership in May.
A potential spike in credit losses beyond our base case. Weaker consumer and business confidence on
the back of the Russia-Ukraine war, coupled with increasing inflation, could lead to financial distress,
especially at small and midsize companies, and combined with increased unemployment, could lead to
credit losses beyond our base case.
Finnish banks' focus on digitalization. While large banks' digital agenda is well advanced, we expect
smaller banks' ongoing overhauls and digitalization to weigh on short-term operating efficiency.

0.6%

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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France | BICRA Group: 3
Diversified Business Models Cushion Asset Quality Deterioration
Key takeaways
− We expect European countries and France to avoid recession in 2023, and therefore only modest
credit deterioration for French domestic activities. Pockets of credit risk may surface without a
material impact on sector performance .

Primary Credit Analyst

− However, we believe the industry continues to face significant challenges to profitability due to
intense competition, the impact of inflation on costs, and cost inefficiencies.

nicolas.malaterre@spglobal.com

− Addressing these challenges will require French banks to implement remedies to increase efficiency
gains and support revenue in the evolving interest rate environment, notably in domestic retail
activities, as they pursue digital and ESG-related initiatives.
− Still, French banks' fundamentals remain sound, with diversified banking and insurance activities and
robust balance sheets supporting the sector's creditworthiness.

Nicolas Malaterre
Paris
+33-1-4420-7324

France
Loan growth

Key credit drivers
Business diversity beyond retail and commercial banking--whether in insurance, asset management,
investment banking, or specialist finance. The benefit is derived from banks' universal business models,
a lower share of interest-sensitive activities than other markets, and high domestic market concentration.
This typically yields relatively stable and recurring earnings through the cycle.
Rising interest rate will give upside to banks’ net interest income and a larger buffer to accommodate
potentially higher credit and operating costs. Nevertheless, the positive impact is less immediate than in
other banking systems, with a faster repricing of their funding costs than their assets, which include
typically long dated fixed rate mortgages originated during the previous prevailing low interest rate
environment. Higher rates may also become a constraint if they result in lower credit demand and lower
new credit volumes for banks.

Key assumptions

4.5%
3.0%

3.0%

NPA ratio

2.3%

2.5%

2.9%

We see a slowdown in economic growth in next 18 months. We envisage 2.6% GDP growth for France in
2022 and 1.7% in 2023. We forecast unemployment will stay below the 2019 level, at 7.4% in 2024. We
revised up our inflation forecast, to peak at 5.2% in 2022, then revert to 2.7% in 2023.
Domestic banks' credit growth is likely to slow but remain positive at about 3% per year, with modest
asset quality deterioration. Asset quality is structurally supported in France by fixed-rate mortgage
loans, and therefore won't deteriorate when interest rates rise. Defaults should increase in the two years
mainly due to lending to corporates and small and midsize enterprises, and consumer lending. We project
domestic nonperforming assets (NPAs) will increase above 3% of domestic loans by year-end 2024.

RoAA

0.3%

0.4%

2023f

Banks' business-model strength and capacity to adapt to more stretched operating conditions. Bank
management teams will face a common challenge to accelerate efficiency gains. Profitability is typically
undermined by both tight margins and cost inefficiencies. We will look at market discipline to manage
asset margins as liabilities cost will rise. Moreover, we will track efficiency improvements that will be key
for banks to maintain profitability.

0.2%

2021a

Asset quality. Lower economic growth, tighter funding conditions, and high, more persistent inflation are
clear headwinds for banks’ asset quality, business prospects, and cost management. A material
downward revision of our macroeconomic forecasts or of our credit loss projections could change our view
on ratings.

2022e

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Germany |BICRA Group: 3
Geopolitical Risks Increase German Banks' Tail Risks
Key takeaways
− We continue to forecast further economic expansion and have confidence in the resilience of German
banks' asset quality and capitalization.
− However, we see material downside risks from the Russia-Ukraine conflict and increasing disruptions
in the global supply chain, which we reflect in the negative economic risk trend.
− The European Central Bank's updated monetary policy supports interest income-dependent German
banks for the first time in 10 years.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
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Germany

Economic risks for the German economy are increasing due to the country’s substantial exposure to
Russian energy, leaving it vulnerable to a potential gas shutdown scenario. The German economy has
demonstrated that it can absorb large economic and financial shocks based on its wealth and the
government’s ample flexibility for countercyclical measures. We expect the country's economy,

Loan growth
5.3%

5.2%
4.0%

households, corporates, and public finances to cushion German banks from the potential economic fallout
of the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Should a permanent Russian “energy stop” occur, the resulting economic
shock and implication for the country’s growth potential over the medium term could significantly impair
asset quality for corporate and consumer loans made by German banks, given the country's export
dependence and the longer-than-expected disruptions in global supply chains.
Interest income-dependent German banks expect monetary policy support for the first time in a
decade. German banks may be in a better position to gain from net interest margin expansion owing to
rising rates, because they tend to depend more on interest income than some European peers.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
The Russia-Ukraine conflict and inflation will slow economic growth. Our base case projects that
1.2%

1.2%

0.3%

0.4%

2023f

1.0%

2022e

Germany's economy will continue to expand, albeit more slowly, with real GDP growth of 1.9% in 2022 and
2.0% in 2023. Following 2.9% growth in 2021, this more than offsets 2020's 4.9% contraction,
demonstrating resilience against the Russia-Ukraine war and global supply-chain bottlenecks that hinder
Germany's open economy more than peers.
As asset quality remains relatively resilient, German banks' profitability will be supported by higher
margins. We expect nonperforming loans and credit costs to increase manageably from historical lows due

RoAA

to the secondary effects from the Russia-Ukraine war and disruptions in global supply chains. At the same
time, German banks' bottom-line is supported by improving net interest margins owing to rising rates.

What to look for over the next year
We see significant downside macro risks and gradual improvements in banks' operating top line. We
expect German banks' profitability to modestly rebound to 5%-6% over 2022-2024, driven by recovering

0.3%

net interest margins and overall robust asset quality. However, banks' operating environment could
2021a

quickly deteriorate if further economic fallout in the EU resulted from the Russia-Ukraine conflict or
delayed recovery of global trade flows, for example because of adverse political developments in China.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Greece | BICRA Group: 8
Hercules Largely Accomplished Its Labors. What’s Next For Greek Banks?
Key takeaways
− Greek banks have nearly completed a journey that started in 2018, arriving at their destination of
single digit nonperforming loan (NPL) ratios with the help of the Hercules Asset Protection Scheme.
− Banks will shift their focus to restoring earnings and optimizing their balance sheets, rather than
cleaning up NPLs through sales, securitizations, arduous hive-downs, and sales of domestic and
foreign financial subsidiaries.

Primary Credit Analyst
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+33-1-4420-6724

− Greece and Greek banks could face a new environment due to the shift in global geopolitics from the
Russia-Ukraine conflict, the global inflation shock, and accelerated quantitative tightening.

Key credit drivers
Greek banks have reduced legacy assets by more than €50 billion since 2019. As a result, the
systemwide nonperforming asset (NPA) ratio dropped to 15.9% in 2021, from 42% in 2019. That reduction
was aided by the pandemic’s muted impact on asset quality. We expect the systemwide NPA ratio to drop
below 10% by the end of 2022.

Greece
Loan growth
3.5%

3.0%

The ECB recently announced it will extend the eligibility of Greek government bonds as collateral until
2024. Moreover, restored depositor confidence at home and banks’ overall sufficient liquidity buffers
should help them to steer through a less benign environment across the globe. We anticipate that rising
rates will have a positive impact on banks’ interest margins.
-23.2%

Restoring earnings will take a front seat. Profitability is returning, supported by lower loan-loss
provisions, the resumption of demand for loans, and a focus on controlling operational expenditure.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions

15.9%

Manageable negative effects from the conflict in Ukraine. Following a strong rebound in 2021 (8.3%), we
forecast the Greek economy will expand at an average rate of over 3% during 2023-2025. This should be
driven by large NextGenerationEU (NGEU) funding, as well as other transfers, and a strong anticipated
recovery in tourism earnings. We anticipate the impact on Greece from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will
arise primarily through sharp increases in energy prices and an acceleration of inflation. Greece has
limited direct trade links with Russia and Ukraine.
Cost of risk should be less of a burden for banks over the next 12-18 months since they have already
transferred most of their large bad debts. Eurobank’s and National Bank of Greece's (NBG) quarterly cost
of risk (CoR) is returning to normal (about 60-70 basis points). Piraeus and Alpha absorbed most of their
restructuring costs in 2021, but their CoR will remain high, pending large nonperforming exposure sales.
We expect banks’ performing loan books to expand by 3% to 4%, though the risk of underperforming
remains high due to macroeconomic risks at home and abroad. NBG and Eurobank will likely reinstate
dividends from 2022 earnings, while Alpha could follow a year later. Negative loan growth in 2021 was
driven by large nonperforming exposure sales.

8.6%
6.6%

RoAA
0.5%

0.7%

-1.5%

The upcoming end of the TLTRO. We believe that banks have sufficient liquidity to repay these borrowings
but with visible differences among banks. That said, we believe banks’ net stable funding ratios will
inevitably tighten, forcing banks to secure alternative long-term funding sources. This, in the current
market environment, could prove scarce and expensive.

spglobal.com/ratings

2023f

2022e

The pace of the new loan disbursements, earnings restoration, and still-weak capital. Deferred tax
credits make up over 65% of banks’ equity base. We believe that Greek banks will face more competition to
grab business from borrowers that have survived several episodes of economic disruption.

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Hungary | BICRA Group: 5
Banks Are Showing Resilience Against A Deteriorating Environment
Key takeaways
− We expect economic recovery of about 4% in 2022 to aid banking sector performance and alleviate
pressure on asset quality. Tail risks to the forecast remain materially on the downside, also reflecting
the deepening rift with the EU.
− Banks' profitability had already returned to pre-pandemic levels in 2021, thanks to improving interest
margins and economic recovery. We consider the sector to be sufficiently profitable and well
capitalized to withstand a moderate increase in nonperforming loans (NPLs) due to the RussiaUkraine conflict's second-round effects. Recently announced windfall taxes from the government will
also affect bank earnings, but we expect profits to remain in solid territory over the next two years.
− Moratorium phaseout has not yet led to rising NPLs, but tail risk to asset quality remains, particularly
amid the strong rise in interest rates and high inflation that increase pressure on borrowers.

Key credit drivers
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Loan growth
17.4%

16.5%

Risks to credit quality in banks' loan books are partially mitigated by low indebtedness. We expect
household debt as a percentage of GDP to remain low at about 16% over the medium term; corporate debt
as a percentage of GDP is also likely to remain below 30%, which is well below that of most peer countries.

12.0%

Continued growth in real estate prices. For 2022, we expect real estate prices to increase by about 10%
on the back of increasing demand and still-limited supply, moderating slightly in the years after. That said,
because of strong recent economic growth and an increase in salaries and the population's wealth level,
we think that the risk of overheating and an eventual real estate bubble bursting remains low for now.

Hungary’s real GDP already exceeds pre-pandemic levels. We anticipate Hungary's GDP growth will be
about 4% in 2022. Over the coming years, consumption backed by rising disposable income, and
investment funded by high EU fund inflows, estimated at over 4% of GDP annually, will spur growth.

3.0%

4.0%

4.2%

1.2%

1.5%

2023f

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

2022e

Banks' profitability improved on the back of rising interest rates. High inflation compelled the Hungarian
National Bank (MNB) to hike its main policy rate in 2021. Supported by this increase and reflecting the
2021 economic recovery--estimated at close to 7% in real terms--the banking sector's profitability
increased to above pre-pandemic levels in 2021. Return on equity for 2021 was 13% and we expect it to
remain about 10%-12% over the medium term, incorporating the one-off windfall taxes in 2022 and 2023.

RoAA

Higher credit losses will remain manageable. We expect some weakening of asset quality, reflecting a
strong increase in interest rates and inflation, which might impair vulnerable customers' ability to repay
debt. However, we think that Hungarian banks have sufficient buffers to absorb the costs, thanks to
historically robust lending margins and sound levels of capitalization.

Negotiations between Hungary and the EU on the allocation of funds amid deteriorating relations pose
a key risk. A sizable, prolonged cut to EU funds would dampen Hungary's economic growth prospects.
Political contention between Hungary and the European Commission has risen in recent months, already
resulting in delays to the disbursement of EU funds from the Recovery and Resilience Facility. Our current
expectation is that tensions will ease following the general election in April and broader EU funds will not
be delayed or withheld. These inflows are estimated at over 4% of GDP annually.
Consolidation of the banking sector may shake up competition. With the merger of several Hungarian
banks, competition in the market will be significantly altered as some market segments might increasingly
come under pressure. More interventions of the government beyond the already binding unconventional
measures (e.g., mortgage interest rate caps and bank taxes) could hurt the banking system, in our view.

spglobal.com/ratings

1.0%

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Iceland | BICRA Group: 5
Dynamics Shift As Improving Profitability Mitigates Housing Risks
Key takeaways
− Economic risks facing Iceland’s banks have risen rapidly as property prices have jumped sharply
ahead of fundamentals. We now see a higher risk of correction. That said, we expect that
macroprudential controls implemented in the build-up phase should limit losses for the banks in a
moderate housing price drawdown scenario.
− Risk-adjusted earnings have been resilient through the pandemic, and we expect further
improvement. Strengthening margins and still-strong efficiency should improve sector-wide returns
on equity toward 10%, a level we view as high in international comparison.
− Tourism recovery continues to underwrite improving corporate-sector asset performance, which alone
now poses little downside risk. We expect credit losses to settle at 30 basis points (bps) of gross
loans. This assumes tourism flows continuing to recover toward 2019 levels by 2024. That said, credit
losses could rise well above our base case if house prices were to unwind in a disorderly manner.

Key credit drivers
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Loan growth
9.0%
7.0%

Housing prices increasingly detached from fundamentals present risk. Persistent property price growth
over the past two years has rapidly escalated the economic risks facing Iceland’s lenders. In the two years

5.0%

to April 2022, property values rose 30% ahead of the general level of other consumer prices in the
economy, significantly decoupling prices from fundamentals in the process. That said, banks’ improving
profitability provides a solid buffer against the prospect of capital erosion, and loan-to-value restrictions
first introduced in 2017 have bolstered banks’ resilience to a modest drawdown in prices.
Profitability is strong in a global comparison, with a low risk of significant competition from pension
funds. We expect a structural improvement in the sector's earning capacity as margins improve, rates rise,

NPA ratio

and efficiency remains strong. Our base case also considers that the market share and competitive
pressure applied by the pension funds will remain significantly diminished, although we expect that the
2.5%

2.8%

1.3%

1.3%

2023f

2.3%

2022e

banks can absorb a modest rise in their re-entry into the mortgage market, should it occur.

Key assumptions
Real GDP growth of 4.5% in 2022 and 3.1% in 2023 as the pandemic recovery continues. In our view, the
ongoing recovery in tourism flows will support growth over the next two years. The Russia-Ukraine conflict
is unlikely to have a material effect on Iceland's small and open economy, not least because Iceland has
limited direct trade links with Russia and Ukraine and a generally low need to import energy commodities.

RoAA

Consequently, we see the recovery unfolding largely unimpeded.
Returns to normalize at higher than pre-pandemic levels. We expect the sector-wide return on assets to
stabilize at 1.2%-1.4% as credit losses normalize at close to 30 bps of gross loans. This follows the 1.9%
return in 2021, reflecting the broad release of pandemic provisions taken in 2020.

1.9%

What to look for over the next year
Housing and consumer price inflation developments. The central bank has gradually tightened
household debt. These are likely to become more restrictive as interest rates continue to rise to contain
inflation, which could be a catalyst for correction.
Continuation of tourism recovery. The rebound of tourism has been encouraging, and we expect flows to
trend toward 2019 levels over the next two years. While downside has receded significantly, a left-tail
negative shock could spill into debt-servicing capacity and raise credit losses above our base case.

2021a

macroprudential controls in the past year to limit the buildup of risk from high housing prices and

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Ireland | BICRA Group: 4
Profitability Improvement From Market Consolidation And Rising Interest
Rates Should Ease Pressure From Decelerating Economic Growth
Key takeaways
− Economic growth in Ireland will slow down in 2022-2023 but will be still above the average of other
European countries. High inflation, rising debt charges on refinancing as interest rates increase, and
potential for further supply chain problems could further impede growth potential.
− High costs remain a structural challenge, but ongoing market consolidation and anticipated interest
rate increases, while potentially leading to repayment challenges for some borrowers, are expected to
be a net benefit for banks’ profitability.
− Asset quality will continue to improve, largely due to anticipated sale of nonperforming portfolios.
However, some corporate portfolios still exhibit downside risk that may be exacerbated by inflationary
pressures and uncertainty around the pandemic's fallout.
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Loan growth

Key credit drivers
Improved profitability should offset declining capital levels. The portfolio acquisitions linked to the exit
from Ireland of NatWest Group and KBC Group will lead to lower capital ratios in the sector. However,
capital buffers should remain at robust levels if anticipated increases in profitability materialize. Irish

1.0%

banks are on track to grow their revenue after expanding their product offering and diversifying revenue
sources over the past year. Moreover, there is potential for greater scale thanks to ongoing sector

0.8%

-2.2%

consolidation, while rising interest rates should provide further support to topline results.
Asset quality has continued to improve, largely driven by nonperforming loan sales. We note the
elevated share of Stage 2 loans for corporate borrowers, and we anticipate the emergence of additional
problem loans in those industries most directly affected by higher energy and commodity prices. This
could be a point of vulnerability for banks if the economic environment deteriorates more significantly than

NPA ratio
10.4%

8.6%

8.0%

currently expected. Moreover, persistent inflation and higher interest rates will test the debt servicing
capacity of the private sector, which had improved over the past several years. We expect banks will
manage the additional credit costs, helped by an expected increase in net interest income (due to rising
interest rates), which should offset additional loan impairments that could arise from deteriorating asset
quality and increasing debt service risks.

Key assumptions
Slower economic growth over 2022-2023. Although the economy performed well in the first quarter of

RoAA

2022, we anticipate lower growth over the rest of the year. Our growth forecast of about 3% in 2023 is
slightly above our average forecast for the eurozone.

0.6%

0.5%

0.6%

2023f

challenge Irish banks’ ongoing efforts to secure operational efficiency improvements. In this environment,

2022e

Cost reduction and diversification remain important remedies. The banking sector's cost-to-income
ratio is about 70%, which is above the average level in Europe, while increased inflationary pressure will
revenue gains and improved efficiency will depend on earnings diversification strategies, benefits from

What to look for over the next year
Domestic lending growth. The profitability of the sector has improved but remains under pressure from
significant holdings of low-yielding assets and a high cost base. Organic lending growth, which has been
subdued over the past several years, will be important to proftability once consolidation transactions are

2021a

greater scale, and rising interest rates.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

completed.

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

House prices dynamics. We continue to monitor the housing market for signs of overheating, although we

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

have seen indications that prices have stabilized in recent months after several years of strong growth.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Israel | BICRA Group: 3
Strong Momentum Helps Banks Withstand Difficult Economic Conditions
Key takeaways
− Israeli banks' strong real estate-related growth in 2021 will not be repeated in 2022 amid a less
supportive economic environment. Although we remain cautious, overall risk is currently contained.
− Capitalization will benefit from profitability momentum and financial flexibility.
− Banks are increasingly adapting their business models to longer-term risks from fast-moving digital
trends and heightening competition.

Key credit drivers
Real estate related-lending will continue to expand, but at a slow pace. After a significant increase in
construction loans and mortgages in 2021 (31% and 12% respectively), we expect the market to slow
down. Rising interest rates, higher inflation, and regulatory measures will weigh on lending expansion and
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Israel
Loan growth

prices dynamics in 2022, in our view. We are cautious of banks’ growing exposure to real estate lending,
but a relatively low average loan-to-value ratio (54.8% at end-2021) and fundamental demand driven by

14.3%

population growth and supply side limitations contain the risk.
Banks benefit from profitability momentum. Revenue will benefit from strong lending growth over the

8.0%

past quarters, increasing interest rates, and a high amount of consumer price index-linked assets

5.0%

benefiting from rising inflation. Strong competition will dent margins though. At the same time, branch
closures and workforce reduction will continue helping banks to limit operating expense increases, while
banks continue investing in digitalization.
Capitalization will stabilize. The capital buffer created after the pandemic has been largely absorbed by

NPA ratio

strong lending growth, the resumption of dividend payments, and to a lower extent asset repricing.
Resilient profitability and financial flexibility will help capitalization to stabilize over the next 12-24

1.2%

1.3%

1.5%

1.2%

1.0%

2023f

Key assumptions

2022e

months, in our view.

The economy will remain resilient despite growing uncertainty. We expect Israel's economy will expand
by 5.5% in 2022--mostly due to carry over effect--and growth will then stabilize at about 3.5% in 20232024. Rising domestic inflation and the monetary policy tightening cycle will cool domestic demand in
2022 while Israel's favorable demographics will continue to bolster medium-term growth. We also assume

RoAA

the IT-related sector remains resilient.
Credit losses will return to a more normal level. After having reached about 27 basis points (bps) in 2021,
Israeli banks' credit losses will gradually return to a normalized level averaging 20-25 bps over the next
couple of years. The resilient performance of the economy together with strong pre-provisioning efforts in
2020 will help contain asset-quality deterioration.

1.4%

What to look for over the next year

Risks could increase if banks' exposure to this cyclical sector continues to increase or if real estate prices
rise materially above our expectations, leading to a hike in leverage that could impair asset quality.

2021a

Exposure to real estate. We expect that risks to banks' asset quality from real-estate-related lending will
remain manageable, despite the heating up of the residential property market and strong lending growth.

Adaptation to the changing competitive space. Regulatory efforts to increase competition and

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

digitalization in the banking system will likely bring more players to the market. Whether those are

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

nonbank lenders, tech companies, or digital banks, the incumbent banks are shaping their business
models to leverage new opportunities and shield profitability. We do not see this as an immediate threat

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

but expect developments in the coming years.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Italy | BICRA Group: 5
Material Downside Risks Could Test The Banking Sector's Resilience
Key takeaways

− Relative to other European banking systems, Italian banks' revenue will likely reap the most benefit
from rising short-term rates, although they remain more exposed than peers to prolonged periods of
market volatility.

Key credit drivers
The pace and strength of the recovery. While pro-growth reforms and NGEU should offset the risks to
growth posed by the Russia-Ukraine conflict, near-term downside risks remain material. Italy's open,
industrialized economy is exposed via supply chains, energy prices, and confidence effects. Soaring energy
prices have pushed inflation to 30-year highs, hitting lower-income households the hardest.
Increasing government financing costs could become an issue for banks, but to a lesser extent than in
the past. Compared with a decade ago, Italian banks operate with a massive funding surplus, thanks to
higher deposit inflows, deleveraging, and less reliance on wholesale funding. Still, we continue to factor
into our assessment the banking system's exposure to market volatility relative to peers, primarily
because of weaker sovereign creditworthiness.

Key assumptions
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2.0%

2.0%
1.0%

NPA ratio
6.4%

6.4%

0.4%

0.5%

2023f

− With a historically low stock of nonperforming exposures (NPEs)--at just above 2% of customer loans
net of provisions as of March 2022--banks now operate in a stronger position. Government
guarantees on more than €280 billion of loans to small and midsize enterprises (SMEs) and
corporations provide banks with a significant cushion on credit losses were conditions to deteriorate.

Primary Credit Analyst

2022e

− Our medium-term economic prospects for Italy remain positive overall and continue to support Italian
banks, largely thanks to the government implementing pro-growth reform, which is a key trigger for
the disbursement of NextGenerationEU (NGEU) funds amounting to about 10% of GDP.

4.7%

Economic recovery continues at a slower pace. Italy's real GDP barely increased in first-quarter 2022
(+0.2% quarter on quarter), and we now expect growth of 2.8% in 2022 and 1.9% in 2023, lower than our
previous (pre-Russia-Ukraine conflict) forecasts of 4.7% and 1.8%, respectively.
Asset quality will likely deteriorate from historically high levels. We expect NPEs to start rising again this
year and next, as the effect of higher inflation and some tightening of financial conditions will likely affect
domestic borrowers. However, we anticipate that this will remain manageable for most banks, because
imbalances in the system have been largely absorbed, most corporate sectors have recovered to their prepandemic business levels, and private sector creditworthiness has strengthened significantly in the past
few years. We forecast that credit losses will remain just above the norm for Italian banks, at about 90
basis points (bps)-100 bps over the next two to three years, compared with 65 bps reported in 2021.

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

Further consolidation in the banking sector. Benefits from rising net interest income could partly cushion
the structural issues faced by several small to midsize institutions. Profitability prospects for those banks
remain modest, raising questions on the business models' sustainability. We expect further consolidation
in the sector, but uncertainties regarding the economic and operating environment could slow down such
activity.

0.5%

2021a

Asset quality trends. Unprecedented and timely supportive measures helped mitigate the pandemic's
effects, and a well-functioning market for NPEs offered solutions to accelerate the clean-up of legacy
exposures. Most Italian banks have also shown stronger-than-expected resilience in the past two to three
years. That said, the current macroeconomic backdrop will further test their resilience.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Liechtenstein | BICRA Group: 2
A Resilient Banking Sector Despite Economic Uncertainties
Key takeaways
− Liechtenstein’s banking sector is less susceptible than its European peers to swings in the domestic
economy, and risks remain low in a global comparison, but revenue is highly sensitive to global wealth
levels, which in turn are influenced by capital market valuations.
− We expect banks will prove resilient and report low credit losses, although extreme market volatility
can lead to margin calls and, possibly, losses on Lombard lending, despite generally conservative risk
management.
− Due to their focus on wealth management, Liechtenstein’s banks remain sensitive to reputation risk,
despite the principality having developed into a more transparent financial center.

Key credit drivers
High competition and profitability pressure. Rising rates will likely reduce pressure on interest margins.
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Loan growth

However, lower asset valuations and likely lower credit demand will make the operating environment more

1.6%

challenging for private banks and keep competition high.
Banks remain vulnerable to reputation risk. Despite increased transparency over the past decade, private
banks' activities are confidence sensitive. While recent rounds of sanctions against Russia put a spotlight
on Liechtenstein’s banks, we note that the country has fully implemented EU sanctions and we assume

0.5%

0.4%

that only a minor share of assets under management relates to Russian clients.

Key assumptions
Liechtenstein's banks should prove resilient to economic uncertainties stemming from the Russia-

NPA ratio

Ukraine war. We forecast real GDP growth at 0.4% in 2022, after a strong rebound of 13% in 2021,
demonstrating the principality’s small open economy and more volatile economic indicators. Potential
second-round effects from the war in Ukraine will be manageable, in our view, and we expect credit losses

1.1%

1.1%

will remain low in 2022-2023.

0.9%

Lombard lending capacity will play a key role in attracting new customers, especially in Asia. Lombard
lending--lending backed by liquid assets--is a key product of private banks that complements their
advisory and wealth management business. We assume that banks will not ease underwriting standards in
the quest to attract new customers. That said, customers' varying use of Lombard loans will lead to
volatile lending volumes and related income for banks.

RoAA

Lending will likely remain low risk. Banks' sound risk management practices and predominantly
collateralized, low-risk lending to wealthy customers imply that traditionally low credit losses are unlikely

0.3%

0.4%

0.4%

2023f

What to look for over the next year

2022e

to increase materially in a downturn.

The local MREL (minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities) framework and bankspecific requirements. Material subordination requirements and clear paths for banks to achieve them
size of subordination requirements, this could lead to rating uplift for systemically important banks.
Banks' appetite to increase scale through external growth. Large acquisitions or asset deals could
temporarily reduce capitalization. We expect that consolidation could continue since smaller market
players might not be able to cope with increasing investment needs and regulatory requirements.

2021a

could provide additional loss-absorbing capacity buffers for senior unsecured creditors. Depending on the

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Luxembourg | BICRA Group: 2
Decelerating But Still Dynamic Trends In Real Estate Prices
Key takeaways
− Luxembourg's economy is among the world's leaders in terms of GDP per capita. The country is
prosperous and open, with low government debt, and relatively low unemployment.
− Residential property prices have risen rapidly in recent years, but began decelerating in 2021, while
domestic lending outpaced economic growth up until 2020. The cost of credit risk is normalizing,
following a hike in 2020, and local banks benefit from a strong deposit base.
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− Supervision is complicated as domestic banks are often subsidiaries of foreign banking groups, and
by the large nonbanking financial sector. The sector is vulnerable to regulatory and reputational risks.

Loan growth
5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

0.5%

0.5%

0.6%

0.7%

2023f

Lasting rise in real estate prices. Real estate prices have climbed very rapidly over the past several years.
This was fueled by supply limitations and a growing population, and not by credit, which we view as a
positive. Potential overvaluation would likely jeopardize financial stability, but prices will be underpinned
by forecast population growth and real-estate supply constraints, as well as low unemployment levels.

Luxembourg

2022e

Key credit drivers

Growth in domestic credit to the private sector has outpaced GDP. Domestic credit's sustained growth
since 2015 has exceeded GDP expansion and shaped our view that there are potential imbalances in the
banking sector. However, we believe that underwriting standards have not weakened and view the banking
system's credit risk as low. We maintain this view despite a hike in the cost of risk in 2020, which was
largely due to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 9's forward-looking provisioning rules.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Slower economic activity in 2021. We expect Luxembourg's real GDP to grow less than 2% in 2022, down
from the 6.9% rebound recorded in 2021 and below our 2.6% eurozone forecast. We believe Luxembourg
banks will not be materially affected by the deterioration of the global economic environment, though
fallout from the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and disruptions to global supply-chains, could generate tail risks.
Higher interest rates will alleviate pressure on the banks' revenue, subject to the pace of asset repricing.
Real-estate prices will remain high. We expect real house prices (i.e., adjusted for inflation) to grow at an
annual rate of 5% over the next couple of years, underpinned by limited vacancies. The annual increase in
real house prices averaged above 10% in 2018-2020, including a more than 15% increase in 2020. Prices
started decelerating in 2021, when they climbed 12.0% (or 8.5%, adjusted for inflation).
Domestic credit will continue growing. We anticipate lending growth to stabilize at 5% annually from
2022. We expect the cost of risk in banks' loan books will normalize, down to 0.2%-0.3% of total domestic
loans. The higher cost of risk in 2020 was largely because the banks that apply IFRS needed to create
provisions for expected-but-not-incurred losses. Weakening economic trends could lead to a higher cost
of risk but could also help contain lending growth.

0.5%

RoAA

0.6%

Domestic lending and house price trends. In 2020, we warned that several years of strong real estate
markets, combined with sustained growth in domestic credit, had led to a heightened risk of economic
imbalances. We continue to monitor that risk, although we believe it has started to recede. Luxembourg's
GDP and Europe's economic trends will be key parameters.
Luxembourg's approach to international tax initiatives. Luxembourg is adjusting to changes in the
international tax environment by switching its approach to tax competition--with a focus on headline tax
rates rather than tax exemptions, which are being reduced. This will not insulate it from risks stemming
from international regulation, but we believe rule changes are likely to be gradual.

spglobal.com/ratings

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Malta | BICRA Group: 5
Economic Risks May Be Rising, But Grey List Removal Is A Positive
Key takeaways
− Malta's stronger-than-average economic rebound in 2021 and the first months of 2022 prevented
COVID-19 restrictions from having the negative repercussions we feared on the domestic private
sector, and consequently on banks' asset quality.
− We factor meaningful downside risks to economic activity in the coming quarters and a potential
build-up of imbalances in the real estate sector in our assessment of domestic banks' economic risks.
− The Financial Action Task Force's (FATF's) decision to remove Malta from its grey list will be positive
for domestic banks' reputation and business. However, more action is needed to align the country's
institutional framework to that of the eurozone, in our view.

Key credit drivers
The global economic slowdown. High inflation and potential disruption in the key tourism sector could
derail ongoing recovery in Malta, hitting small and midsize enterprises and more vulnerable households.
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4.0%

Real estate trends. The domestic banking sector is highly exposed to property prices, with 60% of loans

2.5%

made up of residential mortgages, and direct exposures to real estate and construction. Property prices

2.0%

and transactions were resilient amid the pandemic, and high demand and incentives support the market.
Malta's financial sector's jurisdictional risk will remain under scrutiny, despite recent progress.
Weaknesses in financial regulation and anti-money-laundering supervision could jeopardize the sector's
macrofinancial stability. Domestic banks are focusing on de-risking and strengthening internal functions
following increasing regulatory activity.

NPA ratio

5.3%

5.4%

5.4%

0.5%

0.5%

2023f

The economy will continue to support the banking sector. The strong recovery in 2021 (a 9.6% increase

2022e

Key assumptions
quarter on quarter) and in first-quarter 2022 (0.7%) provides a good cushion against existing headwinds.
We assume GDP will grow by 4% this year. Tourism performance could play a key role in supporting growth.
We remain positive on 2023, but downside risks are rising.
Credit losses and higher operational costs will weigh on banks' profitability, despite the benefit from
surging net interest income. We assume credit losses will increase to 50 basis points (bps)-55 bps over
the next two years, still relatively manageable for the banking sector. This will stem from rising inflows of
nonperforming exposures (NPEs), although domestic banks might get rid of some legacy NPEs. We also

RoAA

expect that inflationary pressure will add to the already-high operational costs to meet the increasing
regulatory requirements related to banks' risk controls.
Funding and liquidity profiles will remain solid. The banking system operates with a sizable deposit
surplus compared with loans, and barely any net external debt. While we remain prudent on the stickiness
of those deposits compared with other larger economies in the EU, we consider the funding and liquidity

0.6%

position to be one of the banking sector's key strengths.

The effect of Malta's removal from the grey list on banking sector business. International banks had
started to reduce operations with local domestic banks, particularly correspondent banking business,
before Malta's removal from the grey list. But evidence of Malta effectively tackling the shortcomings in
key risk areas could help mend banks' damaged reputations--although this might take a while, in our view.
The real estate market's performance. The regulators introduced policy measures to reduce the risk of

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

imbalances, including rising risk weight for residential mortgages and more-stringent lending

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

requirements at origination, including limits to loan to value and debt service to income.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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The Netherlands | BICRA Group: 3
Digitally Advanced, Cost Efficient Dutch Banks Can Withstand Challenges
Key takeaways
− Banks in the Netherlands proved resilient during the pandemic and look well-placed to face the new
challenges ahead.

Primary Credit Analyst

− We expect the Dutch economy to slow down over the next 18 months but to avoid recession in 2023,
meaning we forecast only modest credit deterioration.

anastasia.turdyeva@spglobal.com

The rising interest rate will have a positive effect on net interest income and should partly offset higher
operating and credit costs. We expect higher interest rates will benefit banks over the medium term because
funding costs will be repriced faster than loan books, which largely consist of longer-term, fixed rate
mortgages that were originated at low interest rates. Inflationary pressure on costs will be felt quickly, but we
believe that Dutch banks’ advanced digital strategies, generally efficient cost bases, and lean operating
models will support profitability.
Household leverage, which was 100% of GDP at the end of 2021, remains among the highest in Europe on
a gross basis. We expect household indebtedness will slowly decline over time, with a gradual move away
from interest-only mortgages. Rising interest rates and high inflation reduce households’ financing capacity
potentially putting pressure on asset quality. Still, Dutch households’ substantial savings and financial
assets somewhat mitigate retail banking credit risks.

Key assumptions

The
Netherlands
Loan growth

0.9%

0.8%

0.9%

3.0%

3.1%

0.4%

0.5%

2023f

Key credit drivers

+353-1- 568 0622

2022e

− Dutch banks have healthy capital levels, digitally advanced business models, and efficient cost bases.
Those elements can be expected to support banks’ profitability when it is challenged by decelerating
economic growth, rising operational expenses, and increasing cost of credit.

Anastasia Turdyeva
Dublin

NPA ratio

2.9%

Growth will slow in the Netherlands over the next 18 months. We revised down our growth forecast for the
Netherlands to 2.6% in 2022, from 3.2%, and to 1.6% in 2023, from 2.1%. Tight labor markets should mean
unemployment will stay below the 2019 level, at 3.3%, while inflation is likely to peak at 8.9% in 2022,
before slowing to 4.0% in 2023.

What to look for over the next year
Ability to adapt to new operating conditions and to sustain asset quality. Strengthening headwinds for
growth and asset quality mean that downside risks to our assumptions remain. A material and negative
revision of our macroeconomic forecasts or credit loss projections could lead to a review of our ratings.

RoAA

0.5%

2021a

Credit quality maybe under pressure. Dutch banks performed well through the pandemic, but pandemicrelated defaults are likely to increase as government support has been withdrawn. Moreover, asset quality
may also deteriorate because of lower economic growth, rising inflation, supply chain disruptions, and
increasing refinancing rates. We expect Dutch banks to maintain prudent provisioning and already observe
that banks are gradually putting aside extra funds, via management overlays, to cover unexpected losses.
We anticipate total credit impairment charges will stay at 30 basis points, which is slightly above the
through-the-cycle level.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Norway | BICRA Group: 2
A Resilient And Profitable Banking Sector With Advanced Digitalization
Key takeaways
− Strong capital and liquidity buffers, a diversified economy, and ample reserves in Norway's sovereign
wealth fund provide structural support to banks' operating environment, while positive oil and gas
price dynamics will help economic resilience over the current cycle.
− We expect the banking sector's asset quality to remain strong and anticipate that credit costs will stay
low over 2022-2023.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Stockholm
virginia.arenius@spglobal.com
+46-84-40-5353

− Capitalization of the banking sector will stay robust, and we think that higher interest income, owing
to higher lending rates, will help sustain profitability.

Norway
Key credit drivers
Stable private consumption and rising energy exports, supported by stronger oil prices, support

Loan growth

economic growth in times of global uncertainty. After a period of a rapid post-pandemic recovery, activity
in the Norwegian economy has risen to a high level. The operating environment for Norwegian banks will

5.0%

remain healthy alongside the strengthening economy. We believe banks' margins, asset quality, revenue,

4.7%

and profitability will be stable over the next two years.

4.3%

High household debt is still concerning, but mortgage portfolios look sound, and we believe higher
interest rates will stabilize lending growth. Residential mortgage portfolios, which account for about half
of total bank loans, will continue to perform well in our view. We recognize some latent risks to banks from
structurally high household debt at above 230% in 2021, driven by strong growth in house prices over the
past decade. Household credit growth and house prices are now being stabilized by rising lending rates.

NPA ratio

A banking sector with strong profitability and capitalization, and advanced digitalization. The sector
has strong capital buffers thanks to solid profitability and low loan losses in recent years. Banks have also
benefited from being at the forefront of digital transformation. In our view, banks will be able to deliver on
their dividend targets and capital buyback programs, without weakening the sector's strong capitalization.
Key assumptions

1.1%

1.0%

0.9%

Real GDP growth of 3.1% in 2022, then an average 2.5% over 2023-2024. We expect solid consumption,
record low unemployment, and growth in petroleum and business investment will help lift activity. That
said, higher inflation and rising interest rates will likely curb household consumption in the coming years.

RoAA

Credit risk to continue at low levels over the next two years. Banks' impairment losses are close to prepandemic levels, indicating limited scope for further reversals among large banks. We expect credit losses

1.1%

to stabilize at 0.05% by 2022, compared with 0.12% in 2021.
What to look for over the next year

1.0%
1.0%

Domestic and global economic recovery mark the pace. Efficient safety nets and extraordinary
government support have shielded Norway's banking sector from the COVID-19 economic shock. Economic

Norwegian corporates have had a high debt burden for many years, and future economic uncertainties
could pose risks. Higher interest rates and rising cost levels could heighten the risk of debt servicing
problems in some parts of the business sector. That said, apart from a few industries, there has been a low
volume of nonperforming loans and losses in the banks' corporate portfolios in recent years, and we
expect that to remain true over the medium term.

spglobal.com/ratings

2023f

developments in the global economy, and more importantly to its closest trading partners.

2021a

pandemic-related restrictions were lifted in mid-February. However, as a small and open economy,
Norway's prospects, particularly for its banks' asset quality and profitability, are closely linked to

2022e

activity in Norway has increased further in 2022, and unemployment has declined to low levels since the

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Poland | BICRA Group: 4
Resilient Economy Amid Government Interference And Legal Risks
Key takeaways
− We expect the Polish economy to prove relatively resilient, and we forecast economic growth for fullyear 2022, despite negative effects triggered by the war in neighboring Ukraine.

Primary Credit Analyst

− Litigation risks related to legacy Swiss franc-denominated mortgages are not resolved, and based on
inflows of cases and court rulings, we expect additional provisioning needs for some affected banks.

heiko.verhaag@spglobal.com

Mounting litigation costs related to foreign currency legacy mortgage loans remain a key risk. The
continuing inflows of legal cases and unfavorable court rulings suggest additional provision needs for
some affected banks. Related legal provisions pushed capital ratios of Getin Noble Bank, Poland's 10th
largest bank, close to zero, and any future resolution action could mean additional costs for the banking
sector.
Capitalization is under pressure but remains solid. Rising rates weigh on the valuation of the sizable
Treasury bond holdings that will lead to fair value losses booked in equity over 2022. Despite strong
operating revenue over 2022, we think these valuation losses, together with potential additional legal
provisions and costs from government initiatives, will lead banks to consume part of their capital buffers
but remain well capitalized.
Funding and liquidity profiles support resilience. A materially improved domestic deposit franchise and
reduced reliance on external funds over the past decade increases the sector's resilience to shocks.

Poland
Loan growth
5.8%

5.5%

2.0%

NPA ratio
6.1%

6.3%

0.3%

0.3%

2023f

Key credit drivers

+49-69-3399-9215

2022e

− Interest income benefits from rising rates, but government interference on general credit holidays and
mandatory contributions to the borrower support fund will likely remove profitability upside in 2022
and potentially 2023.

Heiko Verhaag
Frankfurt

5.4%

Key assumptions
We forecast slight GDP growth, but downside risks to the economy prevail throughout 2022. Poland has
a sound medium-term GDP growth outlook, benefiting from a strong labor market and wage growth. In our
base case, we do not expect a recession.
Asset quality will hold up relatively well. Central bank rate hikes to fight inflation represent a massive
affordability shock to borrowers with predominantly variable loans. However, strong wage growth over
recent years should provide a solid buffer to rising financing costs in the domestic retail business, while
struggling borrowers will benefit from the government support programs. The corporate sector should
prove largely resilient to the current shocks, such that overall asset quality will not materially weaken.

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

Path to meet minimum requirements for own funds and eligible liabilities issuance until 2024. We
expect banks to issue eligible instruments as soon as investors' risk aversion reduces.
Sensitivity of real-estate prices and asset quality to materially increased financing costs. Lower
affordability will likely lead to significantly lower nominal growth in house prices, and will put weaker
borrowers under strain.
Populist politics could impair the institutional framework's effectiveness. With upcoming general
elections in 2023, we see an increasing risk that additional government initiatives could interfere with
effective banking supervision.

spglobal.com/ratings

0.4%

2021a

Court decisions in relation to legacy foreign currency mortgages. Additional litigation volumes and the
tendency of courts to rule against banks, especially in second instance, are creating provisioning needs.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Portugal | BICRA Group: 6
Moderately Improving Profits, Slower Progress In Asset Quality Clean Up
Key takeaways
− Portugal's small and open economy will expand by about 4.6% this year, benefitting from generous EU
grants and limited direct exposure to Russia and Ukraine. Near term, downside risk remains material.
− Portuguese banks will continue to benefit from an ample and stable customer deposit base, while
earnings will benefit from rising interest rates. Profitability will remain weaker, compared with their
closest European peers.

Primary Credit Analyst
Lucia Gonzalez
Madrid
lucia.gonzalez@spglobal.com
+34-91-788-7219

− Higher inflation and some tightening of financial conditions will prompt an increase in problem loans,
which will remain higher, in relative terms, than at peers. The impacts should be manageable.

Key credit drivers
Asset quality deterioration will become more evident but should be manageable. Despite the pandemic,

Portugal
Loan growth

problem loans declined in Portugal over 2020-2021 as banks continued to work out legacy exposures.
Despite the general improvement, significant differences persist among the largest players. We expect
problem loans to rise this year and next, due to higher inflation and tighter financial conditions. The impact
of that increase should be manageable for banks so long as the economy continues growing. We forecast
credit losses of close to 60 basis points (bps) this year, compared with 41 bps in 2021.

3.2%
1.5%

Profitability is improving, but prospects remain weaker than peers'. We expect rising interest rates to be

2.0%

a net benefit for the Portuguese banking system in 2022 and 2023, although controlling the repricing of
deposits will prove challenging, while higher inflation will put pressure on operating costs and credit costs.

5.6%

6.0%

6.1%

0.4%

0.4%

2023f

Banks will maintain their rebalanced funding profiles. Portuguese banks have significantly rebalanced

NPA ratio

2022e

We forecast a return on equity (ROE) of about 5% in 2022, which is an improvement compared with the
average of 3% over the last half decade, though it will trail the average ROE of stronger peers.

their funding profiles over the past decade. Deposits now account for the bulk of their funding structures,
and exceed their loan books, while they also benefit from ample liquidity. We expect that speculativegrade issuers will continue to find access to wholesale funding more expensive.

Key assumptions
The economy will continue expanding, although at a slower pace. Despite geopolitical uncertainties, and
rising energy and commodity prices, we expect Portugal's real GDP growth will exceed 4% this year. That
will be supported by generous EU grants and the tourism sector, which is rapidly recovering to pre-

RoAA

pandemic levels. The country’s direct exposure to Russia and Ukraine is limited.
Property market growth will moderate. The property market remained strong in 2021, but prices should
start to moderate from 2022 onward--after growing, in nominal terms, at an average 9.4% over 20172020. Foreign demand, however, will continue to support the property market.

What to look for over the next year

0.5%

Magnitude and pace of economic developments. If economic growth is weaker than expected in 2022,
losses, and subdued revenue.
Asset quality and profitability trends. Worse than anticipated unemployment and inflation could limit
progress on banks’ efforts to clean-up balance sheets and improve profitability. The current environment
will particularly test whether Portuguese banks with higher risk profiles are able to maintain, or gradually
close, the asset quality and profitability gap with their stronger domestic peers.

2021a

banks will face a more challenging scenario with greater downside risks, the potential for higher credit

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Slovenia | BICRA Group: 4
A Small, Strengthened Banking Sector Amid Tough Economic Conditions
Key takeaways
− The continued resilience of Slovenia’s private sector indicates a decreasing credit risk for the
country’s banks, despite economic uncertainties.

Primary Credit Analyst

− Under our base case, the impact of the Russia-Ukraine war will be manageable for Slovenia’s banking
system and economy, and we project GDP growth of 3.9% in 2022.

sophie.nehrer@spglobal.com

Second-round effects from the war in Ukraine pose risks, but we expect the impact on Slovenia’s
banking system to be manageable. While direct exposure to Russia and Ukraine is limited in Slovenia,
vulnerabilities arise from the country’s tight integration into Western European supply chains. As secondround effects of the conflict feed through the banking system, a slight increase in nonperforming assets
(NPAs) is likely. At the same time, in our base case, we expect banks' solid capitalization and profitability
to support sector stability. We believe the ongoing consolidation of the banking sector is positive for cost
efficiency and competitive pricing.
Credit risk in the Slovenian banking system has decreased, in our view, thanks to private-sector
deleveraging and recent improvements in asset quality. Consequently, Slovenian banks' buffers can
weather temporary shocks better than in previous downturns. Improved governance and underwriting
criteria further support credit quality and should limit the rise of NPAs and credit losses. We expect the
NPA ratio will increase to about 1.5%, while credit losses are forecast to be low, at 0.3% of total loans.
Funding will likely remain solid, though not meaningfully diversified. Slovenian banks fund lending
operations almost entirely through customer deposits. These were very resilient and demonstrably sticky
during the recent crises. Banks’ liquidity profiles are sound, thanks to large buffers of liquid assets held on
the balance sheet or parked as cash at the central bank. Access to wholesale funding remains modest in
Slovenia, where debt capital markets are not as mature as in other Western European countries.

Slovenia
Loan growth
6.0%
4.5%

4.0%

NPA ratio

1.2%

1.5%

1.5%

1.2%

1.2%

2023f

Key credit drivers

+49 69 33 999 242

2022e

− We believe Slovenian banks will continue to demonstrate solid operating profitability, solid capital,
and high liquidity buffers, which will help the sector to absorb residual pressure on asset quality.

Sophie Nehrer
Frankfurt

Key assumptions

What to look for over the next year
We see risks that our base-case scenario could worsen. If the war in Ukraine lasts longer or the secondround effects are more pronounced than currently anticipated, it could imply a more negative effect on the
Slovenian banking system, in line with other Western European countries.
A further increase in real estate prices could accentuate economic imbalances. Inflation-adjusted
residential real estate prices increased by 13.7% in 2021, fueled by high demand, supply constraints, and
increased construction costs, as well as low interest rates. If real estate price growth does not moderate,
the risk of a real estate bubble buildup is increasing, which could eventually hit bank credit.

RoAA

1.2%

2021a

Despite a challenging economic environment, we expect dynamic economic growth. Slovenia’s postpandemic recovery has been strong, with 8.1% real GDP growth in 2021. High consumer savings and pentup demand boosted private consumption in the first quarter of 2022, and we estimate that the positive
start to 2022 will sustain full-year real growth of 3.9% in our base case. EU funds are a growth-supportive
factor. We project that, in U.S. dollar terms, Slovenia's per capita GDP will exceed $30,000 by 2023, as
income convergence with wealthier EU members continues apace.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Spain | BICRA Group: 4
Containing Funding, Credit, And Operating Costs Is Key For Better Profits
Key takeaways
− Spanish banks proved resilient to the pandemic's negative effects but are now facing another shock,
which will result in lower economic growth, more persistent inflation, and tighter financing conditions.

Primary Credit Analyst

− Problem loans from the pandemic and the ongoing energy shock are yet to emerge, but we expect
deterioration, which will affect mainly corporate exposures, to be manageable. Furthermore, the
ample government guarantees granted during the pandemic provide protection that makes a
meaningful spike of credit losses unlikely.

elena.iparraguirre@spglobal.com

− With Euribor rates already in the positive territory, Spanish banks' earnings are set to strengthen,
helping banks to narrow the gap between returns and cost of capital. The benefit, however, will
become more evident from 2023.

Key credit drivers
The military conflict in Ukraine has clouded, but not derailed, Spain’s economic momentum. We expect
the Spanish economy to still grow above potential, but we have reduced our 2022 real GDP growth forecast
to 4.1% from 7% earlier in the year, largely due to high, persistent inflation (forecast at 8% this year),
higher interest rates, and weaker confidence. Furthermore, Spain’s fiscal performance, which continues to
lag peers, poses additional challenges as financing costs start to rise and the European Central Bank
(ECB} gradually exits quantitative easing. Spain’s fiscal deficit closed 2021 at 7.3% of GDP, with its net
public debt at 108% of GDP.
Asset quality deterioration should be manageable. Despite the pandemic, problem loans have continued
to decline due to limited inflows and workout of legacy exposures. But the share of loans classified as
potentially problematic (Stage 2)--8% of loans at end-2021--suggests that we have yet to see some
problem loans emerging. For as long as the economy continues growing, the impact on banks should be
manageable. The provisioning effort undertaken in 2020 and 2021, and the sizable share of corporate
exposures covered by government guarantees (about a quarter), suggest that banks’ credit losses will
remain contained at about 50 basis points this year.
Higher rates are a tailwind for banks’ profitability. Spanish banks' largely floating balance sheets and
large share of retail deposits will help them benefit from the higher and rising interest rates. More tangible
results will be felt in 2023, however, because full repricing takes some time, and from June 2022 the
funding cost of targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO) borrowings will also increase. Still,
high margins, combined with ongoing focus on fee-income, will result in improved returns over the medium
term, even if inflation weighs on operating costs, helping banks to reduce the gap with their cost of capital.

Elena Iparraguirre
Madrid
+34-91-389-6963

Spain
Loan growth

2.0%

2.0%

0.0%

NPA ratio
5.4%

6.0%

5.6%

RoAA

Key assumptions

Economic and financial developments. A more negative growth, employment, and inflation outlook could
result in higher credit losses for banks, and weaker business and profitability prospects.
How the balance between higher earnings and higher operating and credit costs plays out. To improve
returns, banks will need to contain the increase of their cost of funding and carefully manage the growth of
their cost base in an inflationary environment. Despite higher earnings, banks will have to continue
tackling inefficiencies, as well as progressing with their digital transformation. More consolidation could
help.

spglobal.com/ratings

0.4%

0.5%

2023f

What to look for over the next year

0.5%

2021a

Ongoing market turmoil will ease at some point. Also, the ECB will be able to contain financial
fragmentation in the eurozone and succeed in reverting inflation toward its medium-term target.

2022e

The Russia-Ukraine conflict will not escalate further, nor will it extend to other countries.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Sweden | BICRA Group: 2
Substantial Financial Flexibility Supports Swedish Banks
Key takeaways
− Rapid increases in house prices over 2020-2021 led to higher household debt that increased the
Swedish private sector's exposure to rising interest rates and economic headwinds over the next
economic cycle.
− Swedish banks are expected to remain well-capitalized, despite having distributed much of their
excess capital accumulated during the pandemic. That expectation will be reinforced if capital buffer
requirements are successively re-introduced over the next two years, as planned.
− GDP growth has been revised down to 2.1%-2.3% for 2022-2023. That could be lowered further if
persistent economic concerns create a more challenging climate than anticipated.

Key credit drivers
Swedish banks have proven resistant to the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Good management, strong

Primary Credit Analyst
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Stockholm
Olivia.fleischmann@spglobal.com
+46-8-440-5904

Sweden
Loan growth

capitalization, and minimal direct exposure to the conflict has left the sector well-positioned, relative to
European peers, to post returns above the pre-pandemic level set in 2019.

6.0%

5.0%

Banks are exposed to dynamic property markets. Banks have considerable exposure to residential and

4.5%

commercial real estate (CRE), which accounted for about 58% of total lending by the end of 2021. Support
measures and low interest rates have supported asset quality, but cost pressures and rising interest rates
could sour the market.
Interest rate increases are expected to offset to lower fees and commission-based income. Net interest
income is likely to increase with the Riksbank on course to raise its base rate to just below 2% by 2024,
from 0% in June 2022. That increase should counterbalance lower income from commission-based

NPA ratio

income such as asset management fees, which are likely to be pressured due to market conditions.

to rise, we believe house price growth will decelerate over the next few months. Structural constraints that

0.6%

0.5%

0.5%

0.7%

0.7%

2023f

House price growth should slow over the second half of 2022. With both inflation and mortgage costs set

2022e

Key assumptions

support house prices are unlikely to be resolved in the near term, though we believe prices could still fall,
trimming some of the gains made during the pandemic.
Labor market figures remain supportive. An unemployment rate of 6.6% in May 2022 suggested that the
Swedish labor market remains strong despite growing economic concerns. We believe there may be some

RoAA

weakening of asset quality, but view a larger scale corrosion of loan books as unlikely.

What to look for over the next year
Households' sensitivity to interest rates could have repercussions. Fast paced interest rate hikes by the
Riksbank could have meaningful effects on debt servicing capacity and consumption, given the extent to

0.7%

which household debts grew over 2019-2021. As a silver lining, savings also increased during that period,

Balance sheets may reflect a shift away from households toward corporates. During the pandemic,
corporates looked to banks for temporary financing structures. Difficult market conditions during the first
half of 2022 could prompt companies to seek more permanent funding from banks. An increased focus on
transition risk financing could also support growth in corporate lending.
Swedish banks' funding structure could shift as monetary policy tightens. Increased deposits have
lowered the need for wholesale market funding and may allow for some profit from deposit margins.

2021a

providing households with a liquidity buffer.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

However, covered bonds will likely remain the preferred funding source for most banks over the medium

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

term, and we could see an increase in funding costs.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Switzerland | BICRA Group: 2
A Banking Sector Characterized By Superior Resilience
Key takeaways
− Despite a weaker economic outlook, we expect Swiss banks will demonstrate robust asset quality and
lower credit losses than peers. Resilience stems from the superior financial strength of both the
household and corporate sectors, as well as banks' prudent underwriting standards focusing on
collateralized lending.
− We forecast a stable development in the domestic residential housing market and no significant
further buildup of structural imbalances, and we consider the risk of a material price correction to be
low.
− We expect Swiss banks would see a net revenue benefit from a rise in policy rates, but to a lesser
extent than peers. This is because Swiss banks have benefited from the central bank's broad
exemption for sight deposits being subject to negative rates.

Key credit drivers
Limited risks for households from rising rates. Swiss households are among the wealthiest in the world,

Primary Credit Analyst
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+49-69-3399-9167

Switzerland
Loan growth
3.0%

3.0%

and we do not expect any constraints on debt service capacity from higher rates. In addition, most
2.0%

customer loan contracts carry a fixed rate with an average 10-year interest period, which limits risk even in
the event of a sudden interest rate hike. Banks' underwriting standards also already integrate much higher
interest rates into affordability assessments.
A stress-proof corporate sector. Swiss industrials have proven their resilience to several shocks,
including the recent pandemic-induced recession. We expect the sector to weather the impact of
persistent inflation and supply chain shortages on economic activity in Switzerland and globally. We

NPA ratio

forecast only a small increase in banks' reported nonperforming loans, even once all pandemic-related

0.9%

support measures are phased out.
Expectation of moderate rate hikes. Persistent inflation could lead to further moderate rate hikes by the

0.8%
0.7%

Swiss National Bank after its first benchmark rate hike in 15 years, in June. Inflationary pressure is lower
than in the eurozone because the Swiss franc's nominal appreciation has moderated the carryover from
imported inflation.

Key assumptions
Expectation of economic growth with downside tail risks. Switzerland's economy showed little effect

RoAA
0.5%

0.5%

2023f

and we project growth of 2.4% in 2022, and 1.9% in 2023. Still, medium- to long-term consequences from

2022e

from the pandemic-induced downturn. GDP already exceeded pre-pandemic levels in third-quarter 2021
the Russia-Ukraine military conflict and disruptions of international supply chains represent downward
pressure on these forecasts.
Housing markets to demonstrate resilience. We see the risk of a severe price correction as low, because it

0.5%

would likely require a steep rise in unemployment. Risks in the investment property segment are still
slightly elevated, as prices remain sensitive to the level of immigration, construction activity, investment

What to look for over the next year
Reduced pressure on banks' top lines. We expect ongoing intense competition among local players on
core products but we think margin pressure will reduce amid rising rates. This will likely more than
compensate for an anticipated moderate increase in credit losses and costs due to inflation. We also
expect that fee income from wealth management-related activities will weaken after several years of
record figures, because of a shrinking asset base and weakening customer sentiment.

2021a

alternatives in a rising rates environment, and vacancy rates that recently reached a multiyear high.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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United Kingdom | BICRA Group: 3
Riding Income Tailwinds Through A More Challenging Economy
Key takeaways
− U.K. banks' earnings will balance strong interest rate tailwinds, normalized credit losses, and decent
cost control, against a more difficult operating backdrop.
− Despite growth and inflationary pressures on the U.K. economy, the system's banks face the second
half of 2022 with robust balance sheets, which we expect to underpin bank creditworthiness.
− U.K. banks have solid regulatory capital positions, which we expect to remain broadly stable as
retained earnings finance risk-weighted asset growth and shareholder distributions.

Key credit drivers
Rapid increases in U.K. interest rates give banks room for maneuver in 2022. As the interest environment
rises, bank earnings will benefit. Despite strong price competition in the mortgage market, the Bank of

Primary Credit Analyst
William Edwards
London
william.edwards@spglobal.com
+44-20-7176-3359

United
Kingdom
Loan growth

England's policy tightening has enabled banks to widen their managed margin on customer deposits, while
rising swap rates support structural hedges. We forecast net interest income uplift of about £2.6 billion
(8%) for the four largest U.K. banks in 2022, giving them capacity to ride out a turbulent U.K. economic
outlook.

2.6%

2.6%

1.9%

1.8%

1.4%

Systemwide domestic loan losses should normalize in 2022, with banks bolstering their provisions to
combat the inflationary environment. We expect U.K. banks' domestic credit losses will be manageable in
2022, with a sectorwide charge of about £3.2 billion, or 16 basis points (bps) of systemwide lending,
compared with a sectorwide release of 20 bps in 2021. Banks released further pandemic-related
provisions and reported good underlying credit quality in first-quarter 2022. At the same time, they booked
new post-model management adjustments to bolster balance sheets in the face of steep inflation.

NPA ratio

A choppy economic picture in 2022 could create pockets of risk for U.K. banks. We estimate that for
large U.K. banks reporting on Dec. 31, 2021, nonperforming loans sat at a multiyear low of 1.8% of gross
U.K. domestic loan books (a reduction of 10 bps from 2020), showing the stable asset quality and

1.8%

resilience of loan books in the sector. At the same time, inflationary pressure and slowing economic growth
are likely to weigh on this lending. In corporates, we expect sectors that have their post-pandemic
recoveries checked by inflation and sluggish growth will be hardest hit. In retail, consumer unsecured
lending is likely to see pressure emerge before mortgage lending, but this has yet to appear. Indeed, firstquarter 2022 management adjustments to credit loss provisions were focused on unsecured retail lending.
U.K. mortgage charges will likely remain subdued, thanks to low unemployment and house price resilience.

Key assumptions

RoAA

0.4%

0.4%

0.5%

Strong interest income tailwinds, and good fee income generation. We expect the strong interest rate
tailwind to drive earnings expansion alongside growth in fees and commissions. As 2022 progresses,
upside in net interest margins will be constrained by greater pass-through of future rate rises to
depositors and higher margin mortgages originated during 2020 rolling off loan books.
Improving cost control will support profitability, although inflation and ongoing investment will test
2023f

2022e

expenses and inflation is testing wage bills. All in, this should be a modest headwind to bank earnings.

2021a

operating efficiency. For most U.K. banks, efficiency gains from digitalization and automation are growing
and restructuring charges are falling. At the same time, investment spend is moving into operating

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

The housing market has held up well through the pandemic and first half of 2022. Record low

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

unemployment, good housing demand, and continued house price growth has supported the U.K.'s
housing market thus far in 2022. The rest of 2022 and early 2023 are likely to test these foundations. We
expect lending volumes and price appreciation to slow, while remaining supportive of asset quality.

spglobal.com/ratings

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Armenia | BICRA Group: 8
Close Russia Ties Could Increase Economic Risk
Key takeaways
− We expect Armenian economic growth to slow to 1.8% in 2022 due to its strong economic ties with
Russia, which is experiencing significant economic stress.
− We project nonperforming loans (NPLs) will increase to 4.5%-5.5% over the next 24 months.
− Banking system exposure to Russia should be limited to correspondent relationships with Russian
banks and financing of domestic exporters and importers trading with Russian counterparties.

Key credit drivers
A protracted Russia-Ukraine conflict could stunt GDP growth and increase inflation in Armenia beyond
our base-case assumptions. Consequently, growth prospects for Armenian banks will reduce,
constraining profitability and potentially eroding asset quality and increasing credit costs.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Armenia
Loan growth

Potential Armenian dram instability and further interest rates hikes. The Armenian banking system

10.0%

remains highly dollarized, with about 50% of deposits and about 45% of loans denominated in foreign

8.0%

currency as of March 31, 2022. Additionally, about 20% of outstanding residential mortgages are
denominated in foreign currency, exposing unhedged individuals to a depreciation of the Armenian dram.
These factors, alongside a 125 basis-point hike in the refinancing rate, introduced in March 2022, and

-5.0%

further potential rate rises, will increase debt servicing costs to borrowers and could deteriorate credit
quality.

3.7%

4.5%

5.0%

1.0%

1.0%

2023f

A sharp recession in Russia in 2022 will impede Armenian economic growth. We forecast GDP growth in
Armenia of about 1.8% in 2022, reduced from our previous expectation of 4.7% before the Russia-Ukraine
conflict started. Armenia has very strong economic and political ties with Russia, which accounted for
about 40% of its foreign direct investment, over 20% of its exports and imports, and about one third of its
remittances in 2021.

NPA ratio

2022e

Key assumptions

The banking system will continue to expand over the next 12 months. We expect real inflation-adjusted
growth of credit and real estate prices to be around 1%-3% (nominal lending growth: 8%-10%).

What to look for over the next year
The Armenian banking system will remain stable despite links to Russia. Exposure to Russia should be
limited to correspondent relationships with Russian banks and financing of domestic exporters and
importers trading with Russian counterparties. The subsidiary of sanctioned Russian bank VTB continues
to operate without restrictions in Armenia.

RoAA

0.9%

We expect nonresident deposits and external debt will continue to account for a sizable share of
Armenian banks’ funding. In our view, following an outflow of about 20% in 2021, nonresident deposits
will remain broadly stable, comprising deposits from Armenian diaspora and also supported by a
temporary influx of Russian residents due to the military conflict. They will supplement resident deposits
and funding from international financial institutions under support programs.

2021a

Asset quality could deteriorate but should remain stronger than some regional peers'. We expect NPLs
could rise to 4.5%-5.5% over the next 24 months from 3.7% at year-end 2021 primarily due to borrowers
being hit by their business ties with Russia. We expect the cost of risk to remain elevated at about 1.5%2.0% in 2022-2023.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Azerbaijan | BICRA Group: 9
Favorable Oil Prices Support Fragile Stabilization
Key takeaways
− We expect economic growth to moderate to 2.7% in 2022 after a 5.6% recovery in 2021.
− Risks to our forecast stem from high uncertainty related to mounting geopolitical risks in the region
and their potential protracted impact on economic activity in Azerbaijan.
− We expect nonperforming loans (NPLs) to stabilize and banks' profitability to rebound in 2022,
supported by favorable hydrocarbon prices.

Key credit drivers
Operating conditions are weighing on banks' business dynamism. For 2022, we expect that Azerbaijani
banks' new lending growth of about 15% will continue after the post-pandemic rebound. At the same time,
real (adjusted for inflation) growth will remain modest at 5%-7%.
Favorable oil prices support economic activity and business dynamism. Azerbaijan's economy depends
significantly on the hydrocarbon sector, which is currently benefiting from favorable global oil prices. Oil
and gas constitute almost 90% of exports and amount to 50% of Azerbaijan's GDP. In our view, the present
environment will benefit Azerbaijan's economic, fiscal, and balance-of-payments performance.
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Azerbaijan
Loan growth
17.8%
15.0%
13.0%

Key assumptions

Pressure on asset quality is decreasing. After the pandemic-related economic recession in 2020 that
spurred NPLs to 4.2%, we expect that reported NPLs could stabilize at 4%-5% in 2022 compared with the
officially reported 3.7% as of April 30, 2022. At the same time, owing to the notable shadow economy, it is
difficult to assess the debt-servicing capacity of economic agents and the true level of problem loans.

4.2%

4.5%

4.5%

1.5%

1.0%

2023f

Rising inflation and price pressures, similar to those in other countries, reflect the impact of postpandemic reopening, food price inflation, and some administrative price increases, including for domestic
energy. We forecast inflation will average 10% in 2022.

NPA ratio

2022e

Gradual post-pandemic recovery continues, although long-term growth prospects remain modest.
Overall, we project economic growth at 2.7% for 2022 following a 5.6% rebound in 2021, which mostly
reflects an increase in gas production, discontinuation of OPEC+ cuts, and a recovery of the non-oil sector
which grew by 7.2% in 2021. Beyond 2022, we expect growth will average just over 1% over 2023-2025 as
new gas capacity compensates only partially for the gradual oil sector decline.

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

1.7%

2021a

Risks due to heightened geopolitical uncertainty and persistently high reliance on hydrocarbon
revenue. Obstacles to growth in the short term could be exacerbated by the potential long-term impact of
heightened geopolitical risks that are yet to materialize. Azerbaijan's fiscal balances could potentially
weaken more than we project over the medium term. This could happen, for example, because of higherthan-expected government capital expenditure or a substantial decline in hydrocarbon revenue, for
instance, because ageing oil fields result in oil production declining faster than expected. Reduced
hydrocarbon revenue could additionally weigh on Azerbaijan's broader economic prospects, with real per
capita GDP growth falling further below that of peers at a similar level of economic development. Pressure
could also build if military confrontation with Armenia escalated sharply again, but this is not our baseline
scenario.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Bahrain | BICRA Group: 7
Improving Economy Will Cushion Banks' Asset Quality And Profitability
Key takeaways
− We expect Bahrain’s economic recovery to continue in 2022 because of higher oil prices and
increasing regional economic activity.
− We believe that further deterioration in banks' asset-quality indicators will remain contained as the
economy recovers.
− Although its contribution to the overall funding profile is moderate, external debt could prove
vulnerable to domestic or regional stresses.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
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Bahrain

Asset quality deterioration will remain contained. Although banks booked higher-than-required
provisions in 2020 and have a good cushion against any potential restructuring and defaults that might

Loan growth

happen in 2022-2023, we believe provisioning requirements will remain high as some sectors are taking

5.0%

longer to recover. Real estate prices have remained under pressure for quite a long time, and we expect a

5.0%

further normalization of prices, given the excess supply in the market. We believe that the real estate
sector will be a key contributor to new nonperforming loans (NPLs). Fiscal consolidation measures,
including an increase in VAT from Jan. 1, 2022, a reduction in manpower expenses, and the rationalization

4.7%

of social subsidies, will also put pressure on retail borrowers’ debt-repayment capacity.
External vulnerabilities. Retail banks' net external debt has worsened in recent years and reached 20.4%
of systemwide domestic loans on March 31, 2022, compared with 10.1% at end-2019. We expect it to
remain high over the next 12-24 months. However, we understand that a large portion of the banking
sector's external funding is from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries and is likely to remain

NPA ratio
6.5%

stable, assuming no domestic or regional stresses.

Key assumptions

6.0%

4.5%

Higher oil prices and limited pandemic-related restrictions will lead to an economic rebound. We
forecast that Bahrain's real GDP will continue to expand in 2022 as oil prices increase and regional
economic activity picks up. We expect growth to average about 2.7% in 2022-2025. Bahrain's relatively
diverse economy benefits from its proximity to the large Saudi Arabian market, good regulatory oversight
of the financial sector, a relatively well-educated work force, and a low-cost environment.
The government's capacity to support the banking system is weak. We expect the fiscally constrained

RoAA

Bahraini government will have limited capacity to support its banking system in the event of distress.

What to look for over the next year
The increase in interest rates will support Bahraini banks' profitability. We expect the Central Bank of

1.0%
0.9%
0.8%

Bahrain (CBB) to mirror the U.S. Federal Reserve's interest rate hikes, which will benefit banks in Bahrain.
We calculate a 15.4% increase in net income for every 100-basis point increase (parallel shift) for top 3
banks that reported these numbers. As we expect the cost of risk to increase only slightly, we think that

dollar, since the country's reserves do not cover the monetary base. However, inflows from other GCC
sovereigns have supported the reserve position in the past 12 months and we expect further support,
if needed.

2023f

GCC support. We consider that the CBB has limited ability to maintain the Bahraini dinar's peg to the U.S.

2022e

7%-8% by 2023.

2021a

Bahraini banks' profitability will keep improving and reach the pre-pandemic level of return on equity of

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Belarus | BICRA Group: 10
Persistent High Credit Costs Amid A Difficult Economic Environment
Key takeaways
− Rising economic, financial-stability, and external risks due to severe macroeconomic stress, caused
by international sanctions on Belarus and its key trading partner Russia, increase pressure on the
banking sector.

Primary Credit Analyst

− Extended political volatility and intensifying international sanctions will likely further dent investor
confidence, impairing Belarus' already moderate growth prospects.
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− Financial system stability therefore remains under high and increasing pressure, while the
government's already low ability to provide support in the case of stress is further diminishing.

Key credit drivers
Belarus' economic outlook remains fragile amid the protracted internal political crisis. International
sanctions related to the Russia-Ukraine conflict are intensifying and Belarus has a recurring need for
financial support from Russia, which is itself facing severe economic stress. We think that the government
of Belarus will face technical difficulties in making payments on the foreign currency-denominated debt it
owes to concessional creditors because of international sanctions. We consider that unless Belarus'
circumstances significantly and unexpectedly improve, the government's foreign commercial debt will be
highly vulnerable to nonpayment. Belarus is currently facing mounting economic, balance-of-payments,
and financial stability risks related to the sanctions. The extent of the full economic damage to Belarus is
difficult to estimate, but we expect it will be grave. The challenging macroeconomic environment means
that the already high pressure on the banking sector will further intensify, squeezing banks' earnings,
asset quality, and funding and liquidity.

Belarus
Loan growth

8.0%
2.9%

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Belarus is braced for its sharpest economic contraction in decades. The EU, U.S., and U.K., among
others, have imposed substantial sanctions on Belarus in response to its support for Russia's military
intervention in Ukraine, and the scope of sanctions has been widening. The full impact is difficult to gauge,
but we expect significant disruption of economic activity and breakages of established supply chains.
Under our base line, we forecast Belarus' real GDP will contract by 15% in 2022, and by 5% in 2023.
The debt-servicing capacity of companies and households will be under pressure. The challenging
macroeconomic environment, local currency volatility, and the potential for a protracted period of
geopolitical tensions will intensify pressure on the banking sector. We expect nonperforming assets will
increase to about 15%-18% and credit costs will be elevated at 3.5%-4.5% in 2022-2023.

8.0%

16.0%

17.0%

13.0%

RoAA

NOTE: S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the extent, outcome, and
consequences of the military conflict between Russia and Ukraine. As the situation evolves, we will update
our assumptions and estimates accordingly.

0.9%

0.8%

2023f

Stability of customer deposits. Increasing deposit volatility and diminishing investor confidence will
destabilize the sector. Banks are currently able to manage the deposit outflows. However, if outflows
intensify, we see extremely limited sources of liquidity support banks will be able to rely on, especially with
regards to foreign currency-denominated deposits.

1.1%

2021a

Asset quality evolution. The challenges brought about by the current severe macroeconomic stress-including international sanctions--will exacerbate the Belarusian banking sector's already-weak
performance over the past two years. It is yet to be seen how much the government can buttress the
economy and state-owned banks to support banking sector stability.

2022e

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Egypt | BICRA Group: 9
Banks' Creditworthiness Is Linked To That Of The Sovereign
Key takeaways
− Banks’ exposure to the sovereign is the key channel for the transmission of the impact of global
liquidity reduction.
− Exposure to risky small and midsize enterprises (SMEs) is increasing.
− Higher interest rates could affect profitability.
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Key credit drivers
Limited dependence on external funding but a strong link with the government. The Egyptian banking

Egypt

sector’s direct exposure to external stresses is limited, since it is primarily domestically funded. In our
view, the main channel of transmission of the impact of global liquidity reduction is banks’ investments in
sovereign debt. While this has supported profitability over time, it also heightened the doom loop between
banks and the sovereign. As of January 2022, direct exposure to sovereign debt accounted for 36% of

Loan growth
31.0%

Egyptian banking sector. We expect the loan-to-deposit ratio to be at about 49% by June 2022, marginally

13.0%

14.0%

3.9%

4.0%

1.1%

1.2%

2023f

Liquidity buffers remain sound. Ample systemwide liquidity is still one of the key strengths of the

2022f

systemwide assets and we do not anticipate it will decrease significantly in the near term.

decreasing from 53% as of June 2021. We see as positive that the banking sector's funding base is
primarily composed of domestic retail deposits and there is a low level of dollarization, with foreign
currency deposits accounting for less than 15% of total deposits.
Banks' asset quality will remain under control. We forecast nonperforming assets will increase to about
3.9% of total loans by June 2022 from 3.5% as of December 2021. This level, which we consider low, is

NPA ratio

supported by ongoing economic growth, a significant share of publicly guaranteed lending, and banks'
relatively unseasoned SME portfolio.

Key assumptions
Good economic growth despite global uncertainties. Because the country’s fiscal year ends June 30, the

3.5%

full effect of the slowdown on annual GDP will materialize in 2023. We forecast real GDP growth at 5.7% in
2022, strengthening from 3.3% in 2021, before stabilizing at around 4.0% per year in 2023 and 2024.
Cost of risk to remain consistent with the current rating levels. We expect the impact of higher prices and
supply chain bottlenecks on borrowers’ credit quality to remain broadly manageable, resulting in yearly

RoAA

credit losses of 100 basis points (bps)-150 bps for the banking system in 2022 and 2023. We also
anticipate loan loss reserves will continue to cover almost all defaulted exposures.

What to look for over the next year
Evolution of SME lending. We believe the SME sector, which represents more than 20% of the largest
institutions' lending books, has inherently higher credit risk than larger corporates. The Central Bank of

1.2%

Egypt (CBE) has instructed banks to increase SME lending to 25% of the loan book by December 2022, to

The impact of higher interest rates on credit demand and profitability. The CBE raised interest rates by a
cumulative 300 bps between March 2022 and June 2022. Increased funding costs, especially for publicsector banks that cumulatively issued E£750 million of one-year 18% certificates of deposit between

2021a

improve financial inclusion, and introduced a floor of at least 10% of total loans to SMEs by the same date.

March 2022 and June 2022 (when they stopped issuing them), would likely affect profitability in the near

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

term. We also observe that private credit demand in recent years was primarily aimed at funding working

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

capital. In our view, rising interest rates might push companies to further postpone capital expenditure.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. f--Forecast.
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Georgia | BICRA Group: 8
Economic Growth Should Continue Despite Spillovers From The Region
Key takeaways
− We expect the economy will continue its recovery in 2022 with real GDP expanding by 2.5% despite the
spillover effects from the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
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− Profitability will normalize given stable margins and cost of risk reverting to historical averages.
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Key credit drivers
The share of foreign-currency-denominated loans remains high. Despite the National Bank of Georgia's
(NBG's) efforts to decrease foreign currency in the banking sector over recent years, loans in foreign
currency still exceeded 50% of system loans as of March 31, 2022, and would have been higher if not for
the rapid depreciation of the euro-to-lari exchange rate over the past few months.
Better regulation than regional peers' supports banks' resilience to stress. The NBG has successfully
addressed increased risks related to the volatile macroeconomic environment over the past few years. It
started to limit aggressive growth in retail lending as early as 2018 and has routinely forced banks to keep
additional capital buffers for currency-induced credit risk, which allowed the system to cope with the
COVID-19 shock.
The household debt burden is still modest. Despite a rapid debt buildup over recent years, household
debt service ratios in Georgia compare favorably with those in regional and emerging market peers. This
reflects a combination of factors: lower interest rates on foreign currency, a higher-than-average share of
mortgages, and the NBG's promotion of responsible lending through limits on payment-to-income ratios.

Georgia
Loan growth
12.3%

12.0%

12.0%

NPA ratio

Key assumptions

Profitability should normalize. We expect Georgian banks' cost of risk to gradually revert to the historical
mean of about 1.5% after a recovery of provisions over 2021. Meanwhile, margins will probably stay
broadly unchanged, since rising interest rates globally will be partly offset by an expected softening of
domestic policy.

Real estate market prices. Tbilisi's housing market saw a sharp increase in demand and prices supported
by migration from Russia and Ukraine. However, we believe that an increase in the price of construction
materials and replacement costs has yet to pass through to prices of completed housing units.

spglobal.com/ratings

4.6%

RoAA

3.9%

2021a

What to look for over the next year
External pressure to mount. The channels are numerous: Russia and Ukraine together accounted for
about 21% of Georgia's exports and 15% of its imports in 2021. In 2019, visitors from these countries
represented about 21% of inbound visits, making a material contribution to the tourism sector's earnings.
A decrease of these tourist flows is only modestly offset by increased demand for transit services from
Central Asia and temporary migration from Ukraine and Russia. In addition, a weaker Turkish lira will also
put pressure on the lari exchange rate.

5.1%

2.0%

2.0%

2023f

Lending growth will remain modest. After years of rapid credit growth (almost 20% per year on average
over 2015-2020), we expect new lending growth will be more modest at about 12% in 2022-2023 in
nominal terms. We also expect NBG to use additional macroprudential adjustments if growth outpaces
nominal GDP dynamics by more than 4 percentage points.

5.2%

2022e

We expect economic recovery to continue despite the spillover from the war. While we have revised our
real GDP growth projections down to 2.5% from our previous assumption of 5.5% before the RussiaUkraine conflict, economic recovery will continue supporting asset quality in the banking sector.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Jordan | BICRA Group: 8
Asset Quality Will Deteriorate But Banks Will Remain Resilient
Key takeaways
− The end of some support measures, together with tightening financing conditions and inflationary
pressures, will affect borrowers’ creditworthiness, leading asset quality to deteriorate in 2022.
− Banks’ sizable capital buffers will help them absorb additional credit losses.
− Profitability of banks should continue to recover but with some delays because of pressured margins.
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Key credit drivers
The nascent economic recovery will continue in 2022-2023, with GDP expanding by 2.5% in 2022 and 3%

Jordan

in 2023 (versus 2% in 2021). We also expect the tourism industry to fully recover by end-2023. That said,
we still see the high unemployment rate in the country as a key concern and expect inflationary pressures,
with the consumer price index averaging 3.5% this year, up from 1.3% in 2021.

Loan growth

Lending activity will moderate amid tightening monetary policy. The Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ)
already increased its main policy rate by a cumulative 125 basis points (bps) between March and June
2022. We expect further tightening over the next months, in line with U.S. Federal Reserve’s moves.

5.0%

4.4%

Therefore, loan growth will decelerate, averaging 4% in 2022-2023, and private sector leverage will

4.0%

stabilize at about 85% of GDP.

Key assumptions
Deterioration in banks' asset quality. We believe that the peak in nonperforming loans (NPLs) and the
bulk of asset quality deterioration will crystallize over 2022, as loan payment deferrals ended in December
2021 and borrowers will face inflationary pressures as well as tightening financing conditions. We expect
the NPL ratio to reach 6.7% by end-2022, up from 5% at end-2021, and credit losses to slightly decrease
but remain above their normalized level at about 120 bps in 2022 (versus 130 bps in 2021).

NPA ratio
6.7%
5.8%

5.0%

Banks have sizable buffers to absorb the impacts. Despite a spike in credit losses in 2020 and resuming
dividend payments in 2021, banks were able to maintain strong regulatory capital ratios--with the capital
adequacy ratio (CAR) averaging 18.3% at the system level over the past two years. This should provide
sufficient buffers to absorb additional credit costs.
Profitability will gradually recover. The lower volume of loans and higher cost of funding will weigh on
banks’ credit spreads in the short term, as they will need more time to reprice assets given the maturity

RoAA

mismatch between assets and liabilities. Nevertheless, the progressive decrease in cost of risk should
mitigate this impact. We therefore expect Jordanian banks’ profitability will gradually recover but return to
its pre-pandemic level only by end-2023.

0.8%

0.9%

1.0%

2023f

Competitive behavior could intensify among banks. Higher cost of funding implied by rate hikes will

2022e

What to look for over the next year
exacerbate the already existing tough competition between banks and will intensify funding pressure,
in digitalization, and have diversified sources of revenue will be better positioned to face those challenges.
Jordan's economic activity remains vulnerable to external risks. amid still elevated tensions in the
region and normalization of the monetary policy in the U.S. In addition, the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and
the sharp rise in oil prices present risks to the global growth momentum, which could disrupt Jordan's
external-led recovery.

2021a

especially on the smallest banks. Banks that have a strong market share in deposits, have heavily invested

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Kazakhstan | BICRA Group: 9
A Winding Road To Recovery
Key takeaways
−

We expect the loan books of Kazakh banks to increase 12%-15% in nominal terms this year on
the back of a post-pandemic revival of economic activity.

Primary Credit Analyst

−

Banks' asset-quality indicators may decline temporarily due to worsening payment discipline
among borrowers, and banks are likely to face additional provisioning needs in 2022.

sergey.voronenko@spglobal.com

−

At the same time, we expect credit costs will be manageable and not constrain the banking
sector's profit.

Kazakhstan
Loan growth
28.0%

15.0%

14.0%

11.0%

10.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2023f

Banks have made significant progress in reducing nonperforming loans (NPLs) in recent years, but we
see reduced potential for further improvements in the next few months. Therefore, we still expect
systemwide credit costs of 1.5%-2.0% in 2022 and may see a rise in provisioning needs in the first half of
the year. We also expect that the worsening payment capacity of many small and midsize enterprise (SME)
and retail borrowers will be partly offset by government support programs. However, uncertainty remains
high, and the long-term consequences for asset-quality indicators are yet to be seen.

+971-50-106-4966

2022e

Key credit drivers

Sergey Voronenko
Dubai

A protracted Russia-Ukraine conflict could hamper GDP growth and increase inflation in Kazakhstan
beyond our previous base-case assumptions. Consequently, growth prospects and operating conditions
for Kazakh banks will become more challenging, constraining profitability in the banking sector. We
currently estimate inflation at about 10% in 2022.

Key assumptions
A sharp recession in Russia in 2022 might result in contagion risk for neighboring counties. We forecast
GDP growth in Kazakhstan at about 2% in 2022 down from our projection of 3.5% before the RussiaUkraine conflict started.
Profits will likely be stable, with a few large banks continuing to dominate the sector in 2022. Banks'
interest margins remain relatively high, which supports the banking sector's profitability and partly offsets
the relatively high cost of risk. Also, the Kazakh banking sector compares well with other banking sectors
in terms of efficiency, with a median cost-to-income ratio of about 45% in 2021. At the same time, the
variance in both profitability and efficiency from bank to bank remains high, with the two largest banks
accounting for more than 60% of the system's total profits in 2021.

NPA ratio

12.0%

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

Digitalization will speed up. We have observed an increasing move toward digital transformation at
several banks in recent years. We expect that investments in digitalization will increasingly provide a
competitive advantage and support banks' cost-optimization efforts.

2.6%

2021a

Banking sector consolidation will likely continue. Wide-ranging EU and U.S. sanctions against Russiabased Sberbank, VTB Bank, and Alfa Bank brought these banks' significant operating subsidiaries in
Kazakhstan into sharp focus. The effective suspension of the Russian bank subsidiaries' operations and
questions about depositor confidence proved to be a major systemic event, since these subsidiaries
represented about 14% of systemwide customer deposits as of Feb. 1, 2022. In the subsequent period,
Russian bank subsidiaries in Kazakhstan rapidly downsized their operations to about 2% of the
systemwide deposit base. The sector may see further consolidation, with weaker banks leaving the market
as it becomes increasingly difficult for them to survive the tough environment while keeping up with
competitive pressure and increasing regulatory requirements.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Kuwait | BICRA Group: 4
Higher Oil Prices And Continued Recovery Support Kuwaiti Banks
Key takeaways
− The macroeconomic outlook, higher oil prices, and rising interest rates are smoothening Kuwaiti
banks' recovery.
− The sector's funding profile is supported by a strong local deposit base.
− The commercial real estate sector (mainly offices) remains pressured by subdued demand for office
space, which is banks' most likely source of nonperforming loans (NPLs).

Key credit drivers
Asset quality metrics to normalize. We expect NPL formation to taper off. We forecast a slight reduction
in the NPL ratio over the next 12-24 months and cost of risk (CoR) to remain at about 100 basis points

Primary Credit Analyst
Zeina Nasreddine
Dubai
zeina.nasreddine@spglobal.com
+971-4-372-7150

Kuwait

(bps), given that some of the provisions taken in Kuwait are mechanical as per the central bank rules. This

Loan growth

is below the 1.4% CoR in 2020 and comparable to 0.9% in 2021 (calculated on banks controlling 60% of

6.0%

the local market share). High provision buffers will allow banks to maintain a broadly stable CoR ratio by
writing off their stock of NPLs when new ones emerge.
Developments in the real estate market weaken Kuwaiti banks' asset quality. Banks' total exposure to

5.0%

real estate and construction was about 30% of total lending at end-2021. The commercial real estate

5.0%

sector (mainly offices) remains pressured by subdued demand for office space and the shift to online retail
prompted by the pandemic amid excess supply. Consequently, this sector might become banks' most
likely source of NPLs. Nonetheless, the investment sector (primarily rental apartments for expats) is slowly
recovering. We expect this sector to continue to rebound in the next 12-24 months spurred by the stronger

NPA ratio

economic outlook and, to a certain degree, expats returning.

1.9%

Comfortable funding and liquidity position. The sector's funding profile is supported by a strong local
deposit base; we estimate retail deposits contributed more than 40% of total deposits at end-2021. Banks
were in a net external asset position of 14% of domestic lending at the end of last year. This translates into

1.6%
1.5%

low vulnerability to investor sentiment and to the expected increase in cost of foreign funding.

Key assumptions
Growth should recover in 2022 supported by higher oil prices and volumes. As a result, we forecast that
Kuwait will run a sizable central government budgetary surplus in 2022 (after deficits averaging 15% of

RoAA

GDP annually over the past five years). However, as oil prices moderate, we project the budget will return
to deficits over 2024-2025.
The government's willingness and ability to provide financial support. Despite higher oil prices boosting

1.2%
1.0%
0.8%

Kuwait's fiscal and balance of payments positions over 2022-2023, the government's longer-term funding
strategy remains uncertain. Its main liquidity buffer--the General Reserve Fund (GRF)--has previously
dwindled and the debt law has still not been adopted. Other financing arrangements--such as the
government's direct access to the large Future Generations Fund (FGF) up to a certain amount--are not yet
in place. Nevertheless, despite the prolonged stand-off between the executive and legislative branches
2023f

currently high oil prices should also support the liquidity of the previously depleted GRF.

2022e

institutional constraints and have a mechanism to access the FGF if other options are not available. The

2021a

and previously reported late payments to suppliers, we still assume the government will overcome

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

Higher profitability. We expect earnings to fully recover in 2022, supported by higher margins as banks'

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

balance sheets are geared toward rising interest rates and lower credit charges.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Morocco | BICRA Group: 7
Post-Pandemic Economic Recovery Is Now Stalling
Key takeaways
− The surge in global energy and food prices, alongside the repercussions of drought, will weigh on
Morocco’s growth and external and budgetary positions in 2022.
− We expect Moroccan banks’ asset quality to deteriorate, particularly loans linked to small and midsize
enterprises in various sectors, tourism, and real estate development.
− Loan loss provisions will start to decrease from their peak in 2021 but remain above normalized levels,
weighing on bottom-line earnings.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
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Paris
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Morocco

A lower-middle-income economy burdened by high social needs. We believe Morocco's economy is still
skewed toward cyclical sectors, particularly agriculture and tourism. We revised downward our real GDP

Loan growth

growth forecast for 2022 to 2.0% from our projection of 3.4%. About 22% of Morocco's wheat imports
come from Ukraine (15%) and Russia (7%). However, most of the country's 2022 annual wheat orders from
Ukraine were received before the conflict escalated. We revised upward our inflation forecast for 2022 to
3.1% from 1.1%.
The Moroccan banking system is one of the largest and most concentrated in North Africa. Before the

4.0%

3.3%

3.0%

pandemic, the banking sector reported average return on equity of 9.4%. We expect the system’s recovery
to continue, with a rebound to pre-pandemic profitability in 2023.

crisis and integrating past acquisitions.

8.8%

8.9%

0.7%

0.8%

2023f

NPA ratio

risks are typically higher than in Morocco. Banks are still digesting the impact of the pandemic-induced

2022e

Expansion in Africa brings diversification benefits, but also potential unpleasant surprises. In the past
decade, large Moroccan banks have expanded rapidly into sub-Saharan Africa, where economic and credit

Key assumptions
Annual credit growth of 3% this year. Government measures during the pandemic aimed at supporting

8.1%

nonfinancial institutions--including lending facilities, subsidized interest rates, and a partial state
guarantee--were relatively successful, while lower interest rates boosted mortgage lending.
Banks' earnings to remain below pre-pandemic levels. This is due to still-elevated cost of risk and
pressure on interest margins at home and abroad, as well as modest lending growth. Excluding a

RoAA

regulatory ban, we expect banks to pay dividends. We do not expect banks to release excess provisions
linked to the pandemic, owing to the deteriorating credit conditions at home and abroad.
Cost of risk should start decreasing thanks to banks’ adequate loan loss coverage. We forecast cost of
risk of about 130 basis points (bps) this year versus 150 bps in 2021. We expect small and midsize
enterprises, tourism, and real estate exposures to contribute most of the asset quality deterioration, with
the nonperforming loan ratio reaching 9% over the next two years.

0.6%

Economic resilience will highly depend on the situation in Europe. Morocco could be hit by the weakened
performance of European partners. Potential long-term effects could include depressed tourism activities
and real estate development.
Inflationary pressures could push up interest rates. The central bank could engage in monetary
tightening to restrain price increases and currency depreciation. This may boost banks’ margins but could
also lead to lower lending volumes.

2021a

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Nigeria | BICRA Group: 10
Sector Shows Resilience Despite Prolonged Economic Setbacks
Key takeaways
− Despite double-digit growth of lending, credit leverage in the economy will remain low on the back of
high inflation, the weak Nigerian naira, and tight U.S. dollar supply.
− Credit losses will moderate as oil prices remain high.
− Regulatory headwinds continue to undermine banks’ earnings and liquidity.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Key credit drivers
Moderate economic growth. We estimate private-sector credit growth will be constrained at 19% through

Nigeria

2023, while inflation remains high, averaging 13% in 2022. Loan growth will reflect the renewed impetus
stemming from banks' digital transformation and greater focus on small and midsize enterprises (SMEs)
and retail lending. U.S. dollar scarcity will constrain lending to manufacturers. That said, the launch of the
largest private oil refinery in third-quarter 2022 will likely support lending to the oil sector.

Loan growth
19.8%

Stronger oil prices will benefit asset quality. Nigeria is exposed to short credit cycles and periods of
18.8%

volatile asset quality because of high exposures to oil and gas, at about a third of total loans. These loans

18.5%

are extended in foreign currency. Foreign currency lending poses additional credit risks to the sector in the
context of tight U.S. dollar supply. That said, we expect credit losses will start stabilizing at 1.2% in 2022
while nonperforming loans will gradually decline to 5% of total loans in the current commodity cycle.
Regulatory risks persist. Nigeria's banking sector has been operating under challenging regulatory
headwinds since the 2016 crisis. The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has prioritized preserving foreign
exchange reserves, which led to a scarcity of the U.S. dollar in the economy. In 2019, the CBN imposed a

NPA ratio

27.5% minimum cash reserve requirement to curb foreign currency demand. It also penalizes banks
reporting a loan-to-deposit ratio below the minimum requirement of 65% by withholding central bank
4.9%

5.0%

5.0%

2.1%

2.3%

2023f

manage their liquidity and optimize earnings.

2022e

reserves equivalent to 50% of the lending shortfall. These factors have undermined banks’ ability to

Key assumptions
Credit growth. We forecast private-sector credit will average 18% of GDP over 2022-2023. Low wealth per
capita, lack of strong credit data, and a large informal sector contribute to low financial intermediation.
The CBN's launch of the e-naira in October 2021 aims to increase financial inclusion and reduce the size of

RoAA

the informal economy.
Financial performance will strengthen. We expect returns on equity will improve further to 21%-23%
through 2023. Higher interest rates will support banks’ earnings capacity and optimization of noninterest
income stemming from transactional banking. However, banks' cost bases will remain high on average
because of the high levies of the Asset Management Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON).
External refinancing risk is a tail risk. Net banking sector external debt persists but will remain at

1.8%

manageable levels of about 10% of systemwide loans in 2022 compared with 8% in 2019. We expect

What to look for over the next year
The CBN's push for global best practice. Nigerian banks are gradually transitioning to Basel III standards.

2021a

foreign currency deposits will remain stable, accounting for about a third of the sector funding base.

The regulator introduced a parallel run in November 2021 for a six-month period but could extend it further

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

as some banks operate with tight excess regulatory capital. Domestic systemically important banks need

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

to adhere to a higher loss absorbency requirement of 1.0%, consisting wholly of common equity tier 1
capital, and all banks will add a capital conservation buffer of 1.0% and a countercyclical capital buffer

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

ranging from 0% to 2.5%, as determined by the CBN.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Oman | BICRA Group: 7
Improving Oil Prices Should Alleviate The Pressure On Omani Banks
Key takeaways
− We estimate that real GDP growth will be nearly 4% in 2022, moderating to about 2.2% on average
over 2023-2025.
− An improving macroeconomic environment in Oman should accelerate the recovery in some sectors,
though the construction, hospitality, and transportation sectors could constrain banks’ asset quality.
− Banks continue to rely heavily on public sector deposits.

Key credit drivers
Some corporate sectors will continue to squeeze banks’ asset quality. The improving economic
environment in Oman should accelerate the recovery in some sectors. However, banks’ exposure to weaker
sectors such as construction, hospitality, and transportation could constrain their asset quality indicators.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Oman
Loan growth

We expect this will become more visible in the second quarter of 2022, as Oman's loan-repayment deferral
program ended in March 2022. We expect some of the deterioration to be offset by retail lending to Omani
customers backed by salary assignments, in addition to banks’ restructuring efforts. We expect that the

5.0%

4.4%

5.0%

ratio of Stage 3 credit-impaired loans to total loans will increase to 4.5%-4.7% at year-end 2022 from
4.0% at year-end 2021.
Banks rely heavily on public sector deposits. Omani banks are predominantly funded by domestic
customer deposits; they make limited recourse to external funding. Customer deposits also include funds
from the government and related enterprises (more than one-third of total deposits). As the fiscal position
improves in Oman, supported by higher oil prices, we expect this risk will diminish, although it remains a

NPA ratio

structural risk in our view.

Key assumptions
Net debt has been reduced thanks to higher oil prices. Higher oil prices, rising hydrocarbon production,

4.0%

4.5%

4.2%

and the government's fiscal reform program are improving Oman's fiscal and external trajectory. We
expect government net debt will reach 11% of GDP in 2025, a sharp improvement from our previous
forecast of above 30%.
The government's capacity to support the banking system remains weak. We expect the Omani
government's capacity to support its banking system in the event of distress to remain weak and lower

RoAA

than some other governments in the region. We also expect the country to return to fiscal deficits from
2024.

What to look for over the next year
1.4%

1.5%

2023f

1.0%

2022e

Profitability to continue to increase in 2022 after the recovery in 2021. Omani banks reported marginally
higher nonperforming loans in 2021 though they continued to restructure loans, similar to 2020, with lower
cost of risk. We might see a small increase in provisions in 2022 once forbearance measures are lifted. We
saw an increase in Stage 3 loans in the first quarter of 2022, in line with our expectation. However, we
interest rates.

2021a

expect profit to continue to increase as banks benefit from higher margins thanks to the increase in

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Qatar | BICRA Group: 5
High External Risks Are Moderating
Key takeaways
− Credit growth in the first quarter of 2022 was slower than expected, but we still forecast a slight pickup
before the World Cup football competition and believe high hydrocarbon prices will be supportive.
− External debt has declined marginally since the beginning of the year following new central bank
regulations, but interbank lines have offset a decline in nonresident deposits.
− The wealthy Qatari government will maintain a highly supportive stance toward the banking sector.

Key credit drivers
Hydrocarbon prices and public expenditure. Credit growth was flat through the year to April 30, 2022,
with modest consumption and trade loan growth offset by a drop in public-sector borrowing. As the
government completes its capital investment program, we expect slower growth. However, higher gas

Primary Credit Analyst
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Qatar
Loan growth

prices and the 2022 FIFA World Cup should support private-sector credit extension over 2022 and we
5.0%
4.0%

4.0%

3.5%

3.4%

1.4%

1.5%

2023f

also provide additional lending opportunities.

2022e

expect rate hikes will translate into wider net interest margins. The development of new gas fields could

External funding vulnerability. External liabilities have been one of the main financing sources of
domestic credit growth, and at the end of April totaled about $190 billion, $5 billion lower than their peak
at year-end 2021. Net external debt funds nearly 40% of domestic loans. Nonresident deposits have
declined 14% (roughly one-third of external liabilities) following the introduction of rules to deter banks’
reliance on them for growth. However, interbank lines, which are typically very short term and highly
confidence sensitive, have offset most of this outflow. Market instability can make these flows volatile

NPA ratio

and, given the region's geopolitical risks, we view this dependence on external funding as risky. We expect
some associated risks to be offset by the government's highly supportive stance.

Key assumptions
The World Cup boost is likely to fade over 2023-2025, but high hydrocarbon prices will be supportive.

3.1%

We expect real GDP growth to recover to 4% in 2022, before moderating toward 2% over 2023-2025 as
public investment slows. Longer-term developments in liquefied natural gas provide significant upside
potential to growth. Qatar's economy is wealthy and its GDP per capita is among the highest in the world,
which should aid consumption.
Asset quality will likely deteriorate but only slightly. We expect systemwide nonperforming assets to

RoAA

climb to 3.5% in 2022 from 3.1% at year-end 2021, as the government unwinds its support program.
External funding growth is starting to moderate. We continue to forecast only a slight increase in external
debt in response to new regulations and relatively slow domestic deposit growth.

What to look for over the next year

1.3%

Higher-than-expected outflows, or inflows, of external funding. We see risks associated with increasing
and liquidity and quickly require official support. The growth of interbank lines to offset lower nonresident
deposits could signal weak domestic funding conditions and shorten overall deposit maturity if sustained.
Unwinding support could reveal weaker-than-expected asset quality. We view about 40% of banks’
exposures as high risk, including real estate, investment companies, and commercial agencies. While most
impairments should be recognized by now, the withdrawal of official support by the end of the year could
show the pandemic’s impact to have been more severe than previously estimated.

2021a

proportions of external funding. While not expected, disorderly nonresident outflows can strain funding

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Saudi Arabia | BICRA Group: 4
All Eyes On Credit Growth
Key takeaways
− The economy will expand by about 5.8% in 2022 and 2.9% in 2023.
− Private sector credit growth will stay strong, as Vision 2030 projects complement growth from
mortgages.
− Rising interest rates will support margins and profitability.
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Key credit drivers
The economy remains dependent on oil prices. Higher oil prices along with increasing production are

Saudi Arabia

propelling both government budget and economic growth: We now expect GDP growth to reach 5.8% in
2022 and average 2.7% afterwards. The country is also in the process of implementing its Vision 2030
aimed at achieving diversification away from oil. We expect some of the Vision 2030 projects to create
growth opportunities for the banking sector.

Loan growth
15.6%

Underwriting standards are still prudent despite rapid growth. Rapid lending expansion has already

12.0%
10.0%

resulted in a sharp increase in leverage, with private sector credit set to increase to 90%-95% of GDP in
2022-2023, compared with 65%-70% before 2020. However, banks have been prudent in their
underwriting and we expect them to continue with the same approach.
Funding profiles remain stable. Despite gradual buildup of external funding, the Saudi banking sector
remains predominantly funded by customer deposits, which have been stable. Although we expect some
further increase in external debt, the banking sector will remain a net external creditor.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Lending growth will likely stay strong. As contracts for Vision 2030 projects are awarded, we expect
corporate credit to complement mortgages in driving overall credit growth. The latter will moderate relative

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.9%

2.0%

2023f

Cost of risk is expected to pick up. We believe that the pandemic had a stronger impact on the non-oil

2022e

to the boom of 2019-2021, but will stay strong at over 10%, nevertheless.

part of the economy than the decline in oil prices in 2014. As loan moratoriums have come to an end, we
expect cost of risk to revert back to pre-pandemic levels of around 80 basis points (bps) per year.
Profitability will gradually rise. Rising interest rates will likely support margins of Saudi banks as every

RoAA

100 bps of a parallel shift in rates will result in approximately a 1.5 percentage-point increase in return on
equity for the banking sector.

What to look for over the next year
Mortgage growth to slow down. While Saudi banks have issued well over 600,000 mortgage contracts
since 2019--or about one for every six or seven households in the country--mortgage lending growth

1.9%

stayed strong and retail banks surprisingly continued to revise their 2022 growth guidance upward.
Eventually, the increase in interest rates and the higher base will result in lower origination in the next 12-

Large privatization program. The Saudi government targets an ambitious privatization program to sell
US$38 billion in assets by 2025 across various industries. It remains to be seen whether a portion of these
will find its way to banks’ balance sheets in the form of margin lending. Positively, Saudi banks generally
use conservative guidelines for such lending.

2021a

24 months.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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South Africa | BICRA Group: 6
The Sector Will Continue To Recover Despite Rising Global Tensions
Key takeaways
− Credit conditions will continue to tighten amid higher inflation, threatening household disposable
income.
− We expect credit losses to decrease further and average 1% through 2023.
− Banking sector profitability will continue to strengthen through lower impairment charges and higher
net interest margins.

Key credit drivers
Moderate loan growth. We expect credit growth to average 5% over the next three years, mainly
underpinned by lending to the private sector. Credit conditions will likely tighten through 2023. The South
African Reserve Bank (SARB) increased its main lending rate three times in 2022, to 4.75%, but the
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South Africa
Loan growth

repurchase agreement rate remains below the 6.25% benchmark recorded before the pandemic. That
said, we expect households’ disposable income to be pressured in 2022 as inflation remains at the upper
end of the SARB’s 3%-6% target range. Retail lending growth will be muted, averaging 5% through 2023.
This is slightly higher than the annual 4.2% growth recorded in 2021. Retail lending increased by 5.4% in

5.7%

5.6%
4.1%

2021, closer to the 6.2% recorded in 2019. Corporate lending recovered with a 6% rise following a small
contraction in 2020.
Asset quality metrics will recover. We expect credit losses to average 1.0% of total loans through 2023
from a high 2.1% in 2020. Top-tier banks have posted an average credit loss ratio of 0.8% in 2021, in line
with historical averages. Top-tier banks outperform lower-tier banks because smaller banks have larger

NPA ratio

unsecured lending exposures. Household leverage (defined as household debt to disposable income) will
trend slightly higher but stabilize at 68%. We expect nonperforming loans to gradually reduce to around
4% of systemwide loans by 2023.
Financial performance will improve. We expect return on equity to reach 16% in 2022 from 14% in 2021,

5.2%

4.6%

supported by lower impairment charges and higher net interest margins. Higher interest rates will boost

3.8%

return on assets to 1.3% in 2022 from 1.1% in 2021. Banks resumed dividend payments in 2021 as their
performance recovered quickly from the pandemic fallout. We expect they will remain well capitalized
through 2022 and will likely start building additional loss absorbing capacity (ALAC) in 2023 as the SARB
prepares to implement an effective resolution regime.

RoAA

Key assumptions
Sharp economic contraction. Despite the positive commodity cycle, we assume muted economic growth
of 1.8% in 2022 following strong recovery of 4.9% in 2021. Key structural deficiencies such as power

1.3%

1.4%

1.1%

shortages continue to constrain growth prospects.
Portfolio flows normalized at lower levels. We expect the SARB to maintain policy independence and
credibility. This supports South Africa’s capital market liquidity and portfolio flows. The portion of local
currency debt held by nonresidents has dropped to 30%, from about 40% in 2018. Foreign investors were
2023f

domestic issuances.

2022e

the increasing risk aversion toward emerging markets. That said, we expect domestic investors to support

2021a

net sellers of South African government bonds in recent months following the civil unrest in July 2021 and

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

Regulatory actions. The promulgation of the Financial Sector Laws Amendment Bill in 2022 paves the way

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

for the SARB to adopt standards for an effective resolution regime. Details on the calibration of ALAC
instruments issued by domestic systemically important banks are expected to be clarified by 2023.
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RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Tunisia | BICRA Group: 10
Rising Sovereign Risk Constrains Economic Outlook
Key takeaways
− Uncertain political transition has clouded the economic outlook.
− The political instability and lack of clear financing of the twin deficits has increased the risk of a
sovereign default in the next 12 months.
− This difficult macroeconomic background will likely continue to erode Tunisian banks' asset quality
and profitability, further pressuring their already weak capitalization.

Key credit drivers
A decade of shaky reform implementation and low growth has weakened the operating environment.
Despite an unprecedented 8.8% GDP contraction in 2020, recovery remains muted due to political
instability exacerbating Tunisia's socioeconomic fragilities. While a transition agenda has been defined,

Primary Credit Analyst
Mehdi El Mrabet
Paris
mehdi.el-mrabet@spglobal.com
+33-1-40-75-25-14

Tunisia
Loan growth

the lack of participation and buy-in from some stakeholders is clouding the country's economic outlook.
Additionally, donors and other partners appear to want some constitutional order restored before they can
extend support. As a result, Tunisian banks face a tougher macroeconomic and operating environment

5.5%

with already weak financial and risk profiles.

4.3%

4.0%

Tunisian banks' weak capitalization is under pressure. We anticipate profitability will remain squeezed
amid a highly competitive and fragmented operating environment, weak economic prospects, and elevated
credit losses. The banking system's current structure encourages price competition because banks
compete for just a few blue-chip creditworthy names.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Our view of economic risk reflects the weakening macroeconomic environment and high political risk.
We revised downward our growth forecast for 2022 to 1.1% from 2.6% on the back of the effects of the

17.5%

Russia-Ukraine conflict and the deepening political and social crisis. High inflation, driven by higher global
energy and food prices, will weigh on private consumption. We expect real GDP growth to return to 2019

16.4%

16.7%

levels only in 2024. This is because tourism will take some time to recover, and the political situation and
social unrest are significantly hampering reform implementation.
Residential real estate prices declined in real terms. We now expect a moderate correction in 2022-2023
coupled with mild credit growth in 2022, which could further weaken the banking system. As regulatory

RoAA

forbearance ends, we forecast deterioration of the banking system's risk profile, with an overall NPL ratio
of 17.5% over the next two years compared with 16.4% at year-end 2021.

What to look for over the next year

0.9%
0.8%

0.8%

Negotiations for a new International Monetary Fund (IMF) program started last year. IMF financing is
important to ease liquidity conditions. In its absence, we expect significant pressure to build on sovereign
creditworthiness.

loan-loss provisioning could jeopardize the capitalization of some banks.

2023f

deadline was for 2022) as the capital impact of IFRS first-time adoption is uncertain and the additional

2022e

toward IFRS and compliance with Basel III, set for 2023. This could be delayed further (the original

2021a

Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The banking system is transitioning

Currency depreciation and high inflation could lead to another interest rate rise. The central bank raised

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

its key rate by 75 basis points to 7% in May. It remains to be seen if this will be enough to restrain inflation.

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

While in theory further hikes are beneficial for banks' profitability, the positive impact could be wiped out
by the ensuing deterioration in asset quality.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Turkey | BICRA Group: 9
External Debt, Deposit Dollarization, And Asset Quality Are Key Risks
Key takeaways
− Despite some deleveraging, Turkish banks remain vulnerable to negative market sentiment and risk
aversion due to their still high reliance on short-term external funding.
− The growth of deposits in U.S. dollars has slowed in recent months, but the risk of a resurgence of
dollarization is increasing.
− Asset quality will continue to deteriorate, further straining profitability and capital.

Key credit drivers
Major central banks' normalization of monetary policy is increasing refinancing risk for Turkish banks.
On March 31, 2022, banks had $85.7 billion of external liabilities maturing in the next 12 months, including
about $27 billion of nonresident deposits. Under our base-case scenario, we do not expect a major

Primary Credit Analyst
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Turkey
Loan growth

disruption to Turkish banks' access to syndicated or other major bilateral lines in 2022. This assumes that
local authorities can stabilize the Turkish lira to some extent, but balance-of-payment pressure and
deposit dollarization point to further depreciation. We expect the cost of refinancing will increase,

42.0%
35.0%

however. On the surface, banks have sufficient foreign currency (FX) liquidity to handle lower rollover rates,

23.0%

but most of it is deposited at the central bank, which could make access to it more difficult, given the
central bank’s already weak FX reserves.
Banks might suffer from the general decrease in confidence. Although the deposit dollarization trend
has slowed in recent months--mainly due to the introduction of the foreign exchange-protected deposit
scheme from mid-December 2021--we see mounting risk of a resurgence amid a weakening lira and

NPA ratio

skyrocketing inflation. We foresee the possibility of deposit withdrawals or capital control measures if

9.3%

residents start to lose confidence in the system.
Capitalization is under pressure. Higher inflation in 2022 will be positive for banks' revenue, thanks to

5.5%

increasing gains from consumer price index-linked securities. However, this will likely be offset by higher
provisioning needs and deeply negative real interest rates, which will weaken profitability in real terms. In

3.1%

addition, elevated nominal loan growth and a weaker lira will continue inflating risk-weighted assets but
the impact of capital adequacy ratios will be masked by regulatory forbearance measures.

Key assumptions
Asset quality will deteriorate amid a weakening economic environment. Soaring inflation--together with

RoAA

a weak lira and slowing economic activity--will further strain retail and corporate customers'
creditworthiness and increase risks for the banking system, especially because 40% of loans are

1.3%

denominated in FX as of June 3, 2022. However, the net impact on nonperforming loan ratios will take time

1.2%
1.0%

to materialize, since loan growth will likely remain elevated in nominal terms. We expect the cost of risk
will rise over the next two years to 320 basis points (bps)-350 bps, from an already high 263 bps in 2021.

What to look for over the next year

operational independence in our view remains limited. As the election approaches, the central bank could
face political pressure to keep rates low, leading to further financial market volatility and lira depreciation.
At this stage, a significant increase in interest rates would hurt banks' profitability.

2023f

fueled already high inflation, which reached a record 73.5% year on year in May 2022. The central bank’s

2022e

pressure, but the main policy rate in Turkey remains unchanged at 14% in nominal terms. This has further

2021a

Unpredictable economic policy poses risks. Most central banks have raised rates to contain inflationary

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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United Arab Emirates | BICRA Group: 5
Higher Interest Rates Will Support Banking Sector's Profitability
Key takeaways
− We expect the UAE’s economic activity will accelerate in 2022 as the country is benefitting from higher
oil prices and increased real estate and hospitality activity.

Primary Credit Analyst

− We think further deterioration of banks' asset-quality indicators will remain contained as the
economy improves and corporate activity recovers.

puneet.tuli@spglobal.com

− Structural weaknesses, including high exposure to cyclical sectors, high single name concentration,
and exposure to some struggling government-related entities, pose a risk to the banking sector.

Key credit drivers
Improving operating conditions and higher interest rates will support banks' performance. The banking
sector's profitability will improve as the economy picks up, thanks to higher oil prices and recovery of the
non-oil sector. We expect GDP to grow by approximately 3.3% in 2022-2023. At the same time, higher
interest rates and lower credit losses will also support the profitability.
Central bank (CBUAE) support has helped cushion banks' credit losses. The CBUAE’s targeted economic
support scheme (TESS) has supported the UAE banking system through the period of stress. After the
conclusion of Phase 1 of TESS in December 2021, most of the banks reverted to their usual staging rules
as per IFRS 9, and we did not notice any significant increase in nonperforming loans or credit losses. Under
Phase 2 of TESS, which ended on June 30, 2022, the banking sector had minimal exposure to loans under
the program, leading to minimal additional provisioning requirements. Moreover, the third phase of TESS
will be maintained during the second half of 2022 to support recovery of vulnerable sectors.

Puneet Tuli
Dubai
+971-4-372-7157

United Arab
Emirates
Loan growth
6.0%
5.0%

0.8%

NPA ratio

Key assumptions
Lending growth will accelerate slightly. We expect lending growth to accelerate to 5%-6%, thanks to the
UAE’s economic growth. This could be tempered by a further increase in interest rates, though.
We expect the UAE's inclusion on the Financial Action Task Force's grey list will have limited impact on
banks' business or credit profiles. We note that UAE banks had a significant gross external debt position
of 22% of total assets on Feb. 28, 2022. Banks also held significant external assets at the same date,
leading to an overall net external asset position. Although the gray listing might increase the cost of
external debt, we believe that UAE banks have ample margins to withstand this.

6.1%

6.2%

5.8%

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

1.7%

2023f

1.5%

2022e

Banks' profitability will improve. We expect UAE banks' profitability will benefit in the higher interest rate
environment. We calculate a 15% increase in net income and 1.4% rise in return on assets for every 100bps increase (parallel shift) based on the top 10 banks’ disclosures. We expect the cost of risk to stabilize,
so we think UAE banks’ profitability will keep improving, reaching pre-pandemic levels by 2022-2023.

1.3%

2021a

Asset quality to stabilize. We expect further increases in problem loans to remain contained as the
economy improves and corporate activity recovers. Sectors such as construction and some small and
midsize enterprises will take longer to recover and will be the chief contributors to new nonperforming
loan formation. Extension of some TESS measures to vulnerable sectors during second half of 2022 will
give them more time to recover. We expect some normalization in the cost of risk to 100 basis points (bps)–
110 bps in 2022-2023, from a peak of 167 bps in 2020.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Ukraine | BICRA Group: 10
War Exacerbates Economic And Industry Risks For Ukraine's Banks
Key takeaways
− The Ukrainian economy and the banking system face unprecedent disruption due to the RussiaUkraine conflict.

Primary Credit Analyst

− As a result, we expect a sharp increase in nonperforming loans (NPLs) and losses at the system level
in 2022.

annette.ess@spglobal.com

− We expect that the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) will continue supporting the banking system’s
liquidity and tolerate regulatory forbearance to enable Ukrainian banks to operate during the war.

Annette Ess
Frankfurt
+49-6933-999-157

Key credit drivers

Ukraine

Duration of the military conflict in Ukraine and its effect on the country’s economy and banking system.
We expect a prolonged period of macroeconomic instability in the country, largely due to the RussiaUkraine conflict, which will have a negative effect on the economy and the banking sector.

Loan growth

Continued NBU liquidity support to the system. We expect that the banking system will continue to
receive significant liquidity support from the NBU, which offered to provide unlimited unsecured
refinancing loans to all Ukrainian banks, with up to one year maturity and an option to extend the loans to
support liquidity if needed.

27.0%
15.0%

-5.0%

Key assumptions
Severe GDP contraction in 2022. Assuming the conflict persists into the second half of 2022, we project
Ukraine's real GDP will contract by about 40% in 2022 on the back of collapsing exports, consumption, and
investment. Given substantial damage to physical and human capital, Ukraine's medium-term growth
prospects are uncertain and hinge upon the extent to which the government regains a level of territorial
integrity, alongside sizable reconstruction efforts.

NPA ratio
50.0%
40.0%
27.0%

The banking system will remain stable for the duration of the conflict. The NBU encourages Ukrainian
banks to proactively provision problem loans and states that it will not apply corrective measures to banks
for failing to meet the capital and liquidity requirements while martial law is in effect. Therefore, we do not
expect to see withdrawals of Ukrainian banks' licenses during the period of martial law.

What to look for over the next year

RoAA

Material asset quality deterioration. We expect that, as a result of lost economic activity, Stage 3 loans
could rise up to 50% of systemwide loans by year-end 2022 from 27% as of March 31, 2022, and credit
costs could exceed 10%. We also anticipate that write-offs of legacy NPLs by state-owned banks could be
delayed.

NOTE: S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the extent, outcome, and
consequences of the military conflict between Russia and Ukraine. As the situation evolves, we will update
our assumptions and estimates accordingly.

spglobal.com/ratings

1.0%

2023f

-10.0%

2022e

Deposit outflows. We do not exclude some retail and corporate deposit outflows in the second half of 2022
as companies and individuals use savings because their revenues have declined. In the first three months
of the war, deposits at system level remained broadly stable, partially supported by currency controls,
although some banks already experienced sizable deposit outflows in March, followed by some
stabilization.

3.8%

2021a

The system will be loss making. We expect to see a decline in business volumes, net interest income, and
fee and commission income, and a material increase in credit loss provisions in the Ukrainian banking
system, ultimately leading to losses. In first-quarter 2022, the banking system already recorded a small
loss.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth in
net loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Uzbekistan | BICRA Group: 8
Restoring Economic Growth Will Help Fortify The Banking Sector
Key takeaways
− We have lowered our real economic growth forecast for Uzbekistan to 3.5% from 5.5% in 2022, given
the close economic links between Uzbekistan and Russia, which is facing significant economic stress.

Primary Credit Analyst

− We expect credit losses to remain elevated at around 2% in 2022, while nonperforming loans (NPLs)
will be in the range of 4%-6%.

natalia.yalovskaya@spglobal.com

− In our view, economic risks will pressure some Uzbek banks, especially smaller players, constraining
their business growth, earnings prospects, and funding sustainability.

Natalia Yalovskaya
London
+44 20 7176 3407

Asset quality will continue to be pressured despite a pickup in economic growth. We believe that credit
costs will remain elevated at about 2.0% in 2022 (2.1% in 2021). We expect NPLs to account for 4%-6% in
2022-2023 amid the more challenging macroeconomic conditions.

Loan growth
17.8%

18.0%

18.0%

5.0%

5.0%

1.5%

1.5%

2023f

Uzbekistan

2022e

Key credit drivers

Key assumptions

Smaller banks will remain challenged. We believe that the system will continue to endure the more
difficult macroeconomic conditions. For the largest, state-related banks, solid capital buffers support
their resilience, underpinning their asset quality. These banks have higher exposure to state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) and subsidized mortgages, and lower exposure to small and midsize private business.
We anticipate that SOEs will continue to benefit from government support and that subsidized mortgages
will continue to perform better than private business loans and unsecured retail loans. Also, large players'
funding profiles are likely to be stable, supported by deposits from SOEs and government entities. We
expect that smaller banks will report credit costs, NPLs, and restructured loans above the system average.
Economic reforms continue to be key to improvements in various sectors including banking. Although
we expect the government will proceed with its wide-ranging reform agenda, including the plans to
partially privatize several SOEs, increased uncertainty over the business climate in the region would likely
delay privatizations. We also believe decision-making will remain centralized and the perception of
corruption will stay high over the next few years.

What to look for over the next year
Asset quality will continue to be strained in 2022. We expect that the pace of recovery in the banking
sector will largely depend on improving macroeconomic conditions in Uzbekistan and in the region.

NPA ratio

5.2%

RoAA

1.3%

2021a

We revised our economic growth forecast to 3.5% from 5.5% for 2022. This largely reflects the adverse
spillover effect from the recession in Russia and sanctions imposed on multiple Russian entities and
economic sectors. This is impeding Uzbekistan's economic growth and the pace of fiscal consolidation,
given that Russia is Uzbekistan's largest trading partner. We also expect that the amount of remittances
Uzbekistan receives from Russia could be significantly reduced in 2022 (out of the $8.1 billion [12% of
GDP] Uzbekistan received in remittances in 2021, 70% came from Russia). Nevertheless, we expect
Uzbekistan's economy to weather the economic shock and uncertainty over the duration of the RussiaUkraine conflict, with growth rebounding to an average 5% in 2023-2024, supported by ongoing economic
reforms. We expect credit growth of about 15%-20% in 2022-2023 (versus around 30% on average during
the last four years), reflecting the more stringent regulatory requirements and higher uncertainty.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Australia | BICRA Group: 3
Low Unemployment Will Soften The Blow From Rising Interest Rates
Key takeaways
−

The Australian banking system's funding profile has been improving.

−

We forecast financial institutions' credit losses will remain low over the next two years.

−

An orderly correction in house prices is ongoing as interest rate rises start to bite.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Key credit drivers
The Australian banking system's funding profile has been improving over the past decade. This has
occurred on the back of growing customer deposits and a decrease in offshore borrowings. The stronger

Australia

systemwide funding metrics could be sustained, in our view. That said, we expect a modest weakening in
funding metrics in the next two years as the term-funding facility and the committed liquidity facility from
the central bank come to an end.
Credit losses should remain low. We believe bank credit losses peaked following the damage inflicted by

Loan growth
8.0%

5.0%

5.0%

1.1%

1.1%

0.7%

0.7%

2022e

2023f

the pandemic. Credit losses over the next two years should remain low; that is, at pre-COVID levels. We
believe that low unemployment levels will help borrowers weather the rising interest burden as borrowers
shift mortgages from lower fixed rates to higher variable rates. Australian banks also use a serviceability
buffer rate of 3% on top of the product rate as a way of stress testing a borrower's ability to withstand
fluctuations in interest rates (which have increased from 2.5% in in November 2021); consequently, most
borrowers should be able to withstand interest rate rises.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Economic recovery remains on track. We believe that the reduction in fiscal support from the government
and rising inflation will not derail the economic recovery and that employment conditions will remain
strong. We forecast GDP to grow by 3.6% in 2022 and then by 2.8% and 2.7% in the following two years.
Banks' risk settings to remain conservative. We believe underwriting standards will remain unchanged
and banks will continue to price rationally for risks, affording the sector buffers for unexpected situations.

1.2%

Australian banks' earnings should stay strong relative to global peers.

What to look for over the next year
House price growth set to unwind. The central bank has raised the cash rate by 125 basis points since the

RoAA

start of the year and we forecast further rate rises. Consequently, house prices have started to fall. We
expect an orderly correction in house prices to continue until the end of 2023.
Technology risks on the increase. Cyber threats continue to present a risk for Australian banks.
Accelerated digitalization and remote working arrangements since the pandemic have increased such
risks and could lead to more severe cyber-attacks that trigger higher losses. A large-scale cyber-attack

0.6%

could considerably hurt the Australian banks and pose systemic risks. Financial institutions with weak

2021a

nonfinancial risk governance may be less prepared and more vulnerable to cyber-attacks.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
Figures are for June year-end.
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Bangladesh | BICRA Group: 9
COVID Fallout Continues To Reverberate
Key takeaways
− Profitability will remain weak despite a pick-up in credit growth.
− Underlying weak asset quality to surface as regulatory forbearance is reduced.
− Structural challenges persist for the banking system.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Key credit drivers
Credit growth to pick up. We expect credit growth in Bangladesh to further increase as the economy
normalizes. Recurring COVID-19 waves and lockdowns disrupted economic activities in the country and

Bangladesh

reduced business and individual confidence. As a result, for much of the past two years banks' credit
growth fell to single digits, from the long-term trend of about 15%.

Loan growth

Weak profitability to continue. This is due to the twin effect of lower net interest margins (NIMs) and an
increase in credit costs. Since April 2020 the regulator has capped interest rates at 9% for all loans barring
credit-card loans. It subsequently put retail term deposit floors above the inflation rate. These measures

14.0%

14.0%

11.1%

have yet to be unwound. Due to cap-floors, banks in Bangladesh are likely to see a squeeze in their
margins. Furthermore, banks will have to create provisions for COVID-related stresses, which are masked
by regulatory forbearance. Rising bond yields are also likely to cause losses on banks' bond portfolio.
Bangladesh's banking system has lower profitability than regional peers. The system's fragmented nature,
moral suasion by the central bank, interest-rate limits, and low retail and small- and midsize-enterprise
loan exposure (which typically offers higher yields) mean moderate NIMs. Fee income is low due to banks'
limited product suites. Banks have high cost-income ratios because economies of scale are limited due to

NPA ratio

fragmentation.
Weak asset quality. Bangladesh's banking industry faces structural asset-quality challenges from weak
lending standards and foreclosure laws. State-owned banks continue to hold large amounts of weak

9.5%

10.2%

7.8%

assets. Recurring COVID-19 waves meant borrowers received a blanket moratorium in 2020. In 2021,
banks were granted the flexibility to provide COVID relief and not downgrade their loans to nonperforming
loans. This flexibility was based on bank-client relationships and on the proviso that borrowers could
satisfy certain conditions such as paying 15% of dues by December 2021. We understand banks can still
provide relief to borrowers on the condition borrowers make partial payments on their dues ranging from
25%-75% progressively during 2022.

RoAA

Key assumptions
Economic recovery challenged by currency volatility and rising inflation. Bangladesh's economic growth
is expected to recover from the depths of the COVID-related slowdown to about 7% in 2022. The outlook

0.4%

0.3%

0.3%

2023f

Structural challenges remain. Bangladesh's banking industry will likely face structural challenges from

2022e

will become increasingly challenging due to weaker global growth, energy inflation, and currency volatility.

high credit risks, the fragmented nature of the system, weak governance at some banks, and the low

What to look for over the next year
Prudent capital management. State-owned banks will require sizable capital infusions to reach Basel III

2021a

capitalization of state-owned banks.

standards. Private-sector banks will need to limit their dividend payouts and growth ambitions and

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

increase their provision coverage for COVID-related stresses.

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Brunei | BICRA Group: 6
Economy To Recover From Contraction
Key takeaways
− Brunei's economy is likely to accelerate to 3.5% in 2022, after contracting in 2021.
− The banks' profitability should remain stable as interest margins increase along with a rise in global
interest rates, while credit costs remain range bound.
− Banks are likely to maintain strong balance sheets.

Primary Credit Analyst
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Key credit drivers
Industry likely to see muted growth with stable profitability. We expect bank loan books to expand by

Brunei

3%-5% over the next few years. The bulk of the growth is likely to come from wholesale customers as the
government looks to boost the economy and support local firms through contracts from governmentlinked companies, foreign direct investment projects, the oil and gas (O&G) sector, and infrastructure

Loan growth

development. Regulations on the total debt service ratio and a saturated market should continue to
constrain retail activity.
Banks' net interest margins will improve over the next 12-18 months as global interest rates increase to
curtail inflation. We forecast a 1%-4% increase in the banks' operating costs over the next 12-18 months
after a couple of years of belt-tightening due to COVID-related uncertainties and social distancing

3.5%

4.2%

1.5%

measures.
Range-bound credit costs over the next 12 months. We expect the sector's credit costs to remain rangebound for the next 12-18 months. Brunei's economy contracted in recent quarters in real terms due to
unanticipated production disruptions in the O&G sector, as well as a surge in COVID-19 cases. But we still

NPA ratio

anticipate the economy will expand by more than 3% in 2022. The expansion is supported by elevated
3.6%

4.0%

3.9%

1.2%

1.2%

2023f

and sustained growth in the downstream petrochemical sector. Moreover, the share of loans under

2022e

energy prices, an enhanced vaccination program in the country, phasing-out of energy production cuts,
regulatory forbearance for the banking system remains lower than peers' in the region, having declined
substantially in 2021 to about 1%. The government continued with its countercyclical spending and
provided relief to small firms. Therefore, the employment situation in Brunei remained largely steady,
helping the asset quality of banks.
Bank balance sheets are strong. The banking sector had a Tier-1 capital ratio of 21.7% and a loan-todeposit ratio of 37% as of March 2022. Brunei banks have robust liquidity, given the strong surpluses at

RoAA

the country's government and related enterprises, and limited lending opportunities.

Key assumptions
A high-income economy intertwined with developments in the energy market. Brunei's O&G industry

1.3%

accounts for close to half of the country's GDP and more than 70% of government revenues. The economic
performance of the country remains tied to global energy prices and domestic O&G output as several
production facilities are mature. That said, the government's strong net fiscal asset position and oil wealth

Government to remain supportive. In our view, there's a high likelihood that the Brunei government would
provide timely and sufficient extraordinary support to major local banks, if needed.

2021a

accumulated over several years are buffers against shocks.

What to look for over the next year

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

Financial sector reforms. Progress is being made toward establishing a bond market and a stock

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.

exchange to create alternative funding routes.

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Cambodia | BICRA Group: 9
Unwinding Of COVID Restructured Loans Poses Downside Risks
Key takeaways
− The economy is recovering, but the banking system is sitting on elevated levels of restructured loans.
− We expect nonperforming loans to increase as the loan restructuring program expired in June 2022.
− Rapid credit expansion and dependence on real estate remain important risks.

Primary Credit Analyst
Ivan Tan
Singapore
ivan.tan@spglobal.com
+65-6239-6335

Key credit drivers
Economic recovery under way. The market consensus is that Cambodia's economy rebounded to 3% GDP
growth in 2021, after contracting by 3.1% in 2020. The country's vaccination program was a notable

Cambodia

success, which facilitated its reopening and reinvigoration of foreign investments. We forecast 6.3% GDP
growth for 2022. Current external headwinds and geopolitical risks would make it challenging for the
country to achieve its average annual growth of 8% seen over the past two decades. But we believe

Loan growth

Cambodia's long-term growth story remains intact, given its competitive cost structure and young
population, making it one of the fastest-growing economies in the world.

23.0%

23.0%

Bracing for end of relief program. The regulator allowed banks to conduct loan restructuring for COVID-hit
clients. The restructuring program was extended several times and expired in June 2022. At the end of

22.1%

2021, total restructured loans formed about 12.9% of banking system loans. A significant proportion of
restructured loans were in stressed sectors affected by the pandemic, such as garment, tourism,
construction, transportation, and logistics. We expect the banking sector's nonperforming loan (NPL) ratio
to marginally increase in 2022 to 2.5%, given the extension of the restructuring scheme. We estimate
about one-tenth to one-eighth of restructured loans are weak and borrowers may not be able to resume

NPA ratio

repayment after the moratorium has expired, particularly if the recovery in tourism and property sectors is
delayed, which could lift the NPL ratio to 3%-4% in 2023.

Key assumptions
Credit losses to increase. We forecast credit losses for Cambodian banks will increase to about 100-150

3.5%
2.0%

2.5%

basis points (bps) in 2022 and 2023, from about 75 bps in 2021, reflecting additional provisioning costs for
higher expected NPLs.

What to look for over the next year

RoAA

High underlying credit risks due to multiple years of rapid credit expansion. Banks have aggressively
grown their balance sheets from a low base and amid high GDP growth. The recession in 2020 resulted in a
temporary slowdown in loan growth, but we believe credit expansion will remain brisk. The system's large
share of high-risk exposures, particularly construction and real estate, leaves banks exposed to a sharp

1.7%

1.6%

1.4%

correction. We expect credit growth in Cambodia's private sector to continue averaging a brisk 20%
annually for the next 12-18 months, with the ratio of private sector debt to GDP exceeding 160%. We
believe the microfinance sector, which accounts for 13% of systemwide loans, is elevated, reflecting

Foreigners own the bulk of condominiums, and the resulting drop in arrivals and sales has led to weaker

2023f

2019, but it has come under pressure since the start of the pandemic, which disrupted international travel.

2022e

Performance of real estate and construction sectors remains subdued. Due to several years of rapid
expansion, residential real estate remains oversupplied. The condominium segment grew strongly until

2021a

inherently higher credit risks and more aggressive lending practices.

prices. Based on our estimates, inflation-adjusted property prices fell about 9% in 2020 and further by

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

13% in 2021, before bottoming out in 2022. We view this as a necessary correction to balance supply-and-

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.

demand equilibrium. Construction and real estate account for 18% of systemwide loans, and we believe a
disorderly correction can have negative flow-on impact on banks.

spglobal.com/ratings

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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China | BICRA Group: 6
Loan Quality Affected By Lockdown And Property Development Sector
Key takeaways
−

Lockdown risks disrupt business and consumer activity and may delay recovery in the property
market just as that sector's clampdown eases.

−

While provision coverage looks reasonable at the sector level, weaker banks have limited
cushions.

−

Megabanks and some joint-stock commercial bank ratings are more resilient to new stresses,
deepening the credit divergence within the sector.

Key credit drivers

Primary Credit Analyst
Harry Hu
Hong Kong
harry.hu@spglobal.com
+85-2-2533-3571

China

Still reasonable provision coverage at sector level. The Chinese banking sector as a whole has the
buffers to withstand loan stresses stemming from a slow economic recovery, regulatory crackdowns on

Loan growth

property development, and waning small business credibility. Big and better resourced banks that have
been preparing for a rainy day can cautiously relax their provision coverage. However, weak banks will
continue to feel the pinch to provide more.

12.0%

11.6%
9.4%

Choppy waters for weak Chinese banks. Polarization of the Chinese banking sector could intensify during
this testing time. We expect some aggressive and weak banks to face heightened financial risk while
undergoing tougher regulatory scrutiny.
We continue to see a strong tendency for the Chinese government to provide direct or indirect support to
systemically important banks and other financial institutions. However, the 2020 bankruptcy of the
privately owned Baoshang Bank Co. Ltd. is a reminder that bank failures are not impossible in China, if the

NPA ratio

government believes the effect of the closure on the financial system is manageable.

Key assumptions
Stressed property development mostly not in NPL. We estimate about 40% of Chinese property

7.5%
6.0%

6.3%

developers are in trouble. The bulk of this stress will likely show up as special-mention loans or other
problem loans that don't require high levels of provision. Property development loans are typically well
collateralized with residential real estate, for which we anticipate a 5% decline in prices this year.
Higher ratio of NPAs to decline from next year. The NPA ratio is our broader measure of asset quality that
incorporates our estimate of 90-day overdue and restructured loans. This ratio is set to decline over the

RoAA

next two to three years to about 5.6% from 7.5% at end 2022. Our forecasts put annual credit losses at
around Chinese renminbi (RMB) 2.2 trillion on average from 2022-2024. Write-offs are likely to remain
elevated to keep the reported NPL ratio stable while constant pressure on interest margins should keep a

0.8%

Slowing credit growth and pressured profitability. We estimate overall loan growth at about 11.5% in

0.7%

0.7%

2023f

What to look for over the next year

2022e

lid on the sector return on average asset in 2022 and 2023.

development stress lingers and the sector's recovery could be gradual. A slump in housing confidence and
spillovers to other sectors in the supply chain could add considerable pressure to loan quality.
Asset quality pressures are building up for micro and small enterprise (MSE) loan portfolios. This is due
to business concentration, a sluggish recovery in consumption, and margin squeezes. It is also unclear if
the borrowed money was invested in a way that can sustain long-term margins to cover repayment. Hence
the policy push to increase the proportion of unsecured loans to MSEs could see even higher write-offs.

2021a

2022 and below 10% in 2023. A moderately easing monetary environment, fierce deposit competition, and
concessional loan rates to policy-preferred sectors could further thin the sector's profitability. Property

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Hong Kong SAR | BICRA Group: 2
Interest Rate Tailwinds To Anchor Profitability
Key takeaways
− Rising interest rates should help offset lower fee income and a modest increase in credit losses. We
expect a sharp slowdown in both the Hong Kong and China economy in 2022.
− Prudent underwriting standards, sustainable capital, robust funding and liquidity, together with
effective regulatory monitoring underline the strong fundamentals of the banking sector.
− Escalation in U.S.-China tensions may further dampen the business environment.

Key credit drivers
Risk of economic slowdown has intensified. Tight border restrictions, a return to a zero-COVID policy, and
negative spillovers from slowing growth in mainland China have added to the downside risks. In our base
case, Hong Kong's GDP will expand by only about 1% in 2022 but sharply increase by about 4.2% in 2023

Primary Credit Analyst
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Hong Kong
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+85-2-2533-3573

Hong Kong
SAR
Loan growth

and 2.4% in 2024. Meanwhile, China's GDP growth will further slow to about 3.3% in 2022 from our earlier
forecast of 4.2% in 2022; it will grow by about 5.4% in 2023 and 4.9% in 2024. Ideological differences
between China and the U.S. will continue to test the relationship. Any intensification of the disputes

6.0%

between the two nations could hinder trade and investment.

4.5%

4.5%

0.7%

0.6%

Strong fundamentals. Bank capitalization has remained solid owing to controlled lending, regulatory
additional Tier-1 capital issuances, sufficient internal capital generation, and, in some cases, asset
disposals. This provides more buffer to Hong Kong to absorb losses. Banks also benefit from stable
customer deposits and limited reliance on short-term wholesale funding.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Profitability recovery. We expect interest rates to steadily increase, particularly in the second half of the
year. This will boost net interest margins for the banks. On the other hand, border restrictions with
mainland China and financial market volatility will continue to subdue wealth management and
bancassurance activity and limit fee income growth. While we expect credit costs to rise modestly to about
30 basis points, they will remain comparatively low on a global scale. We expect provisioning from the

0.9%

China property sector to be manageable this year given the marginal easing in lending policies. Hong Kong
banks tend to lend only to the better-quality Chinese developers. The level of loans under COVID relief
measures is also reported to be well below its peak. This accounts for a small portion of outstanding loans.
Home prices to remain broadly stable despite headwinds. Rising interest rates and the risk of a

RoAA

protracted population outflow may somewhat dampen interest in homebuying. A structural housing
shortage is a counterbalancing factor that anchors Hong Kong's residential prices.

What to look for over the next year
Greater Bay Area (GBA) development may take longer. Hong Kong banks are strengthening their
presence in the GBA. While we still believe Hong Kong banks will benefit from cross-border initiatives such

0.5%

0.7%

0.8%

as wealth management connect and China's opening up of its financial sector, it may take longer to realize

Meanwhile, the digital banks should continue to be niche players and are likely to remain loss-making for
the next two years because of their limited scale and product range.

2023f

2022e

Digitalization will continue. The banking regulator's "Fintech 2025" strategy urges banks to fully digitalize
their operations. We expect continued sizable allocation within bank budgets for technology spending.

2021a

as the border between Hong Kong and China remains closed.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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India | BICRA Group: 6
Indian Banking Sector Solidifies Its Position Despite Headwinds
Key takeaways
− Credit costs are trending toward cyclically low levels.
− Improving profitability will further aid capital buffers.
− Stronger balance sheets and higher demand should boost bank loan growth. However, if risk
management does not improve, the coming growth cycle could produce more sour loans.

Primary Credit Analyst
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+91-22-3342-4186

Key credit drivers
Economic recovery to broaden. Since mid-last year, the Indian economy has embarked on a solid

India

recovery, well supported by improved consumer and business confidence. The broadening recovery
suggests that permanent costs are likely to be lower than previously feared, but macroeconomic
headwinds remain a key risk to the country's economic recovery. We expect real GDP growth of 7.3% in

Loan growth

fiscal 2023 (ending March 31, 2023).
11.0%

Asset quality to continue to improve. We project the banking sector's weak loans will decline to 5%-5.5%

11.0%

of gross loans by March 31, 2024. Likewise, we forecast the credit costs to stabilize at 1.5% for fiscal 2023
and further normalize to 1.3%, making credit costs comparable to those of other emerging markets and to

9.6%

India's 15-year average. The small and midsize enterprise sector and low-income households are
vulnerable to rising interest rates and high inflation. But, in our base case of moderate interest rate hikes,
we view these risks as limited. With an economic pick-up, residual stress for these segments should start
abating. Nonperforming loan (NPL) recoveries are likely to also gain momentum, limiting the rise in NPLs.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions

7.5%

Economic growth momentum to continue. India's economic growth prospects should remain strong over

6.8%
5.5%

the medium term, with GDP expanding 6.5%-7% annually in fiscal years 2024-2026. The economy's longterm higher growth rate versus peers highlights its historical resilience. India's wide range of structural
trends, including healthy demographics and competitive unit labor costs, work in its favor. Additionally, we
expect the government to remain supportive of the system. There is a very high likelihood the government
will continue to support public-sector banks, notwithstanding plans to privatize two such banks.

What to look for over the next year

RoAA

Economic pick-up will drive credit growth. In the next few years, we expect loan growth to stay somewhat
in line with the trajectory of nominal GDP, and loan growth to the retail sector to continue to outperform
the corporate sector. Corporate borrowing is also picking up momentum, with both working-capital needs
0.9%

1.0%

1.1%

2024f

coming growth cycle could produce a new crop of sour loans.

2023f

and capital expenditure-related growth driving demand. Still, if risk management does not improve, the

Improving profitability to further aid capital buffers. Lower credit costs and a pick-up in loan growth
should sustain the turnaround in banks' earnings. We expect the return on average assets to normalize to
1% in fiscal 2023--an eight-year high. Improving profitability should augment capital formation.
capital infusions into public-sector banks. Capital ratios are comparable to those of international peers for
India's large private-sector banks, though they are lower for public-sector banks.
Polarization in the performance of banks. State Bank of India and the leading private-sector banks have
largely addressed their asset quality challenges, and their profitability is improving more sharply than the
system's. Many large public-sector banks are still saddled with weak assets, continued high credit costs,
and poor earnings. Similarly, we expect a mixed-bag performance for finance companies (fincos). The
asset quality of these fincos is often weaker than that of major private-sector banks.

2022e

Capitalization has increased in the past few years due to banks' capital-raising and the government's

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming loans +
restructured as a % of system wide
loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
Figures are for fiscal year ending March.
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Indonesia | BICRA Group: 6
Shadow Of COVID Continues To Weigh On Bank Recovery
Key takeaways
− Our negative trend on Indonesia's banking sector reflects elevated credit risks in the aftermath of
COVID, noting still high levels of restructured loans.
− There are risks of capital outflow and currency devaluation from the U.S. Federal Reserve's rate hikes.
− Indonesian banks remain among the region's most profitable with good capital buffers.

Primary Credit Analyst
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ivan.tan@spglobal.com
+65-6239-6335

Key credit drivers
Economic risk remains elevated. The country's economic recovery is under way, but banks are still

Indonesia

grappling with high levels of COVID restructured loans. The regulator has allowed banks to restructure
loans to borrowers affected by COVID-19, after which the loans can be classified as performing loans. The
loans can be restructured by lowering interest rates, extending repayment periods, and reducing principal

Loan growth

or interest arrears.

8.0%
8.0%

COVID restructured loans, which peaked at about 18% of total loans in 2020, declined to 11% in end 2021.
We forecast such loans to continue declining to 8%-10% by 2023 as the economy recovers, and borrowers

7.0%
5.0%

5.2%

start repaying. In our opinion, one-tenth to one-eighth of the restructured loans are at risk and vulnerable
to slippage into nonperforming loans (NPLs), mainly those exposed to small and midsize enterprises

-2.4%

(SMEs), and tourism or hospitability industries. This could add up to 1.5% of NPLs, which would crystallize
in 2023 when the moratorium expires, suggesting that NPLs could peak at 5% in 2023.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Elevated credit costs to recede. We expect credit losses for Indonesian banks to gradually decline to 200
basis points (bps) in 2022 and 180 bps in 2023 from about 250 bps in 2021. Banks have significantly
beefed up provision coverage and are likely to taper down on provisioning. Our forecasts incorporate a
rebound in Indonesia's GDP growth to 5.1% in 2022, from 3.7% in 2021.

3.1%
3.0%

3.5%

5.0%
3.5%

Strong capital buffers and good earnings underpin ratings. The banks' average Tier-1 capital ratio of
24.3% and capital adequacy ratio of 25.9%, as of February 2022, are among the highest in the region. They
are also flushed with liquidity. Loan-to-deposits ratios are near all-time lows of 78% as of February 2022,
compared with normal levels of 95% pre-COVID. We also expect the sector's profitability, as measured by a
return on assets (ROA), to improve to its pre-pandemic ROA of 2.4% in 2023, underpinned by higher

RoAA

interest margins and lower credit costs. The banking system will rank among the most profitable in the
region by a considerable margin.

What to look for over the next year
Elevated global financial market uncertainty is expected to persist. The U.S. Fed's tapering plan could

1.8%
1.6%

2.2%
2.0%

2.4%
2.2%

drive capital outflows and intensify currency pressures in developing economies, including Indonesia. The
high share of foreign currency-denominated debt securities in the corporate sector is an important source
of vulnerability. We estimate that foreign-currency corporate debt accounts for slightly over half of total

Indonesian banks do not have material net open foreign exchange positions and are unlikely to be directly
affected by currency fluctuation. They could, however, experience second-order effects via their loans to
exposed corporates.

2023f

currency loans, elevated foreign-currency debt of corporates leave them exposed to rupiah volatility.

2022e

While corporate foreign exchange regulations helped corporates increase the share of hedged foreign

2021a

corporate debt borrowing in Indonesia.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Japan | BICRA Group: 3
Expected Settling Of Private Sector Debt Level Needs Watching
Key takeaways
− Significant government support for companies has curbed an increase in bank credit costs.
− This government support has swollen the economic imbalances, and it may present risks to banks if
the increased gross debt is not addressed by corporates' large deposits.
− Uncertainties around domestic consumption, caused by cost-push inflation, may become a risk factor
for the economy and banks' profitability.

Key credit drivers
Government support. Significant government support for corporations and households has prevented a
spike in bankruptcies in Japan and has limited the rise in banks' credit costs. The ratio of credit costs to
total loans was 0.2% in fiscal year 2021 (ended March 2022), and we expect it to be at a similarly low level
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Japan
Loan growth

in fiscal years 2022 and 2023.
Hazy economic imbalance. Government support has increased the gross debt of the private sector by 13%
(including bonds and commercial paper) and pushed up its deposits by 17% since December 2019 (pre

5.0%

COVID-19). The net debt ratio of corporates is calculated by taking total liabilities minus cash and deposits

2.0%

and dividing it by total assets. Although it remains almost flat, the higher gross debt than that of the pre-

2.0%

COVID level may cause an economic imbalance if the private sector does not slash debt using the
increased deposits when government support measures start to end in 2022.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Economy to recover in 2022. We expect 2.0% growth in Japan's real GDP in 2022 as the domestic economy
normalizes and pandemic effects wane. After a sharp recession in which GDP contracted 4.5% in 2020, we
have already seen a 1.7% rebound in 2021. The government's economic stimulus package will also

0.9%

0.9%

0.9%

0.2%

0.2%

2023f

liquidity to affected companies and households.

2022e

contribute to growth. It is aimed at increasing consumption and employment and providing funds and

Temporary spike in the private sector debt level will drop. In 2020-2021, gross debt in the private sector
swelled. However, we estimate bank loans to the private sector will post slower growth than real GDP in
2022. This is because companies will start repaying excess debt they took on for contingencies in 2021-22.
Asset quality will be tested. We believe government support is temporary and the ability of corporates to

RoAA

repay debt is weakening amid falling revenues and profits. The real test of banks' asset quality will likely
come after 2022 when most of the government support measurements will expire. As for Russia, Japan
has limited direct exposures (about equivalent to 0.2% of systemwide loans).

What to look for over the next year
Companies to start to repay debt taken for emergency use. Japan saw a temporary sharp rise in private

0.2%

sector debt relative to GDP in 2020-21 owing to various government support measurements. We expect the
nonperforming assets and credit costs will likely remain unchanged at 0.9% and 0.2% of total loans,
respectively, in fiscal years 2022 and 2023.
Uncertainties around domestic consumption on cost-push inflation. Our base assumption is economic
recovery in 2022. However, we also see that the inflation caused by high commodity prices may lead to
weaker domestic consumption than our original expectation. This may become a risk factor for the
economy and banks' profitability.

2021a

ratio to gradually return to pre-COVID-19 levels by 2024, subject to continuing economic recovery. Banks'

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Korea | BICRA Group: 3
Banks Can Hold On To Improving Profitability
Key takeaways
− Expansion of net interest margins amid rising interest rates will improve the banks' profitability.
− Adequate underwriting standards and risk management will mitigate pressure on asset quality and
credit losses.
− We expect banks to manage foreign-currency funding and liquidity risks despite a potential increase
in financial market volatility.

Key credit drivers
Banks can contain asset quality pressure. The banks' tightened underwriting standards--such as for debt
servicing-to-income ratios--will ensure adequate repayment capabilities for household borrowers, in our
view. The loan-to-value ratio (on average about 40% at current value by end-2021) will likely remain low
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despite some recent relaxation for first homebuyers. We believe that amid rising interest rates the
following two factors will also help prevent a material deterioration in household loan quality: 1)
households' large financial assets (2.2x of household financial liabilities as of end-2021); and 2) a steady

10.7%

increase in the portion of mortgage loans with fixed-rate and principal-amortizing loans (regulatory

6.3%

guidance to increase the targets by 2.5 percentage points to 52.5% and 60%, respectively, by end-2022).

4.8%

Banks' loans to small and midsize enterprises (SME) are highly collateralized. Additional provisioning set
aside amid the pandemic will also provide some buffer against asset quality deterioration.
Improved foreign currency funding structure. We expect the banks to manage foreign-currency funding
and liquidity risks in the event of a rise in volatility. We base our view on the banks' record of risk

NPA ratio

management and regulatory oversight. After enduring the global financial crisis, banks extended the

0.8%

0.9%

0.9%

0.6%

0.6%

2023f

Key assumptions

2022e

average tenor of their foreign-currency debt and secured more liquid foreign-currency assets.

Steady economic growth. We expect steady economic growth in Korea over the next two years. This is
despite the prolonged Russia-Ukraine conflict, slower China growth, and high inflation. We anticipate solid
exports for the Korea's competitive manufacturers and domestic demand recovery will support the growth.
We forecast Korea's real GDP to increase 2.6% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023.
The pace of rising property prices will slow. Normalizing monetary policy will raise funding costs for

RoAA

household borrowers and lower the demand for housing, in our view. We anticipate the Bank of Korea will
further raise the policy rate from the current 2.25%. (1.0% at end-2021).
Credit growth will moderate. Our expectation of moderate annual credit growth of about 5% reflects the
banks' focus on risk management and a decline in loan demands. We expect moderate credit growth and
improving profitability to keep their capitalization adequate.

0.5%

What to look for over the next year
in credit losses over the next two years. We forecast the banks' return-on-average assets to gradually
improve to about 0.60% in 2023, from about 0.48% in 2021 and 0.43% in 2020. This is higher than peers
such as Japan, France, and Germany although lower than that for Australia, Hong Kong, and Singapore.

2021a

Improving profitability. We anticipate an increase in net interest margins will more than offset some rise

Forbearance measures will likely be manageable. While the measures mainly include maturity extensions

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.

or interest-payment deferrals on loans to SMEs and small business owners, the portion of loans with

NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of system wide loans.

interest-payment deferrals that we view as risky is limited. The loans under forbearance measures
accounted for about 5% of the banking system as of end-March 2022. SMEs and small business owners

RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.

can request such forbearance measures till end-September 2022.

a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Malaysia | BICRA Group: 4
Asset Quality Risks Weigh On Banks' Recovery
Key takeaways
− The industry's nonperforming loan (NPL) ratio will likely rise while credit costs could stay somewhat
elevated due to the uneven recovery of loans under moratorium.

Primary Credit Analyst

− Earnings uplift will be limited by a prosperity tax despite higher growth, lower credit costs, and margin
expansion.

nikita.anand@spglobal.com

− Higher inflation and a rising interest rate environment are key downside risks.

Key credit drivers
Economic recovery under way. Our base case suggests sector loan growth will rebound to 6.0% in 2022
from 4.5% in 2021, supported by improving macroeconomic conditions. We forecast GDP growth of 6.1% in
2022 compared with 3.1% in 2021. Malaysia is well positioned to weather higher energy prices as a net
energy exporter, primarily of gas. However, energy price increases may not pass through to domestic
consumers, potentially offsetting some of the benefit to producers.
Solid capital and prudent dividend policies are key strengths. We believe Malaysian banks' solid capital
buffers (15.2% common equity Tier-1 ratios as of Dec. 31, 2021) and prudent dividend payouts are key
strengths that support a stable credit standing and ratings on the banks.
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6.0%
5.0%

4.5%

Key assumptions

2.8%

2.6%

1.1%

1.1%

2023f

Margins will improve but prosperity tax limits earnings upside. There could also be some upside for
sector net interest margins (NIMs) since we forecast that Bank Negara Malaysia will raise interest rates by
at least 75 bps in 2022. Higher credit growth and moderating credit costs will support earnings. However,
upside to net profits is limited due to a one-off prosperity tax in the 2022 budget and higher write-offs.

NPA ratio

2022e

Asset quality will deteriorate with expiry of moratorium programs. The industry NPL ratio will likely rise
to 2.5%-3.0% by end-2022 from 1.6% as of end-April. 2022. Credit costs will decline to 40-50 basis points
(bps) but stay higher than pre-pandemic levels due to uneven recovery of loans under moratorium. Given
the banks' high provisioning buffers on non-impaired loans, the need for additional provisioning should be
lower despite rising NPLs. For most large banks, loans that require further repayment assistance have
fallen sharply to 5%-6% (from 25%-30% earlier) upon expiry of moratorium, which indicates that the
majority of customers have started repayments. That said, the underlying strength of affected borrowers
remains to be seen and the initial recovery of repayments could prove fragile. It will take longer for
consumers and small and midsize enterprises (SME) to recover. This is a result of the magnitude of the
SME stress throughout COVID-19, higher inflation, and already-elevated household indebtedness.

1.4%

RoAA

What to look for over the next year

New digital bank launches. The central bank awarded five digital bank licenses earlier this year.
Successful applicants will still have to prove their operational readiness before they can commence
operations, which could take 12-24 months. While we believe large banks will retain their market shares, it
will be interesting to see how the business models of incumbent banks evolve in response to the digital
competition.

1.1%

2021a

Rising interest rates. Higher inflation and a rising interest rate environment can dampen credit demand,
push some low-income consumers to the edge of default, and pressurize SMEs that are still healing from
the impact of the pandemic. We view these risks as manageable. Banks' asset quality also hinges critically
on employment in the country, given that 59% of the system's loan book is exposed to the household
sector. We expect the unemployment rate to improve in 2022 but stay higher than pre-pandemic level.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Mongolia | BICRA Group: 9
Asset Quality Pressures Could Weigh On Banks' Recovery
Key takeaways
− We anticipate the recovery in Mongolia's commodity-driven economy will slow this year, largely
governed by mining activity and exports.
− We expect the industry's nonperforming asset ratio to increase as COVID-related concessional
classifications end. Banks are also slowing down loan growth to meet higher capital demands.
− Tighter global financial conditions could pose refinancing risks, notwithstanding decreased foreigncurrency funding of the banking system in recent years.

Key credit drivers
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Mongolia

Economy is highly exposed to swings in commodity cycles. Mongolia's economy depends heavily on
commodities, and the concentration of its trading partners amplifies the banking sector's susceptibility to

Loan growth

acute shifts in commodity prices.
Regulatory standards are tightening. In recent years regulators in Mongolia have gradually reduced the

16.5%

15.0%

gaps in their regulations and disclosures versus international standards. Reforms include a review of the

10.0%

asset quality of the banking sector, contributing to tighter loan classification and provision requirements.
Banks must also meet higher capital requirements.
In addition, systemically important banks must become open joint-stock ventures and comply with a
single shareholder ownership limit of 20%. We believe such tighter rules will increase banks' lossabsorbing capacity and improve governance and transparency. That said, the authorities have delayed the
implementation of several initiatives to focus on the post-pandemic recovery.

NPA ratio

Key assumptions

16.1%

18.0%
15.0%

Spillovers from key trading partners are testing the economic recovery. A rebound in demand from China
(which accounts for more than 90% of total exports) is key to Mongolia's economic recovery. Mongolia
would share the emerging market inflationary pressures at least in the near-term. While the rise in oil
prices is a negative, higher prices on export commodities such as coal should be helpful. Downside risks to
Mongolia's economic growth have heightened amid border restrictions, a slowdown in the global recovery,
higher inflation, and currency volatility.
Strengthening capital regulations to hit credit growth. The regulators have increased Mongolian banks'

RoAA

capital requirements. From July 1, 2022, domestic systemically important banks must comply with a 4%
additional capital conservation buffer over the minimum regulatory Tier-1 capital ratio of 9%. As a result of
these higher capital-ratio limits, we expect credit growth to vary among the banks. The higher limits could

1.4%

constrain the growth potential of banks with thin buffers.

0.8%
0.5%

What to look for over the next year
Asset-quality metrics to deteriorate. Asset-quality metrics could deteriorate as several forbearance

Profitability to be strained. Despite rising interest rates, banks' profitability is likely to remain subdued in
2022-2023. This is because of the higher provisioning costs as forbearances end, coupled with tepid loan
growth. Higher policy rates will lead to limited margin improvements due to lower monetary policy
effectiveness, and high competition in the domestic banking system.

2023f

and are likely to weigh on banks' asset-quality metrics when they expire.

2022e

banks to relax loan-classification standards. Loan moratoriums also defer asset-quality recognition. While
most measures ended on March 31, 2022, the moratoriums on mortgage loans continue till year end-2022

2021a

measures related to COVID-19 unwind. To deal with COVID-related stresses, the authorities have allowed

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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New Zealand | BICRA Group: 4
Economic Risks Remain Elevated
Key takeaways
− Economic risks facing financial institutions in New Zealand remain elevated.
− We see a one-in-three possibility that New Zealand banks could face greater risk of a disorderly
correction in house prices if house prices plummet in the next two years. This would be contrary to our
base-case expectation of a slowdown or an orderly fall.
− In our base-case scenario, credit losses should remain low and close to pre-pandemic levels.

Key credit drivers
Economic imbalances in New Zealand remain elevated. Annual house price growth peaked at above 30%
in late 2021, resulting in a buildup of significant imbalances. New Zealand banks are consequently
exposed to a scenario of a sharp fall in property prices, and its severe consequences, including a potential
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New Zealand
Loan growth

significant increase in credit losses. In our base case, we expect an orderly slowdown in house price
growth, consistent with the trend in recent months. House price growth in New Zealand has eased to

7.0%

about 1% in the 12 months to June 30, 2022.
Highly vulnerable to external shocks. New Zealand banks continue to face risks to their funding profiles.

5.6%
4.4%

Their significant dependence on offshore short-term borrowing and the country's persistent currentaccount deficits and exposure to fluctuations in commodity prices all make New Zealand vulnerable to
external shocks.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Credit losses to remain low. We expect New Zealand banks' credit losses over the next two years to
remain low, and close to pre-COVID-19 levels as the economy continues to recover, supported by record0.9%

particular, the most highly leveraged households will struggle to service their debt at higher interest rates.

0.8%

0.8%

0.9%

1.0%

2023f

Nevertheless, we do expect a marginal increase in credit losses off a very low base as interest rates rise. In

2022e

low unemployment. New Zealand banks' profitability remains adequate to absorb credit losses.

However, these households form only a small proportion of the banks' loan books.
New Zealand bank subsidiaries remain core to their Australian parents. We envisage no change in the
strategic importance of the four major New Zealand bank subsidiaries to their Australian parents. This will
support the credit quality of the banks, which account for over 90% of the New Zealand industry's assets.

RoAA

What to look for over the next year
House-price growth to continue to ease. Six central bank interest rate rises since October 2021 combined
with a variety of government tax-related changes, rising housing supply, and falling consumer confidence

0.9%

have driven the recent falls, in our view. Nevertheless, financial institutions in New Zealand remain
exposed to the downside risks of a sharp fall in property prices.
Economic growth to recover in 2023. Strong employment conditions, and a large pipeline of infrastructure
2023) before settling at about 2.6% per year. Downside risks persist, such as high household
indebtedness, rising inflation, net negative migration, and geopolitical tensions.
Technology risks on the increase. Cyber risks present a growing threat to New Zealand banks, as
demonstrated by distributed denial of service attacks on the banking system in late 2021. A large-scale
cyber-attack can damage the risk profiles of New Zealand banks and pose systemic risks. However, the
regulator's sectorwide cyber initiatives should strengthen cyber security, in our view.

2021a

and construction activity will support growth that we project to reach 3.6% in fiscal 2023 (ending June 30,

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
Figures are for fiscal year ending in June.
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Philippines | BICRA Group: 5
Edging Closer To Pre-Pandemic Profitability
Key takeaways
− Philippine banks' return on assets will edge closer to the pre-pandemic level of 1.2% as credit costs
continue to moderate.
− Asset quality will stabilize because banks have recognized the bulk of weak loans from the COVID-19
fallout.
− Higher inflation and a rising interest rate environment pose downside risks.

Key credit drivers
Economic recovery is under way. We forecast 6.5% GDP growth in 2022 compared with 5.6% in 2021.
Improving macroeconomic conditions will support recovery of the banking sector. A rapid rise in interest
rates will be a key downside risk because it could affect highly indebted and lower-rated borrowers.
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Loan growth

Banks maintain good buffers. The sector's good capital position (16.4% Tier-1 ratio) and provisioning
6.0%

6.0%

3.8%

3.6%

1.2%

1.3%

2023f

environment.

2022e

cushion against any moderate rise in credit stress from higher inflation and a rising interest rate
4.3%

Key assumptions
Credit losses will continue to moderate. We expect the sector's credit costs to decline to 0.6%-0.8% of
gross loans in 2022, from 0.9% in 2021. By our estimates, the nonperforming loan (NPL) ratio has peaked
and will continue to gradually decline to 3.8% by end-2022. This is because most weak loans have either
been recognized or restructured. Some slippage is possible from the restructured pool (3% of total loans),

NPA ratio

especially from the services sector. Banks' disposal of NPLs to asset-management companies could bring
down the level of weak loans visible in the system.
Credit growth and earnings will improve. Sectorwide profits are likely to return to pre-pandemic level in
2022, with the sector's return on average assets increasing to 1.2%-1.3%. This is on the back of higher

4.0%

credit growth, margin improvement from expected policy rate hikes, and lower credit costs. We forecast
credit growth of 5%-7% following better economic growth. Any reduction in banks' regulatory reserve
requirement could push credit growth toward the higher end of our forecast.

What to look for over the next year

RoAA

Rising interest rates. Higher inflation and a rising interest rate environment can dampen credit demand,
push some low-income consumers to the edge of default, and pressurize small and midsize enterprises
that are still healing from the impact of the pandemic. We view these risks as manageable.
Ramp-up of digitalization initiatives. Banks will continue to increase investments in digital initiatives to
fend off competition from digital players set to launch their operations this year. Large universal and

1.1%

commercial banks should be able to defend their market share, given their wide resources and

2021a

longstanding customer relationships.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Singapore | BICRA Group: 2
Banks Have Staged A Strong Comeback From COVID
Key takeaways
− Singapore banks have rebounded strongly from COVID; their full-year performance in 2021 has
already normalized to the pre-COVID level.
− Banks are well placed to benefit from net interest margin gains amid rising interest rates. But
optimism on profitability upside is tempered by deterioration of macro variables, including slower
first-quarter GDP, higher energy and commodity prices, a longer Russia-Ukraine conflict than
anticipated, and slower Chinese growth.
− Asset quality of Singapore banks should remain resilient, with some possible uptick in nonperforming
assets from idiosyncratic risks, particularly from pockets of emerging market exposure.

Key credit drivers
Strong rebound from COVID. Singapore banks led their ASEAN peers in recovering from COVID-19. The
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Loan growth

banks' main markets of Singapore (7.6% GDP growth in 2021) and Greater China (8.1%) staged solid
6.0%

rebounds from the initial economic shocks caused by COVID. More recently, macro conditions have
become challenging. Higher energy and commodity prices are crimping purchasing power for both firms
and households. The Russia-Ukraine conflict looks likely to last longer than we expected, which will

5.0%
3.9%

continue to dent confidence. Slower Chinese growth will have a flow-on impact on other economies
because of the skew toward consumption.
This recently led us to mark down our GDP forecasts. We now expect Asia-Pacific growth to be 4.2% for
2022, 40 basis points (bps) lower than previously forecast. We believe that the recovery story for Singapore
banks remains intact, albeit at a slower and more uneven pace, and second- and third-order effects are

NPA ratio

felt across ASEAN markets.
Good upside for net interest margins (NIMs), some downside for nonperforming loans. We believe
Singapore banks are well placed for margin upside over 2022 and 2023 as rate hikes gain momentum.
1.5%

1.7%

1.6%

1.1%

1.2%

2023f

cost customer deposits. In our view, a NIM expansion of 5 bps-10 bps is possible in 2022. This could grow
by a further 10 bps-15 bps in 2023 after rate hikes are fully priced in. The controlled release of general

2022e

Balance sheets of large Singapore banks are rate-sensitive and supported by an extensive buffer of low-

provisions built up during the COVID pandemic could also aid earnings. Banks' gross NPL ratio could,
however, weaken slightly over the next 12-18 months, from economic headwinds and more vulnerable
small and midsize enterprises.

RoAA

Key assumptions
Mid-single digit loan growth, pre-COVID credit costs. Our base case assumes loan growth of about 5%
over the next 12 months, with credit costs at the pre-COVID range of 20 bps-25 bps.
Government is highly supportive of the banking system. We believe it will provide timely financial support

1.0%

to ensure the stability of the financial system, if needed. This in turn supports the banks' financial profile.

Digital-only banks start operations and the central bank's project for a retail central bank digital
currency (CBDC). We are closely tracking the environmental, social, and governance developments and

2021a

What to look for over the next year

digitalization efforts of Singapore banks in 2022. We'll also focus on the operational mode and initial
product offerings of the four digital-only banks in Singapore. Another interesting event to watch is Project
Orchid, which the Monetary Authority of Singapore announced in November 2021. The central bank is
studying ways with the private sector to build technology infrastructure and capabilities, which can
support retail CBDC issuance, if needed, in the future.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Sri Lanka | BICRA Group: 10
Liquidity Risk, Post Sovereign Default, To Strain Banks' Credit Profiles
Key takeaways
− Rising risk of Sri Lankan banks defaulting on their obligations, especially those in foreign currency.
− After the sovereign default, banks are facing extremely high liquidity risk. Domestic depositors'
confidence could also be tested.
− Higher credit costs, lower profitability, and potentially weaker funding profiles will weigh on banks.
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Key credit drivers
Country's vulnerable external position. The Sri Lankan government has suspended debt servicing on its

Sri Lanka

foreign currency obligations until a comprehensive debt restructuring plan is formulated. Sri Lankan
financial institutions are unlikely to avoid credit pressures on the sovereign. They have faced either delays
or suspensions in receiving proceeds from the government on its maturing foreign currency-denominated

Loan growth
19.0%

Sri Lanka Development Bonds. This has hurt the banks' liquidity.
Heightened operating risk. We expect operating conditions for Sri Lankan financial institutions to stay

14.0%

13.4%

weak over the next 12 months. Subdued economic activity in Sri Lanka, political uncertainty, and weak
external and fiscal performance could put a strain on banks.

Key assumptions
Domestic deposits to continue to inch up. Despite the slowdown, core customer Sri Lankan rupee
deposits, the main source of funding for Sri Lankan banks, have so far been stable, reflecting depositors'
confidence. We expect domestic deposits to continue to inch up, in part due to a lack of alternative

NPA ratio

investment options and the absence of capital account convertibility in Sri Lanka. However, depositor
confidence could be tested if the health of the banking sector deteriorates sharply.
Strained asset quality due to significant system stress. We believe that the forbearance is leading to a
widening gap in economic reality and reported numbers. Households and companies in Sri Lanka are
under significant stress due to high inflation, a foreign currency shortage, a restrictive import policy, a

6.0%

7.0%

4.5%

sharp increase in interest rates, and low economic activity due to debt restructuring and social unrest. A
large proportion of borrowers will likely require restructuring of loans because of their diminished cash
flows. Banks' direct exposure to the sovereign is also high and banks are already seeing impairment on
their foreign exchange exposure to the sovereign. We expect credit costs to rise sharply to 2.5% in 2022

RoAA

and then remain elevated at 1.7%-2% over the next couple of years. Sharp currency depreciation will lead
to inflated balance sheets in 2022 as the dollar book inflates.

What to look for over the next year
Foreign currency shortage to hurt Sri Lankan banks. After the sovereign default, banks are facing

1.2%

extremely high liquidity risk. There is a loss of appetite in international markets for Sri Lankan debt,

0.2%

leading to lower rollovers and higher funding costs. Sri Lankan banks have limited access to cross-border

0.5%

funding. The interbank market seems to have completely dried up. We understand a few banks are already

Profitability could fall substantially. The Sri Lankan banking system's profitability could fall due to rising
credit costs and mark-to-market losses on government bonds, offsetting a rise in margins. A large
surcharge tax will also hit the net worth of banks.

2023f

external funding for the Sri Lankan banking system will likely continue to shrink for the next few months.

2022e

this trend to persist until the sovereign's external situation stabilizes, which may take time. In the interim,

2021a

delaying payment on their foreign exchange obligations due to the foreign currency shortage. We expect

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming loans as %
of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Taiwan | BICRA Group: 4
Solid Capitalization Provides Buffer
Key takeaways
− Higher credit costs expected in 2022-2023 as loan moratoriums end but overall asset quality remains
satisfactory.
− Solid capitalization to provide sufficient cushion to absorb higher credit losses.
− Domestic property prices to grow moderately in 2022-2023; and the risk of real estate market
volatilities to the overall financial system remains manageable.

Key credit drivers
Continuous global demand and local economy underpin stable credit metrics. Steady world demand,
particularly for electronic devices, along with rising consumer spending should bolster Taiwan's exportreliant economy. Despite elevated COVID-19 local cases since mid-2022, Taiwan is likely to continue with
re-opening policies, which should underpin business growth in 2023. The pandemic could somewhat
weaken profitability in the banking sector because of increased credit costs but not cause capital shock.
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Loan growth
6.9%
4.5%

Interest-raising cycle globally and domestically. Anticipated further policy rate rises in the U.S. and

4.0%

Taiwan in 2023 will modestly lift banks' net interest margin.
Solid capital buffer. Banks have strengthened their capital over the past few years in line with regulatory
requirements, with the average common equity Tier-1 capital ratio at 12.6% as of end-March 2022. This
should provide a sufficient buffer for banks to absorb rising credit costs.

Key assumptions

NPA ratio

Export demand to support moderate economic growth. We project Taiwan's economy will expand by 2.7%
in 2023, similar to 2022. Global demand for electronic products and components and sustained
investments in the local semiconductor sector will continue to underpin moderate GDP expansion and

growth in 2023. We believe the risk of real estate market volatilities to the overall financial system remain

0.2%

0.4%

0.3%

0.5%

0.5%

2023f

Domestic property prices to grow moderately. We expect real estate prices to remain stable, with modest

2022e

business growth as well as stable credit metrics for Taiwan's banking sector.

manageable, aided by the regulator's oversight on banks' credit policies.

What to look for over the next year

RoAA

Asset quality metrics to slightly weaken by the end of 2023 but remain satisfactory. We expect banks'
nonperforming assets (NPAs) ratio to continue to undergo under slight pressure in 2023. The government's
loan moratorium program--which began in 2020 and rolled over to June 2022 for corporate loans and in
June 2023 for retails loans--may push banks' NPA recognition into 2023. In our opinion, the overall asset
quality of Taiwan's banks will remain satisfactory given sufficient provision buffers.

0.5%

The bottom line will likely remain flat in 2023. We project banks' profitability will remain flat in 2023.
Improved net interest margin driven by interest rate hikes is likely to be offset by somewhat higher credit

Shift in customer behavior amid COVID outbreak accelerates adoption of digital banking. The pandemic
and recent deregulation have accelerated the adoption of digital banking adoption. However, the benefits
are mostly around operational efficiency and customer experience for Taiwan's incumbent banks. This is
unlikely to change the banking sector landscape over the next two years. All three virtual banks started
operation in 2022 and are likely to be small and loss-making due to limited scale and product offerings.

2021a

cost. Volatile capital markets could also strain banks' trading profitability.

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Thailand | BICRA Group: 7
Structural Issues To Weigh On Banks' Credit Conditions
Key takeaways
− Banks in Thailand remain more vulnerable to COVID-19 than Asian peers, given the country's reliance
on tourism, and high household and corporate leverage.
− Restructuring will provide a temporary lifeline to borrowers, but it won't resolve persistent high
leverage.
− Economic recovery is key to stabilizing credit conditions.

Key credit drivers
Thailand's high household leverage and banks' exposure to small and midsize enterprises (SMEs) are
risks. The pandemic has hit Thailand hard due to the country's reliance on international tourism. In our
view, the current challenging environment will hurt the debt-servicing ability of SMEs and low-income
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Thailand
Loan growth

households. Credit risk is already heightened in Thailand, given very high household debt and corporate
debt as well as pre-existing structural weaknesses in the SME segment. Thailand's household leverage, at
90%, is one of the highest among emerging markets and has reached unsustainable levels. In our view,
banks will need to restructure loans due to the fragile state of household debt and bear the losses on some

6.0%

6.0%

4.1%

of these loans.
Fragile and uneven economic recovery. Thailand has recovered more slowly than peers. While we expect
an economic recovery in 2022, it will remain fragile and uneven across sectors, especially in tourism, which
remains well below pre-pandemic levels. We continue to believe that the recovery in international tourism
will be gradual and that the sector may regain its full potential only after 2024. A slow and uneven recovery

NPA ratio

has weakened the borrower profile of Thai banks.

Key assumptions

4.6%
4.1%
3.0%

Increasing divergence in economic reality and reported numbers. Non-performing loans (NPLs) haven't
spiked, given ongoing relief measures. But at 11%, the high proportion of the banks' loan books under
relief measures points to incipient problems in the system. Our base case projects an orderly unwinding of
imbalances. We expect banks' NPLs to rise gradually over the next 24 months and peak at 5% by the end of
the cycle. Credit costs should remain elevated at about 1.5% for the next couple of years at least.
Good capital and provisioning levels offer some cushion. Thai banks generally have good credit buffers,

RoAA

with high capital adequacy ratios and provision coverage compared with peers. As of March 31, 2022, the
sector's provision coverage was about 166%, with a capital adequacy ratio of 19.8%. Banks' improving
earnings also aided these buffers. We believe the Thai banks that we rate can absorb the blow from

0.8%

1.0%

1.0%

2023f

What to look for over the next year

2022e

deteriorating asset quality.

Pickup in restructuring momentum. Thailand's central bank has been encouraging banks to opt for longterm restructuring. We expect a large portion of banks' current outstanding loans under relief to transition
persistent high leverage. In our view, banks will remain stuck with these restructured loans for a long time.
Economic revival is key to credit recovery. Economic revival is vital to stabilize credit conditions. A
prolonged delay in Thailand's economic recovery would deepen the downside scenario for domestic banks.
On the other hand, the strain on the banking system may ease when it becomes clear restructured loans
have been successfully rehabilitated and the elevated risk of restructured loans transitioning to NPL has
diminished. The recovery of tourism may facilitate this by lifting the economy and enabling borrowers to
generate sufficient cash flow to service their loans normally.

spglobal.com/ratings

2021a

to restructured loans. Restructuring will provide a temporary lifeline to borrowers, but it won't resolve

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming loans as
a % of system wide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Vietnam | BICRA Group: 9
Asset Quality And Imbalances Risk Remains
Key takeaways
− Banks are likely to see brisk credit growth amid a normalizing economy.
− We expect stable profitability, partly due to regulatory forbearance.
− COVID-19 has delayed structural reforms on capital, asset-quality recognition, and provisioning.
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Key credit drivers
Fast growth. Credit growth in Vietnam is likely to be about 15% over the next 12-18 months. Key drivers
include still low interest rates and supportive policy along with the reopening of the economy. While most

Vietnam

state-owned banks are capital constrained, several mid-tier private-sector banks are likely to expand

Stable returns on assets. Net interest margins for banks are likely to remain stable as they continue to
enjoy a low cost of funding with some uptick. Noninterest income is likely to expand briskly on the

13.6%

15.0%

15.0%

2.4%

2.7%

1.0%

1.0%

2023f

Loan growth

2022e

loans by 15%-30%. In our view, the key risks are rising indebtedness in the economy along with thin capital
buffers of some banks.

resumption of export-led trade finance and foreign exchange income, cross-sales of retail products (e.g.,
insurance), e-transaction channels, loan processing, and card fees. We expect a range-bound increase in
credit costs for Vietnam banks due to regulatory forbearance.
COVID-19-related credit cost pushed back. The reported asset quality of the banks in Vietnam
deteriorated modestly in 2021. This is due to the combined effects of liquidity support to borrowers at
lower interest rates and the continuation of loan restructuring by the central bank. Such restructured
loans formed about 6%-7% of total outstanding loans at the end of 2021 on an accumulated basis. The

NPA ratio

regulatory forbearance to restructure the loans without lowering the classification of such loans will
continue until mid-2022 and banks are provided a three-year window for provisioning.

Key assumptions
Manufacturing sector and domestic demand to invigorate growth. Vietnam's economy was battered in

1.5%

2020 and 2021 by the slowdown stemming from the pandemic. In 2021, the delta variant proved
overwhelming, resulting in strict lockdowns. It interrupted production and disrupted supply chains, leading
to GDP expansion of only 2.5%. We forecast GDP expansion of 6%-7% in the next three years as growth
settles closer to Vietnam's long-term trend. The country's export-led manufacturing sector (especially

RoAA

electronics) and strong structural domestic demand will keep the trend growth rate above the average of
its peers.

What to look for over the next year
Capital management. Capital buffers at several Vietnamese banks remain thin, and some state-owned
banks need urgent help to improve capitalization. In this respect, global capital markets remain an avenue.

1.1%

However, foreign ownership in banks is still restricted to 30%.

capitalization; and weak asset quality recognition. The pandemic has delayed the improvement of several
of these aspects. For example, the deadline for all the banks to attain Basel II standards has been
extended to 2023. The central bank also extended loan forbearance to mid-2022. It remains unknown if
these items will get back on track.

2021a

Structural reforms agenda. The banking sector faces several structural challenges. These include high
and increasing leverage in the economy; the high exposure of some banks to the real estate sector; thin

Loan growth – Sector-average growth
in loans.
NPA ratio – Nonperforming assets as
a % of systemwide loans.
RoAA – Sector-average return on
average assets.
a--Actual. e--Estimate. f--Forecast.
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Appendix
The table below presents S&P Global Ratings' views on key risks and risk trends for banking
sectors in countries where we rate banks. For more detailed information, please refer to the
latest Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA) on a given country. According to our
methodology, BICRAs fall into groups from '1' to '10', ranging from what we view as the lowest-risk
banking systems (group '1') to the highest-risk (group '10').

BICRA Summary Table
Economic risk

Industry risk

BICRA
group

Economic
risk trend

Industry
risk trend

Economic
resilience

Economic
imbalances

Credit risk in
the economy

Institutional
framework

Competitive
dynamics

Systemwide
funding

Argentina

9

Stable

Negative

EH

H

EH

H

H

VH

Armenia

8

Negative

Stable

VH

I

EH

VH

H

VH

Australia

3

Stable

Positive

VL

H

L

L

L

I

Austria

2

Stable

Negative

VL

L

I

I

I

L

Azerbaijan

9

Stable

Stable

VH

H

EH

EH

H

VH

Bahrain

7

Stable

Stable

H

H

VH

I

H

H

Bangladesh

9

Stable

Stable

VH

L

EH

EH

EH

I

Belarus

10

Stable

Stable

VH

VH

VH

EH

VH

EH

Belgium

2

Stable

Stable

L

L

L

I

I

VL

Bermuda

5

Stable

Stable

I

VH

I

I

L

I

Bolivia

9

Stable

Stable

VH

H

EH

VH

VH

H

Brazil

6

Stable

Stable

VH

I

H

I

H

I

Brunei

6

Stable

Stable

I

L

H

EH

I

L

Cambodia

9

Stable

Stable

VH

H

EH

EH

H

VH

Canada

2

Stable

Stable

VL

I

I

VL

L

L

Chile

3

Negative

Stable

H

L

I

I

L

L

China

6

Stable

Stable

I

H

VH

H

H

VL

Colombia

6

Stable

Stable

H

H

H

H

I

I

Costa Rica

8

Stable

Stable

H

H

VH

H

EH

H

Cyprus

8

Stable

Stable

I

H

EH

H

VH

VH

Czech Republic

3

Stable

Stable

I

L

I

I

I

I

Denmark

3

Stable

Stable

VL

L

I

I

I

I

Egypt

9

Stable

Stable

EH

H

VH

EH

H

H

El Salvador

9

Negative

Negative

EH

I

EH

H

I

EH

Finland

2

Stable

Stable

VL

L

L

I

L

I

France

3

Stable

Stable

L

I

L

I

H

L

Georgia

8

Stable

Stable

VH

H

VH

I

H

VH

Country
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BICRA Summary Table (continued)
Economic risk

Industry risk

Country

BICRA
group

Economic
risk trend

Industry
risk trend

Economic
resilience

Economic
imbalances

Credit risk in
the economy

Institutional
framework

Competitive
dynamics

Systemwide
funding

Germany

3

Negative

Stable

VL

VL

L

I

H

VL

Greece

8

Stable

Positive

H

H

VH

H

H

VH

Guatemala

7

Stable

Stable

EH

I

VH

H

I

I

Honduras

8

Stable

Stable

VH

I

EH

VH

I

H

Hong Kong

2

Stable

Stable

L

I

I

VL

L

VL

Hungary

5

Stable

Stable

I

H

I

I

H

I

Iceland

5

Stable

Stable

I

H

I

I

I

H

India

6

Stable

Stable

H

I

VH

H

H

L

Indonesia

6

Negative

Stable

H

L

VH

H

H

I

Ireland

4

Stable

Stable

L

H

I

I

H

L

Israel

3

Stable

Stable

I

I

L

I

H

L

Italy

5

Positive

Stable

I

H

H

I

H

I

Jamaica

8

Stable

Stable

EH

I

VH

H

VH

VH

Japan

3

Stable

Stable

L

VL

L

I

H

VL

Jordan

8

Stable

Stable

EH

I

VH

H

H

H

Kazakhstan

9

Stable

Stable

H

H

EH

EH

VH

H

Korea

3

Stable

Stable

L

L

I

I

I

L

Kuwait

4

Stable

Stable

H

I

I

H

I

L

Liechtenstein

2

Stable

Stable

L

L

L

I

I

L

Luxembourg

2

Stable

Stable

VL

I

L

I

I

VL

Malaysia

4

Stable

Stable

H

L

H

I

H

L

Malta

5

Negative

Stable

I

L

H

VH

I

I

Mexico

5

Stable

Stable

VH

I

I

I

I

L

Mongolia

9

Stable

Stable

H

VH

EH

EH

H

VH

Morocco

7

Stable

Stable

VH

I

VH

I

H

H

Netherlands

3

Stable

Stable

VL

I

I

I

I

L

New Zealand

4

Negative

Stable

VL

H

I

I

L

H

Nigeria

10

Stable

Stable

EH

H

EH

EH

H

VH

Norway

2

Stable

Stable

VL

I

L

L

L

I

Oman

7

Stable

Stable

VH

H

H

I

H

H

Panama

5

Negative

Stable

I

H

I

I

L

VH

Paraguay

8

Stable

Stable

VH

I

EH

VH

VH

H

Peru

5

Negative

Stable

H

VL

VH

L

I

I

Philippines

5

Stable

Stable

VH

L

H

H

I

I
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BICRA Summary Table (continued)
Economic risk

Industry risk

Country

BICRA
group

Economic
risk trend

Industry
risk trend

Economic
resilience

Economic
imbalances

Credit risk in
the economy

Institutional
framework

Competitive
dynamics

Systemwide
funding

Poland

4

Stable

Negative

H

L

I

I

VH

L

Portugal

6

Stable

Positive

I

H

H

I

H

H

Qatar

5

Stable

Stable

L

H

H

I

I

VH

Saudi Arabia

4

Stable

Stable

H

I

I

I

I

L

Singapore

2

Stable

Stable

VL

I

I

VL

L

L

Slovenia

4

Stable

Stable

I

I

I

I

I

I

South Africa

6

Stable

Stable

VH

I

H

I

I

H

Spain

4

Stable

Stable

I

I

I

I

H

L

Sri Lanka

10

Stable

Stable

EH

VH

EH

VH

VH

EH

Sweden

2

Stable

Stable

VL

I

L

I

L

I

Switzerland

2

Stable

Stable

VL

L

L

L

L

L

Taiwan

4

Stable

Stable

L

L

I

I

VH

VL

Thailand

7

Negative

Stable

H

H

VH

VH

H

L

Trinidad and Tobago

6

Stable

Stable

VH

I

VH

H

H

L

Tunisia

10

Stable

Negative

EH

H

EH

EH

H

VH

Turkey

9

Stable

Negative

VH

VH

VH

VH

VH

VH

U.K.

3

Stable

Stable

L

I

H

L

I

L

U.S.

3

Stable

Positive

L

L

I

I

I

VL

Ukraine

10

Stable

Stable

EH

EH

EH

VH

VH

VH

United Arab Emirates

5

Stable

Stable

L

H

VH

I

H

I

Uruguay

5

Stable

Stable

H

L

H

H

H

I

Uzbekistan

8

Stable

Stable

VH

I

VH

EH

H

VH

Vietnam

9

Stable

Stable

VH

H

EH

EH

VH

I

Positive economic or industry risk trend
Very low risk (VL)

Low risk (L)

Stable economic or industry risk trend
Intermediate risk (I)

High risk (H)

Negative economic or industry risk trend
Very high risk (VH)

Extremely high risk (EH)

Data as of July 20, 2022. Source: S&P Global Ratings.
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